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INTRODUCTION 
This volume provides a record of  thirty written comments received during the consultation on draft 
Commission  Notice  concerning  the  status  of voice  on  the  Internet  pursuant  to  Directive 
90/388/EEC (97/C 140/06, published in OJ No C 140, 7.5.1997, p.  8) 
It does not include comments where there was a specific request for confidentiality from the parties 
involved . 
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a 
· telecommaaieadons services; 97/C 140/06 
Dear Directorate-General for Competition: 
Please find enclosed the Observations of  America Online, Inc. in the above-referenced 
proceeding.  These Observations are being filed today l!i§ fac1iinile punuant to the instructions 
set fonh in the Commission's Notice.  A hard copy of  these Observations is also being sent under 
separate cover. 
If you have any questions regarding these Observations, please contact the undersigned. 
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OBSERVATIONS OF AMERICA ONLINE, INC. 
July 7, 1997-
America Online, Inc. ("AOL"), by its attorneys and pursuant~o  the ''Notice Concerning 
the Status of  Voice on the Internet Pursuant to Directive 90/381/EEC, Supplement to the 
Communication by the Commission to the European Parliament  .nd the CoWlcil on the Status 
and Implementation of  Directive 90/388/EEC on Competition in the Markets for . 
Telecommunications Services," published May 7, 1997, hereby submits these observations to the 
Et·ropean Commission ("EC" or  '~ommission"). 
Since its founding in 1985, AOL has played a leading role in the development of  the  .. 
Internet online services medium to deliver information, entertainment and communications for 
consumers around the globe.
1
'  AOL's Internet online service. presently has approximately 
11  Headquanered in Dulle~  Virginia, United States of  America, AOL currently operates in 
the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom7 France, Gennany and Japan. 
9 
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eight million members with local ~ial-up access in roughly 700 cities worldwide, providing 
original programming and informative content, electronic mail e'E-mail") capabilities, access to 
the World Wide Web and informational databases, electronic magazines and newspapers, and 
opportunities to participate in online "chat  .. conferences.  The vast m~ority of  AOL's mem~ 
are residential, and use the service for recreation and personal information and entertainment. 
Today, AOL members are spending more than five million total hours online in the average day, 
with an average of 1  S million E-mails and 300 million web hits each day.  As technology and 
demand develops, AOL expects to deploy upgrades to its service, including voice capabilities 
where feasible.  AOL currently has plans to release an application to permit voice 
communication, which will be available within its network worldwide.  However, there remain 
significant technical baniers to voice communications over the Internet with today' s technology . 
• 
By way of  background, AOL, Inc. is currently divided into three divisions:  AOL 
Networks, AOL Studios, and ANS Access.  AOL Networks, which includes the flagship AOL 
Internet online service and AOL International SelVices, cremes the ·'AOL experia~ce" with its 
variety of  interactive features such as news, sports, weather, financial information and 
transactio~  and electronic shopping.  AOL Studios, the company's prognlmming arm, develops 
interactive programming for broad distribution.  For examrle, AOL Studios runs innovative 
programming properties such as AOL  inn~vative chat (iChatco  ), games (INN), lo~  information 
'  . 
(AOL Digital Cities), and independent (AOL Studios Greenhouse) programming.  These  . 
proaramming services are for distribution both on AOL's Internet online service and through 
other media channels. 
Finally, ANS Access, which operates one of  the world's largest and most reliable data 
communications networks, provides network services to a variety of  businesses and to the 
2 
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I 
AOLnet netwo~  on which the majority of  AOL traffic travels.  Significantly, it was the ANS 
technical team that actually designed and developed the hardware and software for the Internet 
backbone and managed that backbone in the United States for nine years.  ANS Access also  -
• 
designs, iD.&talls, manages, and maintains nationwide corporate data networks over ANSnet, one 
of  the fastest and largest TCP/IP networks in the world. 
As the world's largest provider of  Internet online services, AOL strives to otier its 
members the benefits of  new technologies and advanced services as ·effici~ntly and expeditiously 
as possible.  To this end, AOL has an interest in ensuring that the regulatory framework in any 
market where it competes encourages innovation and new investment.  Accordingly, AOL 
strongly e~dorses the European Commission's conclusion that "voice on the Internet" should 
receive liberalized treatment and not be classified as "voice telephony." 
The Commission's draft conclusion is fully consistent with the definition of"voice 
telephony" set fonh in Directive 90/318/EEC.  The Internet voice offerings available today lack: 
several key.-".:atures oftraditionat·voice telephony offerings, including tran"?arency, ubiquity, 
full ~liability  lt and real-time capability.  Voice transmissions over the ~ket-switched  networks 
operated by Internet service providers ("ISPs") represent a niche component of  the array of 
services being offered by ISPs and others and are not made available to the public at large.  In 
many instanees, ISPs themselves may be unaware that their subscribers are engaged in voice 
• 
transmissions, since Internet voice applications often rely upon customer premises software and 
hardware obtained and installed by end users.  Moreover,. voice applications are often sub-
elements ofmulti-t\mction environments that combine voice, data, and graphics, such as 
telemedicine or data conferencing applications, rather than discrete service offerings.  In short, 
3 
11 
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the nascent Internet voice services available today arc by no means substitutable~ from either a 
technical or conswner perspective, for traditional voice telephony. 
According liberalized treatment to Internet voice offerings is also consistent with 
European Commission policies designed to encourage technological innovation and the 
deployment of  new services.  The Commission already has concluded that such objectives can 
best, be met by minimizing government restrictions on the development and provision of 
advanced telecommunications and infonnation services.  Internet voice applications can be 
utilized for a broad range of  services, including educational~ medical, social and multimedia 
offerings that incorporate voice, video and data.  Subjecting Internet voice offerings to regulatory 
structures 8nd constraints developed for basic voice telephony woUld contravene the 
Commission's policies by hampering the development and deployment of  new services. 
Finally, allowing lntemet voiee services to develop free from Member State  , 
telecommum :.uions regulation is consistent with deregulatory policies maintained in the United 
S~  ·-and reflected in the recent telecommunications accord adopted by the World Trade 
Organization.  These policies have helped to spawn not only the explosive increases in Internet 
usage witnessed in recent years, but also the vast array of  innovative new services offered by 
•' 
ISPs.  As United States President Bill Clinton emphasized less than a. week ago, "Govemment 
• 
officials should respect the unique nature of  the medium and recognize that widespread 
competition aDd increased consumer choice should be the defming features of  the new digital 
I 
marketplace.  "
21  In the United StateS7 ~oth  the Conaress and the Federal Communications 
Commission have also steadfastly sought to minimize government regulation of  information and 
u  Text of  the Preside:1t's Message to Internet users, The White House, Office of  the PreS$ 
Secretary, July 1, 1997. 
4 
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Internet services, by resisting effons to subject such "enhanced'' servtces to regulatory regimes 
imposed upon traditional common caniers and telecommunications pr~viders. This approach has 
fueled new investment and economic growth and stimulated higher quality services by ISPs and 
othe:s at lower prices for consumers.  The European Commission should likewise seek to prevent 
unnecessary government interferenc~ in the growth and development of  the Internet, by ensuring 
that innovative new services such as voice on the Internet are not subject to Member State 
teleconununications and basic telephony regulation. 
I.  INTERNET VOICE SERVICES SHOULD NOT BE CLASSIFIED AS 
VOICE TELEPHONY WITIUN THE MEANING OF DIRECTIVE 
901381/EEC 
A.  The Draft Posidoa Correctly Concludes that Iatenet Voice 
Applieatiou Do Not Meet the 901318/EEC Deilllition of "Voice 
Telephoay" 
AOL concurs with the Commission's draft position
3
' that Internet voice applications do 
not meet the definition of  "voice telephony" under the 90/388/EEC Directive.
41  The legal 
defmitiPn of voice telephon~  ·, me policies underlying that d~tion,  and the uncertainty over the 
developing role oflntemet voice ·applicationS support the Commission's draft conclusion. 
Indeed, subjecting Internet voice applications to the voice telephony regulatory regime of 
Member States would jeopardize the development of  promising teclmologies that will lower 
• 
costs, enhance consumer choice, and allow advanced applications to the benefit of  the European 
3
'  Notice by the Commjyign cooceming the state of  voice on the Internet under Directive 
90/388/EEC. 1997 O.J. (C 140) 8 ("Notice on Internet Voice''). 
41  Commission Directive 90/388/EEC of28 June 1990 on competition in the markets for 
telecommunications seryices, 1992 O.J. (L 192) 10 ("Directive on TelecoiDDll!Dtcations 
Competition"). 
5 
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Communities.  AS the United States' recently released report '
4A Framework for Global 
Electronic Commerce" states, ''Unnecessary regulation of  commerciat activities will di$tort 
development of  the electronic marketplace by decreasing the supply and raising the cost of 
products and services for consumers the world over.  "SJ 
t.  IateractVoice Serviees Are Not Substitutes For Or 
· Equivaleats To Basi~ Voice Telephony Services 
Firs~ packet-based Internet voice service currently is neither substitutable for, nor 
equivalent to, traditional voice telephony.  At present, there are signiftcant distinctions between 
Internet voice applications -- sometimes referred to as Voice on the Net C~VON")  -- and voice 
telephony, particularly With respect to quality, ease of  use, and widespread availability to the 
public.  Dropped packets, time lags, echoes and unwanted distortion can affect both the quality 
and reliability of  Internet voi~c communications. 
61 
For instanCe, the voice communications service that AOL plans to launch in the near 
future still faces technical an·! operational barriers, including a subscriber base that largely does 
not possess the requisite full duplex sound cards and/or modems· with sufficient speed to 
accommodate voi~;c.  In addition, voice comprefsion technology has not evolved to the point 
• 
s'  ~"A  Framework for Global Electronic Commerce,n The White House, July 1, 1997, at 
2 ("Globa! Fremtwork"). 
61  ~  ~  Gautam Naik, "Internet Threat is Seen to Telephone Companies," Wall Street 
Joumallnteractjve Edition, May 7, 1997 ("[T]he Internet has a long way to go before it can 
match the superior quality of  voice calls placed over traditional phone netWorks.  Internet-based 
calls tend to suffer from lags.  Transmission quality can also be scratchy_''); "Embracina Internet 
Telephony,'' TelQ1hony  .. December 9, 1996 at 32-34 ("[S]ound quality problems-including 
dropouts, echoes and unwanted distortion - make conversations using the Internet as a transport 
medium frustrating and unreliable, especially for business users.''). 
6  • 
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where it is efficient and reliable to transmit voice on the decentralized Internet.'  Simply put, 
• 
these nascent Internet-based voice services and the networks they operate on are not eq~ivalent 
to voice telephony services operating on the public switched network.  Indeed, in contrast to E· 
mail, which can be transmitted with relative ease to .most Internet users despite the different 
system and technical parameters of  individual users, Internet voice services underscore the 
significant differences between the public switched network and the lntemet for the efficient an~ 
reliable delivery of  voice communications. 
There arc also critical technical distinctions between Internet voice sentices and 
tladitional voice telephony.  Unlike basic voice telephone services, virtually all.of  the emerging 
packet-based voice communications services that will be or are provided over the Internet 
involve protocol processing at both ends of  the connection that act upon the format of  the 
transmission.  In this regard, voice transmissions over the Internet are more analogous to 
"irlfonnation services" rather than "basic transmission" or "conduit" services.
11  Further, Internet 
voice ~ices  also rely upon customer·premises based software and hardware for most, if  not all, 
of  their functionality, much of  which-is not widely in use by  today~s  Internet users.  For example, 
to use AOL 's, planned service, subscribers will require AOL-specifi~ software, full duplex sound 
cards and adeGJate speed modems.  Today, subscriber penetration of  the necessary hardware 
however, is quite low.  Moreover, just as with the proposed AOL service, most ~ntemet-based 
71  In fact, Internet voice applications do not constitute a sufficiently stable set of 
technologies and usages to enable Member ·states to adopt reaulatory measures.  See Guido 
Reinke, Reoon on the Market Development of  Internet gd  tbe Implications on the 
Telecommunications Sector, DO XIII (September 1996) ("&port on the Market Development of 
Internet"). 
11  ~~at  17·23 (discussing distinction between such "basic" and "enhanced'' services 
in United States regulation). 
• 
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voice service offerings often require users at both ends of  tho connect1bn to employ the same 
software, and presently, there are several incompatible competing packages.
01 
In addition, AOL and other ISPs are in the process of  developing Internet voice 
, applications.  At this time, these offerings pennit voice communications only between 
subscribers to the same JSP.
101  For instance, with AOL's planned service, while AOL's members 
could send voice transmissions to other AOL members, they could not send the same 
transmissions to subscribers of  a different ISP or other Internet users.·  Clearly, these voice 
service offerings lack both the seamless transparency and public ubiquity of  conventional voice 
.  .  ' 
telephony and thus cannot be deemed substitutes for - or functionally equivalent to - basic 
voice telepl}one services. 
Moreover, many of  the developing Internet applications, including important capabilities 
such as telemedicine and education applications., may incorporate voice transmissions as one 
element of  the service.  These applications, however, are not suitable for -- and thus will not 
• 
91  See ''Ops Study Voice Over Modems," Broadband Week. February 3, 1997, at 47 ("[s]o 
far, Internet-based telephony requir[es) all parties to a callto be using the same proprietary 
softw~"). 
101  See,~,  "Prodtgy to allow voice chat," CNET, February 4, 1997 (noting Prodigy voice 
offering "will allow only ProdiaY Internet subscribers to talk to each other, not to members of 
other online services or Internet service providersn). 
8 
1
,~  u 
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displace traffic on -- the traditional public; switched telephone network.
111  As such. these multi-
function offerings are not basic voice telephony equivalents or substitutes.
111 
2.  Internet Voice Services Do Not FaU.Witbin the Defmition of 
Buic Voice Telephony Services 
In the Notice on Internet Voice. the Commission correctly recognizes that Internet voice 
applications do not tit into the definition of"voice telephony."'
13
'  The Commission analyzes 
·  several key attributes of  voice telephony, including the provision of  the services on a commercial 
basis; the availability of  the services·~  the public;n the terminAtion lllflntemet  vo~ce  on the 
public network; and the technical characteristics that distinguish these new services ftom voice 
telephony .
1
"' Given the substantial technical operational, and practical differences between basic 
voice telepho_ne services and the new Internet voice transmission applications, the Commission 
should affirm this conclusion. 
Unlike voice telephony services, which are provided on a "commercial basis,., and offered 
generally "to the public,"'"Intemet-voice services are not so ofFered.  Internet voice·based 
applications, including the service planned by AOL, will not be a generally available voice 
• 
.  tranSmission service offering.  Rather, the AOL voice services will be an application available as 
11  ~generally.  Andrew Sears, The E~t  oflntgnet Telej)hony on the Long Distance 
~pice  Market. Intemet Telephony Consortium (September 4, 1996) 
<http://itel.mit.edu/ldabstracthtml>. 
all  Further, it  would be infeasible to segregate, for regulatory purposes, the voice 
components of  such services. 
Ill  Notice on Internet Voice at 8. 
141 
15/  ~Directive  on Telecommunications Competition. art. 1, t990 O.J. (L 192) 10. 
9 
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an additional service option for those consumers that have already purchased the basic Internet 
online services package offered by AOL, which includes E-mail, original content and 
information, web-browsing, discussion groups, and other service.s. 
161 
Further, as the Commission has indicated, services such as these that are provided to 
"closed user groups,·· such as AOL~only  members, should not be considered a public offering. 
11
' 
As stated above, not only must parties' applications on both ends of  the voice transmission have 
the same software and compatible hardware to communicate.
181  Evelfmore significant is that 
users cannot transmit voice messqes to the public at large ot  ~ven  to all Internet users~ Instead, 
. 
the technology dictates that only members of  a specific and closed group-such as AOL 
members with compatible software and hardware - can take mvantage of  Internet voice 
technology. 
To constitute a general public offering within the definitions ofbasic telephony offerings, 
Internet voice services would need the same kind of  ubiquity, interconnectivity and technical 
feasibility as exists with cireuit-switched voice telephony.  Such is far from the case today . 
• 
Indeed, despite its growth and potential, Internet penetration is far from  ~'universal" or 
'"  Significantly, for other lntcrr&ct-ba.sed voice transrr  ..  ssion services, including soLte that 
may be utilized today by AOL members, transmissions can occur without the assistance, or even 
knowledge, of  the Internet service provider.  As with all digital services, Intemet packets 
~arrying voice are technically indistinguishable from packets carryin& other types of  data. 
171  Communication by tbe Commission to the European Pgrliament and the Council on the 
status and implementp.tion of  Directive 90/388/EEC on competition in  the markets for 
telecommunication servjce, 1995 O.J. (C 275) 2 ("Communication on Telecommunications 
Competition··). 
181  In fact, for some of  the infant voice applications, users musfpre-arrange such 
communication. 
10 
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comJ)arablc to voice telephone peno~tion. 
191  Notably,. this aspect of  Internet voice service 
highlights the limitations of  the Internet and the core differences between it and the ubiquitous,. 
generally available public switch~  telephone network. 
It is for these reasons that Internet voice transmission services cannot be considered to be 
offered "'to and from public switched network termination points on the fixed telephony 
network. "201  Whil~  the technical and operational barriers that impede acncral public distribution 
'  . 
may one day evolve, for today and the foreseeable future. Internet-based voice services will not 
extend generally to the public switched network.  Significantly, today, there are no operating 
.commercial .. gateways'' that could allow Internet users to send voice transmissions to from 
public switched network termination points on the fixed telephony netWork. 
In addition, the emerging rudimentary Internet voice transmission applications do not 
' involve "direct transport and switching of  speech in real time"
211 as does basic voice telephone 
traffic.  As the Notice on Internet Voice notes, the encoding and compression of  speech into 
packets intl.Jduces delays such tbat the service cannot be considcm\a "rea.. -time" service.  221 
This requirement must be interpreted with a measure of  common sense.  While even traditional 
telephone service is encoded and compressed, the-Commission apparently correctly recognizes 
the basic differences between voice telephony and Internet voice service applications.  Internet 
voice services today suffer from lengthy delays, asynchronous channels, and poor sound quality 
19/  ~  ReiDke, R.epJrt on the Market Development of  Internet. 
Directive on Telecommunications Competition. 
ll/ 
• 
Notice on Internet Voice at 3. 
11 
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that distinguish them slwply from traditional telephony. 
23
'  While improvements can be hoped 
for and antieipated, these services are still far closer to .. citizen·s band,., radio scrvi~s  or other 
hobbyist applications than reliable, technically advanced voice telephony services. 
Finally,. the Commission should also recognize that the voice transmissions that may be 
routed on packet netWorks may consist of  more than simple voice communications traffic 
between two users, but may instead consist of  voice carried as an adjunct to other data-based 
• 
services.  For example, doctors using telemedicine applications to display remotely and 
manipulate real-time medical images can also discuss the images with eac:h other via packetized 
voice.  Packetized voice can also be used by engineers in CAD systems, by businessmen for 
data-conferencing, by teachers for collaborative learning, and consumers for online gaming. w 
Consequendy, artificially segmenting the voice aspect of  the service makes little sense from a 
regulatory and policy perspective and col!ld impede the development and deployment of  these 
innovative an~  beneficial new applications. 
Accordingly, for these reasons, the Commission should adopt the draft position's 
proposed conclusion that voice on the Internet falls outside the definition of''voice telephony" 
set forth in Directive 90/388/EC. 
231  See Chris Johnson, "Internet Phones Cheap But Dirty, Experts Say," Reuters, June 13, 
1997 e•Intemet voice technology is still in its infancy and the very high quality sound most 
customers expect from telephone calls is still not available,). 
2~  Computer researchers have developed many variations on the theme of  a collaborative 
computing environment enhanced by the presence of  real-time voice.  See Peter G. Neumann, 
Collaborative Efforts. 34 Comm~cations  of  the ACM 88 n. 12 (Dec. 1991 ); Andee Rubin, 
Video Laboratories: Tools for Scientific lnvestigatiog, 36 Communications of  the ACM 64 n. S 
{May 1?93); Mark R. Cutkosky, et. al., Madefa.st: Collaborative Etfsineerin& Over the Internet. 
39 Communications of  the ACM 78 n. 9 (Sep. 1996); Eliot Soloway, Technology in Education, 
36 CC\mmunieations of  the ACM 28 n. S (May 1993) . 
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B.  Grautia1 Liberalized Treatment to Ioternet Voiee Service is 
Consistent wltb European Commission Polieies Favoring Competition 
and Innovation 
Directive 90/388/EEC was designed to advance the Commission's policy of 
~~progressively introducing competition in to the telecommunications market."
251  Recognizing 
that "tec;hnological advances ...  allow an increasingly varied ranee of  services to be provided, 
notably data transmission services,""· the Commission sought to liberqlizc government restrictions 
on the provision of  competitive telecommunications services.261  The Conunission explicitly 
found that the effect of  State-imposed ''usage restrictions and ...  excessive charges in relation tO . 
net costs,, hinder the provision of  a wide range of  advanced telecOmmunications and information 
services.
27
'  Thus, according liberalized treatment to Internet voice services is fully consistent 
with the Commission's ongoing efforts to minimize government restrictions on the provision of 
advanced telecommunications and information services. 
By contrast, imposing regulation on Internet voice applications while they are still in their 
• 
infancy threatens to toresta.U their development altogether and hamper the dcvclopme-. ; of  other 
Internet service offerings --particularly multimedia applications - that incorporate voice 
communications.  Clearly, such a restrictive regulatory approach is inconsistent with the growth 
and development of  advanced infonnation services.181 




211  Indeed, such regulation could also have the effect of  forcing network providers to try to 
distinguish between voice and data packets, imposing additional, and perhaps insunnountable, 
technical burdens and UlllleCessary costs on network providers. 
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Liberalized treatment also is consistent with the rationale underlying the creation of  the 
special "reserved'' exception for voice telephony, which established a more gradual liberalization 
period for voice telephony due to the fact that '•the financial resources for the development of  the 
(public switched] network still derived mainly from the operation of  the telephony service and 
the opening-up of  that service could, at that time, threaten the financial stability of  the 
• 
telecommuni~ations  organizations. ,
291  The Commission emphasized, however, that since ·~e 
reservation of  voice services is an exception to the general rule of  competition it must be 
interpreted narrowly."
301  The narrow interpretation serves to ensure that new services for 
consumers will "not be delayed· by restrictions aimed at preserving the traditioDal voice 
telephony market. "
311 
Critically, treating voice on the In~et  as '"voice telephony" could subject packetized 
voice services to anomalous regulatory structures and classifications developed for circuit-
switched networks.  The regulatory framework developed for circuit&switched architectures 
reflect the fact that such networks rely upon the establ~shment  and maintenance of  a jedicated, 
open circuit between two parties for the dm:ation of  a voice transmission, even at points when 
neither party is talking or sending communications in other forms.  By contrast, packet-switched 
_  networks do not require the maintenance of  a dedicated, open path between two parties for the 
201  Commjssion Din;ctivc 96/19/EC of 13 March 1996 amending Directive 90/388/EEC with 
n;gard to the ilgplementation of  full competition in telecommunications mark~,  preafitble Sect. 
4, 1996 O.J. (L 074) ("Directive Amending 90/388/EEC"). 
301  Communicati'on on Telecommunications Competition at 2. • 
111  ld.  Notablylt the exception for voice telephony is shrinking.  The Commission's 
Directive 96/19/EC requires that all special or exclusive rights with respect to voice telephony be 
withdrawn by 1 January 1998 in order to achieve a fully liberalized competitive environment.11' 
Directive Amendinz 90/388Lat 13. 
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duration of  a particular voice or data transmission.  ln!itead, packet-based voice COlru'llunica!ion 
services--and any other data-- is broken up into discrete digital "'p2K;kets" which are transmitted 
separately over the network and reassembled -at their destination.  While a circuit-switched 
telephone conversation uses a constant amount of  network capacity for the duration of  the call~ 
"connectionless" packet-switched communications take up capacity only when infonnation is 
• 
actually being transmitted. 
32  Thus, to the extent regulation is premised in usagc-serusiti~e tariffs, 
it is clearly inappropriate for packet-based services. 
Significantly. as set forth below, the United States Government, including the 
Administration,·Congxcss and the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC,..), the 
governmental entity responsible for regulating interstate communications in the United States, 
has repeatedly declined to apply the regulatory structures governing circuit-switched telephony 
to Internet online and other infonnation services in order to foster technological innovation, new 
services, and new investment. 
331  As the Global Framework report released by the White House 
last week. stressed, "[G]overnments should refrain from impOsing new and UllDCCCssary 
regulations, bureaucratic procedures, or taXes and tariffs on commercial activities that take place 
via the Internet. "
341  Likewise, the FCC has recognized that rules "designed for traditioual circuit-
switched voict  networks ...  may hinder tho development of  emerging p&.ket-switched data 
31  k  Lee L. Selwyn and Joseph W.  Laszlo~ "'The Effect of  Internet Use on the Nation's · 
Telephone Network," Economics and Technology, Inc. (January 2i, 1997) at 1. 
331  See infra pp.l6-24. 
See Global Framework at 2. 
IS 
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networks  .•.  .u  The Commission's draft position is consistent with the approach taken by the 
United States, .since it properly segregates packetized voice services ftom regulatory ·restrictions 
developed for  ~rvices and networks with significantly different constraints and characteristics. 
II.  THE COMMISSION SHOULD ENSURE THAT MEMBER STATES 
CONTINUE TO PERMIT INTERNET SERVICES TO DEVELOP FREE 
FROM THE CONSTRAINTS OF VOICE TELEPHONEBEGULATION 
·A.  Regulatory Forbeanace Has Nourished the Explosive Growth of  tbe 
Interaet iD the United States and Spurred the Development of New 
otreriap 
The exponential growth of  Internet usage in the United States and the proliferation of  new 
Internet applicatio1'li and advanced infonnation service offerings are the by-products of  a policy 
of  regulatory forbearance toward "information services" and "enhanced services" maintained in 
the United States for nearly two decades. 
361  Just last week, the White House released its Olobal 
FJlllllework report that sets forth basic operating principles to ensure that the Olobal.lnformation 
•  Infrasttucture emerges to the benefit of  all people worldwide.  That report stresses the need for 
:Js  In the Mager of  A.cceas Cbarse Refqnn  Price; Cap Perfonnance Review for Local 
Excbanae Carriers, Tran.pnt Rate Structure and Pricins. U§Ye of  the Public Switched Network 
b_y Information--Service and Internet Access Providers, Notice of  Proposed Rulemtkins. Third 
Rg?ort and Order, and Notice oflngyiry, CC Docket Nos. 96-262,94-1,91-213, 95·72, FCC No. 
96-488 at,  313 (TJ .S. Federal Communications Commission, .released December 24, 1996) 
c·  Access CharJe Reform NPRM"); !se also In the Matter of  Access Cb ll"fM' Refonn. PriQC Cap 
Performance Review for Local Exchange Carriers. Transport Rate Structure .and Pricing. End 
User Common Line Chames, First Repon and Order, CC Docket Nos. 96-262, 94-1, 91·213, 95-
72, FCC 97-158 at,  347 (U.S. Federal CoDununications Commission, released May 16, 1997) 
("Access Cbage Reform Order") ("The access charge system was designed for ...  a circuit-
switched network, and even when stripped of  its current inefficiencies it may not be the most . 
appropriate pricina structure for Internet access and other infonnatien services.'). 
161  In 1996, the number of  United States households with Internet access· more than doubled 
to 14.7 million, and approximately 38.7 million Americans over the age of 18 have accessed the 
Internet at least once.  Jared Sandberg, "U.S .. Households with Internet access Doubled to 14.7 
Million in Past Year,'' Wall Street Journal, October 21, 1996, at 811. 
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governments to recognize the unique qualities of  the Internet, emphasi%ing that "[t]he ~renius and 
explosive success of  the Internet can be attributed in part to its decentralized nature and to its 
tradition of  bouom-up governance. ,
371  The repon also cautions against an over-regulatory 
approach to new multimedia services. including Internet voice, stating: 
• 
Officials of  some nations claim that "real time" services provided over the Internet are 
"like-services'' to traditionally regulated voice telephony and broadcastingll and therefore 
should be subject to the same regulatory restrictions that apply to those traditional 
services.  In some countries, these providers must be licensed, as a way to control both 
the carriage and content offered.  Such an agproach could binder the development of  new 
technologies and new services. '
381 
These conclusions, reached after long and serious consideration of  the vast potential benefits, 
both economic and culturalll that Internet-based services offer, underscore the need for cautious 
government regulatory intervention in this area, a policy that the Commission should heed. 
Similarly, the FCC recently released a detailed study undertaken by its Office of  Plans 
• 
and Policy (OPP) examining the telecommunications policy issues raised by tbe growth of  the 
Intemet.:s
91  The OPP study found that: 
37/ 
Sll 
[T]hc federal govemment has consistently acted to keep the Internet free of  unnecessary 
regulation and government influence.  As the Internet has matured and ha$ grown to 
support a wide variety ofcommereial activity, the federal government bas transitioncd 
important technical and management functions to the private sector.  In the area of 
telecommunications policy, thr: [FCC] bas explicitly refused to regulate most online 
infonnation services under the rilles that apply to telephone companies. 
Limited goyemmem intervention is a major reason why the Internet has grown so rapidly 
in the UQitcd Stetes. The federal so"emment'  s efforts to avoid burdening tbe Internet 




~  Global Framework at 2. 
Id. at 13 (emphasis added). 
391  Kevin Werbach, Di&ital Tornado: The Internet and Telecommunications Policy, OPP. 
Working Paper No. 29, March 1997 r·oisital Tornado"). 
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The successful policy of  limited government regulatory intervention adopted in the 
United States was founded upon the FCC's decision to treat ''infonnation services" and 
"enhanced seJVices" that utilize the facilities of  common carriers - such as Internet access and 
Internet voice services - as separate and distinct from basic telephony or basic  . 
telecommunications services.
411  Consistent with the FCC's policy '•to avoid wmecessary 
regulation of  infonnation services, "
4:u enhanced voice and data services have not been regulated 
Wlder the laws governing telecommunications in the United States, even though underlying 
telecommunications and common carrier facilities used to furnish such services continue to be 
subject to regulation. 
431 
Under this regime, the FCC defmes "'euhanced services" as  "services~ offered over 
common carrier transmission facilities used in interstate communications, which 
• 
(  1)  employ computer processing applications that act on the format, content, code, 
protocol, or similar aspects of  the subscriber's transmitted information; 
Id:. at 1 (emphasis added). 
'
1
'  In the Matter of  Amendment of  Section 64.702 of  the Commission's Rules and 
Replations CSecond Computer InguiJYl, final Decision, 77 FCC 2d 384,417-418 (U.S. Federal 
Communications Commission, 1910) (''Computer U") modified as to other concl11Sions. 84 FCC 
2d  ~0, 61 (U.S. Federal Communications Commission, 1980) mH13 FCC Red 22 (U.S. Federal 
Communications Commission, 1981); In the Maner of  M fS and WA  TS Market Strw;ture. 
Memorandum Opinion and Order. 97 FCC 2d 682, 71 S (U.S. Federal Communications 
Commission, 1983) ("'MIS and WATS Market Structure Order"); In the Matter of  Amendments 
of  Part 69 oftbeCommission•s Rules Relatins to EMgpced Service Proviciers. ~'  3 FCC 
Red 2631, 2633 (U.S .. Federal Communications Commission, 1988) C~ESP  Order"); ~also 
, A£cess ChatJe Refonn Order at,  348 (concluding that ISPs should' continue to be classified as 
end users rather than carriers for access charge purposes); Access Charge Reform NPRM at, 
282, 28~288. 
42/  Access Ch&rge Refonn NPRM at , 282. 
43/  Compare 47 C.F.R. § 64.702(a) with 47 U.S.C. § 1 et~ 
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(2)  provide the subscriber additional, different, or restructured information; or 
(~)  involve subscriber interaction with stored infonnation.  ".w
1 
This definition includes enhanced voice, as well as enhanced data services. 
451 
A key difference between ''basic" and "enhancedn services lies in whether the fonn or 
content of  the information being transmitted is altered, stored or supplemented.  A "basic 
transmission service,~' such as voice telephony furnished over circuit-switched networks, is a 
service ·~t  is limited to the common <;arrier ·offering of  transmission capacity for the movement 
of  infonnation.  '"'61  Simply put, basic telecommunications services do not involve a 'n  change in 
the form content of  the [user's] information as sent or received. ,,.
71  On the other hand, the  FCC 
has described an ''"enhanced" service as: 
44/ 
any offering over the telecommunications network which is more 
than a basic transmission service.  In an enhanced scrvic;e, for 
example, computer processing applications are used to act on the 
content code, protocol, and other aspects of  the subscriber's 
information.  In these services additional, different, or rest .lCtured 
information may be provided the subscriber through various 
processing applications perfonned on the transmitted information, 
or other actions can be taken by either the vendor or the subscriber 
based on the content of  the information transmitted through  · 
editing, formatting, etc.  Moreover, in an enhanced servi~  the 
content of  the infonnation need not be changed and may simply 
47 C.F  .R. § 64.702(&)~ 
Computer 11. 77 FCC 2d at 420-422, 423-428. 
ld. at 420. 
• 
471  In the Matter of  Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Service, Report apd Order, CC 
Docket No. 96-45, FCC 97-157 (U.S. Federal Communications Commission, released May 8, 
1997), at, 789 n.2023 ("Universal Service Order") (quoting 47 U.S.C. § 153(43)). 
19 
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involve ~bscriber  interaction with stored information. 
411 
A basic transmission service,. by contrast, is a service "that is limited to the common carrier 
offering of  transmission capacity for the mowement of  information.''"'
91 
•· 
Notably, voice applications transmitted over the Internet are Usually provided over a 
combination of  the Internet and the public switched telephone netWork and may or may not be 
provided by Internet or information service providers. 
501  These services typically involve at least 
481  Computer II, 77 FCC 2d at 420-422, 423-428 (footnotes omitted).  In setting forth this 
distinction, the FCC noted that in this con~  ···code' means the binary representation of  alpha-
numeric and control characters."  "'Protocols' govern the methods used for packaging the 
transmitted data in quanta, the ndes for controlling the flow of  infonnation, and the format of 
headers and trailers surrounding the transmitted information and of  separate control messages." 
Id. at 420 n.33. 
Regulatory and judicial bodies in the Umtecl States have claslified as infonna~on  or 
enhanced services both services in which a provider controls the content, and "services which 
would ir.volve no control [by the provider) over the content of  the infonnatton other than for 
transmission purposes."  U.S. v. Western Electric Co., Inc., SS2 F:Supp. 131, 179 .(D.D.C. 1982) 
(Sl  ~:·sequent h -.tory omitted).  Contained in this latter categoey are data pr~~ing  service~ as 
wet! as storage and retrieval services and electronic mail.  These sCrvices have been considered 
information services bealuse voice or data storage in this context is a "feature· of  the service 
offering,n U  ~S. Department of  Justice, ReSROnse to Public Comments on Pnp!sed Modification  , 
of  final Judgment. 47 Fed. Reg. 23320,23334 (May 27, 1982}, rather than simply an "inherent 
aspect of  the technology used in transmission or switching."  U.S. Department of  Justice, 
Competitive Impact Statement in Connection with Proposed Modification of  Final Judgment 47 
Fed. Reg. 7170,7176 (Febnmry 17, 1912). 
Most importantly, the fact that these services involve, at some lc~el, the transmission of 
information of  the user's choosing bas not rendered them teleconununications because the 
service being offered was the "capability for generating, acquiring .• .. [and] retrieving ... 
information ...  via teleconmumications"- the hallmark of  an information setviee as opposed to 
a basic telecommuni~tions  service.  See 47 U.S.C. § 153(2). 
49/  Comouier II, 77 FCC 2d at 419. 
501  As stated above, voice transmissions may al8o be made by users without knowledge of  or 
panicipation of  the ISP, such as by users who acquire particular software and hardware and use 
these to send voice transmissions to other users with compatible equipment. 
20 
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one, and often several, of  the  fua.c~ons contained within the definition of  uenhanced services." 
·For example, such services generally require the conversion of  transmission protocols or 
I 
"protocol processing,'' the compressio!l and decompression of  infonnation transmitted, and the 
• 
retrieval and use by end users ofinfonnation stored by the ISP.  ISPs may also time and date 
·•stamp•• these messages and add other infonnation to the transmissions.  In addition, Internet 
voice services, including the proposed service by AOL, often require the utilization by end uaers 
of  specially equipped personal computers, particular software, and other customer premises 
equipment. 
Just as the Administration concluded that regulation could "hindef" the 2t0wth of  the 
Internet, the FCC has repeatedly avQided regulation of  enhanced services on the ground that 
regulation would impede the development of  "the still-evolving infcJnnation services industry'' 
and stifle the growth of  competition in the market for such services.
511  When it  flJ'St adopted the 
regulatory dis~nction between basic and enhanced services in 1980, the FCC reasoned-that 
"regulation of  enhanced Cl.·mmunications services would limit the kinds of  services ar, 
unregulated vendor could offer, restricting this fast-moving, competitive market'' and thereby 
"disserve the interest of  consumers."
521  In 1987, the FCC retained the classification of  protocol 
processing as an enhanced service in order to prevent the "possible rereaulation of  enhanced 
service providers ...  nsll  The FCC justified this action in pan on the ground that enhanced service 
• 
Sl/  Access Charge Refogn Order at,  344. 
Sl/  Comouw II, 77 FCC 2d at 434. 
slJ  Policy and Rules Concerning Rites for Competitive Common Phase II Carrier Service 
and Facilities Autborizations Thereof and Commypications Protowls Ull4« Sections 64.702 of 
the Commission's Rules and Regulations, Report and Order, 2 FCC Red 3072, 30E3 (U.S. 
21 
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providers had been operating on' an unregulated, non-earrier basis for some time "with 
considerable benefits for the public. "'
41 
In 1983, the FCC likewise rejected the imposition of  access c'ftarges on providers of 
enhanced services because such charges would have caused "huge increases in. [such entities"] 
costs of  operation which could affect their viability.  nss'  The FCC reaffirmed that decision in 
. 1988 and again this year, concluding that the imposition of  such burdens on the still-evolving 
' 
infonnation services industry would hamper its development, and thus hann the public interest. 
561 
Critically  .. the landmark TelecommWlications Act of 1996 ("1996 Act"), enacted into law 
on February 8, 1996, codified the distinction established by the FCC between "information" or 
"enhanced!>' services and ''basic telecommunications" services.s"  Th~  both the United States 
• 
Congress and the FCC have drawn a distinction between the provision of  a telecommunications 
. Federal Communications Commission, 1987) (~Amendment  of  Section 64. 702") vacated as to 
o1her conclusions, 90S F.2d 1217 (U.S. Federal Communications Commission, 1990). 
I  d. 
"'  MIS and WATS Market Structure Order, 97 FCC 2d at 715. 
S61  ESP Order, 3 FCC Red at 2633; Access Charge Refonn Order at ft  344, 349. 
511  Congress defined ''tclcconun~ications  services
9
'  ag "the offering of  telecommunications 
for a fee directly to the public, or to such classes of  users as to be effectively available directly to 
the public, regardless of  the facilities used.''  47 U.S.C. § 153(46).  :1elecommunications'!t arc 
defined as "the transmission, between or among points specified by the user, of  information of 
the user's choosing, without change in the form or content of  the information as sent and 
received."  Id. § 153(43) (emphasis added). 
Congress defined "information service," on the ~ther  hand, as "the offering of  a capability 
for generating, acquiring, storing, transfonning, processing, retrieving, utilizing, or making 
available information via telecommunications."  47 U.S.C. § 153{20).  The FCC has determined 
that this definition encompasses all services classified by the FCC as ..  enhanced services .  .,, 
Universal Seryice Or®r at,  788. 
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conduit and the provision of  services that add value to the conduit (that "enhance" :he conduit) 
through the change in, or addition of, content or capabilities for .. generating, acquiring, storing, 
•  ~ 
transforming, processing, retrieving, or making available'., content via telecommunications. 
Likewise, the United States Congress also explicitly reaftinned the deregulatory approach to the 
Internet maintained by the FCC, by including as a goal of  the 1996 Act the '"[preservation ofJ the 
'  ' 
.  vibrant and competitive free market that presently exists for the Internet and other interactive 
computer services, unfettered by Federal or State regulation. "
511 
In response to the 1996 Act's codification of  the distinction between 
infonnationlenhanced saviccs and telecommunications services, the FCC bas issued orders 
exempting JSPs from regulatory obligations imposed upon providem of  conv~ntional 
telecommunications services, such as voice telephony.  For example, the FCC recently concluded 
t 
that ISP!l are not required to contribute to funding for universal service suppon in the United 
States because Internet access services are not "telecommunications services," and ISPs are not 
''telecommunications carriers" under the  19~6  Act.''' The FCC also recently concluded that ISP:s 
are not required to pay access charges in the United States because ISPs constitute end users 
rather than telecommunications carriers.
601  The Commission should emulate this approach, as it 
581  47 u.s.c. § 230(bX2).  • 
591  Universal Seryic:o Order at,  787·  719.  The 1996 Act requires ''every 
telecommunications carrier that provides interstate telecommunications services" to contribute to 
the support for universal service in the United States.  ISPs are not ·"telecommunications 
carriers.,' and are thus free from this contribution requirement, because they "alter the format of 
infonnation through computer processing applications such as protocol conversion and 
interaction with stored data, while thC statutory definition of  telecommunications only includes 
transmissions that do not alter the form or content of  the information sent."  lsL at , 789. 
601  Access Cbame Reform Order at 'ft 344-345,348.  Under FCC regulations, 
telecommunications carriers that provide long distance, or ''interexchange" services, must pay 
23 
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has proposed, and ensure that Internet services, including voice applications, are not subje~t to . 
universal service and other telecommunications obligations.  '
11 
• 
The decision by the FCC to exempt ISPs from access charges, the statutory language of 
the Telecommunications Act of 1996 and the Global Framework report issued by the 
Administration all retlcc:t the <X>ntinuing 'liew of  the United States government that minimizing 
government regulation over the Internet most effectively promotes both service innovation and 
the public interest.  The consensus is clear that the still-evolving ~  highly competitive 
infonnation service industry remains extremely wlnerable to regulation and the burdens it 
imposes and the Conunission should recognize these basic propositions in its approach to 
• 
regulation.  Regulation of  developing Internet voice Services will constrain the benefits these 
applications can bring to the European public and the global economy.  Consequently, the 
Commission should keep these services free from regulation until they have realized their full 
potential to stimulate the European and global economies, spur technological development, 
promote the sharing of  infonnation, and enhance communication tbroughoUl the world. 
B.  Llbenlized Tnatmeat of  Internet Voice Se"iee is Consisteat with the 
Competitive ud  Deregulatory Thrust of  tbe WTO 
Telecommunieation• Agreement 
A conae~u.s  is emerging among developina and indwtrializcd  \ations that the surest ar:i 
quickest way to bring advanced telecommunications sciVices to consumers at affordable prices is 
"access clwges," fees for originating and terminating interexchange calls placed by or to end 
users on the netWorks of  local exchange carriers.  The FCC concluded that ISPs constitute end 
users, and thlis should not be subject to access charges because ISPs do not use the public 
switched telephone network in a manner emalogous to interexchange c:aniers.  l!L at, 345. 
Rather, ISP traffic is more analogous to the traffic of  large business end users.  ld. 
61/  Notice on Internet Voice at 3. 
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to minimize regulatory interference and allow market forces to work.  The unprecedented 
agreement reached by the World Trade OrganiZation's ("WTO") Neg'btiating Group on Basic 
Telecommunications ("NGBT") on February 18, 1997 reflects this growing recognition, and 
mitrors the approach of  the United States Telecommunications Act of 1996 in establishing 
deregulatory, pro-competitive rule$ for the telecommunications sector.
62 
.  . 
The WfO NGBT agreement sets forth guaran1ees of  fair and economic interconnection 
between competing carriers, prohibitions on anticompetitive practices, and tenets of  transparent 
and independent regulatory oversight of  the telecommunications industry. 
63  As pan of  the 
WTO's NGBT deal, 6S countries have made commitments to -a specific set of  pro-competitive 
• 
regulatory principles for telecommunications services, and 53 have guaranteed that they will 
provide market access to international telecommunications services and facilities no later than 
January 1, 1998.
641  Promoting global competition in the provision of basic telecommUnications 
62  Compare Fourth Protocol to the General Aereement or. Trade in Services, WI'O Doc. 
S/L/20 (April 30, 1996) ("FoUQb frotocor'), Annexed Schcd-...  ;s of  Specific Commitments and 
Lists af  Exemption from Anicle II. European Communities and their Member States, Schedule 
ofSpecific Commitments. supp. 3 at 8-10, WTO Doc. GATS/SC/31/Supp1.3 (April 11, 1997) 
(incorporating Reference hpet, 36 I.L.M. 367 (1997)) (''Specific Commitment$") (providing 
competitive safeguards including right of  interconnection, transparency of  interconnection 
agreements, and procedures for arbitration of  interconnection 81T8Jl8ements by independent 
body) with United SU.tes felecommunications Act of 1996. Pub. L7No. 104-104, §§ 251 and 
252, 110 Stat. 56 (codified at 47 U.S.C. §§ 251 and 252) (providing the same competitive 
safeguards); g  also In the Matter of  Rules and Policies on Foreign Participation in tbe U.S. 
Telecomm.unieations MarkeL lB Docket No. 97-142, Order and Notice of  Proposed Rulemaking, 
FCC 97-195 at, 2 (U.S. Federal Communications Commission, released June 4, 1997) ("Foreiw 
Panicipatjon NPRM'') . 
. 
61  Foreign Participation NPRM at,  2. 
"'  Group on Basic Telecommunications, "Report of  the Group on Basic 
Telecommunications," Attachment: Schedules of  Commitments and Lists of  Article II 
Exemptions to be Annexed to the Fourth Protocol of  the General Agreement on Trade in 
Services, (February 15, 1997) < http://www.wto.org/wto/Whats_new/finalrep.htm>. 
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services was designed to allow new and innovative services, such as innovative Internet-based 
• 
applications to flourish. 
651 
By some estimates,. the European Community stands to gain $288 billion from cost 
reductions and quality improvements resulting from the adoption of this deregulatory, pro-
competitive approKh in the period from 1997 through 2010.
66  The Commission·'s draft position 
on Internet voice fully accords with the pro-competitive, deregulatory thrust of  the WTO 
telecommunications agreement, by ensuring that emerging .services will not be unnecessarily  . 
regulated and continue to flourish in a robustly competitive market.  Indeed, a contrary approach 
is arguably fundamentally inconsistent with this landmark accord. 
67
'• 
In additio~ the Conunission should acknowledge that the nature of  the Internet ~s 
regulation of  Internet service offerings by individual Member States' regulatory authorities 
inldvisable, if  not impossible, as a practical matter.  Indeed, a major reason for the explosion of 
Internet usage is that consumers value quick, convenient, and economical access to sources of 
infonnation located all over the world, and this demand bas fucleu the rapid development of  new 
services, including voice applications.  Any effort to regulate usage of  the Internet fc;.r voice 
• 
6~  .  •  l  As the White Rouse notes, •During [the WTO  n..:aotiations, the U.S. succeeded in 
ensuring that new regulatory burdens would not be imposed upon online service providers that 
would stifle the deployment of  new teclmologies and services."  Sec Global Framework at 13. 
66  Ben Petruzini, Global Telecom Talks: A Trillion Dollar Deal3 (1996) (estimates from 
chart prepared by Oary Hutbauer, Institute for International Economics). 
67
'  Indeed, while a number of EC States reserved the right to retain some temporary 
restrictions on voice telephone services, none of  these States excepted any fotm of  packet 
switched data transmission from the market access commitments annexed to the Fourtb Protocol. 
~Specific  Commitments at S.  More importantly, the pro-competitive principles adopted in the 
Reference Paper, and incorporated into the EC  .. s Specific Commitments would be compromised 
by irnposing regulatory burdens on new communications technologies  . 
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services is likely to result in widespread circumvention of  restrictions jlnposed by national or 
regional regulators or, worse, a ··chilling effectn on the development of  Internet services in other 
countries. 
Moreover. Member States' attempts to stop consumers from using their computers to 
transmit voice-based applications over the Internet are likely to be futile, because ISPs can do 
little to detect and prevent the transmission of  voice traffic on their networks into or out of 
particular States even if  required to do so.  Internet voice traffic -- like any other infonnation 
transmitted over the Internet - is broken down into digitized packets that may take widely 
• 
divergent routes through any number of  countries before beina reassembled at a point  .of-
presence on a local exchange circuit-switched network for delivery to the intended recipient.  As 
indicated~ ISPs cannot distinguish between packets that contain ''voice" data from packets that 
· cany text, graphics, or other fotms of  infonnation, so they are not in a position to block these 
packets from reaching their destination or to meter such transmissions in order to facilitate 
regulation.  The problem of  control is compounded by the fact that consw...'crs can obtain needed 
software from numerous software retailers so as to transmit computer·to-computer Internet voice 
information, rendering ISPs vinually powerless to prevent their sub~bers  from engaging in 
voice-based applications. 
611 
681  lnd~  a practice similar to "call-back,., services, KC Petrauini, Global Telecom Talks: 
A Trillion Dollar Dgl, could well emerge if  Internet voice services were subject to markedly 
different regulatory regimes in various countries both within and outside Europe.  Consumers in 
countries that restrict VON transmissions could potentially circumvent such restrictions by 
developing methods to initiate and route such transmissions from countries with more liberal 
policies.  If  a consumer in a country that chooses not to regulate Internet voice services sought to 
'JSe an ISP' s network for a voice transmission to a computer located in another country that 
r~  .1tricted or regulated I  r.temet voice services, the ISP could not realistically exercise conttol over 
• 
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In short, the EC should prevent Member States from regulating Internet voice 
transmissions as ,.basic telephony" and discourage the imposition of  other individual Member 
State restrictions on voice transmissions because such effons would not only be 
counterproductive and inconsistent with the pro-competitive, deregulatory approach of  the WTO 




the transmission or alter the way it provides service according to the regulatory directives of  a 
particular country. 
• 
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• 
CONCLUSION 
Internet-based services, including the emerging voice applications hold vast potential for 
all people.  As the United States Administration recently stated, these advances ''will affect 
'  almost every aspect of  daily life -·education. health care, work and leisure activities" and offer a 
great opportunity. 
691  The Commission should allow these services of  tomonow to flourish to the 
public's benefit rather-than saddle them with yesterday's regulation  . 
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Von/From:  Henrik Backlund 
Datum/Date:  5June 1997 
~~~-~~-~~-~-~~~~~~~-~~:-~·-··················  .............................................................. q.  r 
Re Internet telephone....  ·  "-
The purpose of  the European Union must be to work for the interest of  the individuals and 
to provide. us with less costly and better and safer products. 
With the n8\N techniques provided by. internet operators. the cost for international long 
distance calls are not higher than local calls. To put restrictions on interriet telephoning, is 
to prevent effective competition between different products, and to slow down the 
technical development. The old fashioned telephone companies maybe not are the best 
providers of  communication in the Mure  from the customer's point of  view. 
What would have happened if  restrictions were put on faxes to protect the teleprinters 
from competition, and if the fax market should be protected from the· e-mails? Would we 
have had a beHer world? 
I suggest that we let the market itself find the future ways of communication. 
Beat regards 
~r1~ 
Citizen of Sweden 
Fax no. +46 8 750 97 20 
~n  ...... , 
U::t  .. • 
05/06  '97  JEU  13:23  [TX/RX  ~ 7569] 
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1  040 Brussels 
Brussels,  11  July 1997 
Re:  Commission notice concerning the status of voice on the Internet pursuant to Directive 
90/388/EEC 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
Belgacom welcomes the opportunity to comment on the Commission's provisional analysis of 
the status of  voice on the Internet.  The emergence of Internet technologies to rival traditional 
telephony is now gathering pace and C:eserves review by the competition authorities. 
Narrow approach to Internet telephony technologies and services 
Belgarorn's main concern is that the notice limits its analysis to only Internet telephony based on 
voice communications between two computer users, and discusses only whether Internet access 
providers could thus be considered as voice telephony providers. 
Belgacom accepts the Commission's conclusion that, under this narrow set of assumptions, 
Internet access providers do not offer voice telephony services.  However, Belgacom would 
invite the Commission to extend its analysis to the new types of market player which will shortly 
be present on the telephony m~rket. 
/\number of operators are currently looking tQ use IP to transport '1ng distance transrort calls. 
Switches and gateway servers are coming on to the market that can switch voice traffic from the 
PSTN on to the Internet for international transport and then back onto the PSTN for final 
delivery.  Services based on this technology will inevitably compete directly with traditional long 
distance telephony products, and should therefore be treated as such from a regulatory point of 
view, particularly where there exists the capability to originate and terminate traffic at 
conventional network termination points. 
The related technology which offer solutions whereby customers connect their computer to the 
Internet with a modem,. and then run software enabling them to dial any network termination 
point is discussed in the Notice, but only in passing.  It concludes that this service could be 
rather closer to fulfilling the definition of voice telephony.  Yet such products already exist (see 
www.net2phone.com & www.quintillion.com), and are being marketed over the Internet by 
service providers and are priced on a conventional usage time basis  . 
BELGACOM "societ~ anonyme" of public law, Bid Emile Jacqmain 177, B -1030 Brussels, V.A.T. BE 202.239.951, Trade Register Brussels 587.163 .-.& 
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Belgacom believes that an assessment of these other categories of service providers could well 
conclude that, as their call quality constantly improves, they fall within the 'voice telephony' _ 
definition. 
Consequences for the definition of 'voice telephony' 
However, if the re-assessment proposed above concluded that these services were nonetheless 
not voice telephony, Belgacom believes that the definition of 'voice telephQny' itself might need 
to be reviewed. 
Internet telephony services will increasingly compete with the profitable parts of traditional voice 
telephony and. therefore jeopardise the revenue streams required to subsidise universal service 
obligations.  While the Commission leaves open the possibility that, as the technology develops, 
certain offerings might be considered as voice telephony, it already excludes certain others from 
ever falling within the definition and thus that these elements could not contribute to universal 
service, and nor be subject to the consumer protecting provisions of individual licences. 
Review 
In view of the very rapid developments in the Internet, Belgacom fully endorses the 
Commission's decision to keep the situation under constant review. ·Indeed, Belgacom suggests 
that the final Communication already treat the wider set of Internet telephony providers which 
are currently entering the market. 
Belgacom trusts that these comments will be given full consideration in the' preparation of the 
draft position to supplement the 1.995 Communication on the Services Directive. 
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Internet-Telephony 
Dear Mr. Hocepied, 
Please find attached our. position on the Commission's announcement on the 
status of Internet-Telephony with regard to the Directi  ·~ 90 I 388 /EEC. 
Sincerely, 
Maria Mattioli . 
Tel.: 0032 /2  230 4417 
Fax: 0032 I 2 230 37 54 
~135 
Chaussee d' Etterbeek, 166 
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Stellungnahme der Bertelsmann AG 
zur Bekanntmachung der Europaischen  Kommi~sion  v. 7.5.1997 
iiber den Status der Sprachiibermittlung im Internet 
in bezug auf die Richtlinie 90/388/EWG 
Die Bertelsmann  AG betreibt mit  ihrer  Tochtergesellschaft  mediaWays, 
ein Gemeinschaftsuntemehmen  mit der debis Systemhaus GmbH, durch 
Anmietung von Obertragungswegen ein Telekommunikations-Netzwerk 
in Deutschland. Dieses Netzwerk wird auch fUr  d~  Bertelsmann Online-
Dienst AOL genutzt. 
A  Einordnung von Intemet-Telefonie 
Wir  begruBen  die  in  der Bekanntmachung  zum  Ausdruck  kom-
mende  Absicht  der Kommission,  die  Internet-Telefonie  nicht  als 
Sprach-Telefondienst i.S.d. Richtlinie des Rates 90/388/EWG tiber den 
Wettbewerb  auf dem Markt  fUr  Telekomm.unikationsdienste  vom 
28.6.1990 ("die Richtlinie") anzusehen. 
Nach der Kommissionsmitteilung iiber den Stand der Umsetzung der 
Richtlinie  90/388/EWG iiber  den  Wettbewerb  auf  dem  Markt  fiir 
Telekommuhikationsdienste  vom  20.10.1995  ("die  Mitteilung'·)  ist 
€  " 1 Sprach-Telefondienst nach einzelstaatlichem Recht  .1ur  dann ge-
geben, wenn samtlicbe Elemente der Gemeinschaftsdefinition in Art. 
1 der Richtlinie erfiillt sind. Danach ist ein Sprach-Telefondienst: 
"die  kommerzielle  Bereitstellung  fUr  die  Oifentlichkeit des  di-
rekten Transports  und der  Vermittlung  von  Sprache  in  Echtzeit 
von  und zu den  Netzabschluflpunkten  des  iiflentlichen  vermit-
telten  Netzes. wobei  jeder  Benutzer  das  an  solch  einem  Netzab-
schlufipunkt  angeschlossene  Endgeriit  zur Kommunikation  mit 
einem  anderen  Netzabschluflpunkt  verwenden  kann ". 
Fiir die Einordung  von  Internet-Telefonie  halten  wir  folgende  Be-
standteile dieser Definition fiir noch erorterungsbediirftig: 
1.  Bereitstellung des Dienstes  Jiir die Qffentlichkeit 
Der Begriff "Dienst fiir die Offentlichkeif' ist in der Richtlinie nicht 
definiert, ist aber laut Kommissionsmitteilung als 
"ein  allen  Mitgliedern  der  Dffentlichkeit  auf 4er  gleichen 
Grundlage zuganglicher  Dienst" 
zu verstehen. 
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Als Beispiele fiir Dienste, die nicht unter den Begriff ··oienste fur 
die Offentlichkeit''  fallen,  werden Firmennetze  und  geschlossene 
Benutzergruppen angefiihrt.  Geschlossene Benutzergruppen wer-
den so definiert,  da.fS  sie  nicht  notwendigerweise  auf wirtschaft  .. 
lichen Verflechtungen beruhen, sondem als Teil einer Gruppe an-
gesehen  werden konnen,  die untereinander  dauerhafte  gemein-
same Geschaftsin,teressen hat und deren interne Kommunikation · 
aus  dem  dieser  Beziehung  zugrundeliegenden  gemeinsamen 
Interesse resultiert. 
Hinsichtlich der Internet-Telefonie  ist bereits fraglich, in welchem 
V erhaltnis das Offentlichkeitskriterium  gelten soli:  zwischen den 
jeweiligen  Nutzem der NetzabschluBpunkte oder zwischen  dem  · 
Anbieter  von  Intemet-Telefonie  und  den  jeweiligen  Nutzern. 
Jedenfalls  bei denjenigen  Systemen,  die eine  Sprachverbindung 
zwischen einem PC und einem Telefon  schaffen, wird der Dienst 
nicht allen Mitgliedem der Offentlichkeit "auf der gleichen Grund-
lage"  zuganglich gemacht,  da der PC-Nutzer erst bestimmte  Zu-
gangsvoraussetzungen erfiillen muB,  die den Kreis der Offentlich-
keit beschranken: 
•  Hardware: 
leistungsfahiger PC mit Soundkarte 
•  Software: 
· spezielle betriebssystem-kompatible Internet-TelefonJ.e-
Software 
•  Intemet-Zug-ang: 
iiber Modem/ISDN und service provider 
Beispiele  wie  Firmennetze  und  geschlossene  Benutzergruppen 
sind lediglich eine nicht erschopfende Aufzahlung von Fallen, bei 
denen nicht alle Teile der Offentlichkeit in das Angebot einbezogen 
werden, sondem nur solche, die bestimmte Bedingungen erfiillen. 
SchlieBlich ist anerkannt, daB das Qffentlichkeitskriterium nur bei 
Beziehungen zwischen Teilnehmem erfiillt ist, die ausschlietslich 
oder iiberwjegend dem Zweck dienen, iiber ein Netz miteinander 
zu  kommunizieren.  Dies  ist jedoch .bei entsprechender  PC-Aus· 
stattung gerade nicht  der Fall:  Obwohl  Online-Dienste  auch  als 
wichtiges Kommunikationsmittel angesehen werden, so muB man 
deutlich  zwischen  der  schriftlichen  Kommunikation  auf  dem 
Bildschirm und der akustischen Sprach-Telefonie tiber das Internet 
unterscheiden. Im ubrigen machen auch die rein visuellen  Infor-
mations- unu  Unterhaltungsangebote  einen  groBen  Anteil  der 
Online-Nutzung aus. 
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2. Direkter Transport und Vermittlung von Sprache 
Die  Bekanntmachung  der  Kommission  UHst  das Kriterium  des 
direkten Transports von Sprache bzw. deren Vermittlung  vollig 
aufSer  acht.  Dies  ist  jedoch  fiir  die  Beurteilung  der  Internet-
Telefonie von entscheidender Bedeutung: 
Die Sprachvermittlung erfolgt hier auf der Basis des Intemet-Pro-
tokolls  TCP  /IP durch Pakettibertragung. D.h zwischen  den Kom-
munikationsteilnehmern  besteht  keine  durchgehende  Verbin-
dun~ sondem  die  Daten  gelangen  je  nach  jeweiliger  Sprach-
aktivitat und Netzauslastung iiber beliebige  Wege  innerhalb  des 
Intemets zum Empfanger. Durch diese paketvermittelnde  Daten-
tibertragung konnen  im Gegensat2 zu der traditionellen  direkten 
leitungsvermittelnden  Sprach-Telefonie  gleichz:~itig mehrere · Ge-
sprache durch simultane Nutzung  nur  eines  Ubertragungsweges 
transportiert  werden.  1m  Wege  einer  variablen  Netzauslastung 
kann die Netzkapazitat optimal ausgeschopft werden. Diese Tech-
nologie stellt keine direkte 'Obertragung i.S.d. Richtlinie dar_ 
Dariiber hinaus ist die in der Mitteilung der Kommission  gefor-
derte funktionale Substituierbarkeit zur herkommlichen  Sprach-
Telefonie jedenfalls dann nicht gegeben, wenn die Bezahlung von 
Intemet-Telefonie iiber Telefon-, Kredit- oder Abbuchkarte erfolgt. 
Dementsprechend sieht die Kommission  in ihrer Mitteilung etwa 
den Te1efon.,artenmarkt  als  gesonderten  Markt  gegeniiber  d  ~m 
herkommlichen Sprach-Telefonie-Markt an. 
Wir teilen im iibrigen auch die in der Mitteilung zum Ausdruck 
kommende  Auffassung der Kommission,  daS auch eine  Benut-
zung von blofSen  Mietleitungen gegen eine Einordung von  alter-
nativen Formen  · der Sprachiibertragung als Sprach-Telefonie  i.S.d. 
Richtlinie spricht. 
3. Bereitstellung des Dienstes von und zu den Netzabschluipunkten 
des offentlichen vennittelten Netzes 
Laut Kommissionsmitteilung ist das offentliche vermittelte Netz 
~~die  Gesamtheit  der  von  der  Fernmeldeorganisation  for  die 
Erbringung  des  normalen  Fernsprechdienstes  v_erwendeten 
Vermittlungs- und  Ubertragungseinrichtungen  "~ 
Zwei  NetzabschluBpunkte  des  so  definierten  Netzes  miissen 
gleichzeitig miteinander verbunden sein. S/S 
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Dabei  muB  jeder  Benutzer  das  an  einem  NetzabschluB  des 
offentlichen  vermittelten  Netzes  angeschlossene  Endgerat  zur 
Kommunikation  mit , einem.  anderen  NetzabschluBpunkt  des-" 
selben Netzes verwenden konnen. 
Dal).er stimmen wir mit der Kommission  darin iiberein, daB kein 
Sprach-Telefondienst  vorliegt,  wenn  der  Zugang  zum  Internet 
iiber Mietleitunien erfolgt, selbst wenn der Dienst am  offentlich •. 
vermittelten Netz abschlieBt. 
B.  Regulatorische Konsequenzen 
Die  Bekanntmachung  geht davon  aus,  daB die einzelnen  Begriffs-
merkmale des Sprach-Telefondienstes in der Richtlinie  einen geeig-
neten Anhaltspunkt fiir die Frage bieten, ob Sprachiibernlittlung  i m 
Internet im Vorfeld der Liberalisierung reguliert werden sollte. Diese 
Pramisse  muB  jedoch  iiberpriift  werden.  Wie  die  Mitteilung  der 
Kommission klarstellt, ist die Definition des Femsprechvorbehalts als 
Ausnahme  von der allgemeinen  Wettbewerbsregel eng aus.zulegen. 
Aus den unter A. dargelegten Grunden ist die Intemet-Tel~fonie nach 
unserer Auffassung nicht als Sprach-Telefonie  anzusehen,  sondern 
als  von  vornherein  liberalisierter  Dienst.  Daher  darf die  Internet-
Telefonie  keiner  individuellen  Genehmigungspflicht  unterworfen 
werden. 
J7 Bus mess Softu 'tlre Alliance  - ' 
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BSA Comments on 
Commission Notice on 
Internet Telephony 
July 1997 
I  Introduction 
The BSA would like to support the Commission's 
notice  concerning  the  status  of  voice  on  the 
Internet under Directive 90/388/EEC.  The· BSA 
welcomes  the  Commission's  pragmatic  and 
forward-tninking  analyses,  clarifying  that  the 
current use of voice transmission on the Internet 
does  not meet the definition of voice  telephony 
as set out in Directive 90/388/EEC. 
The  Internet  is  an  international  computer 
network capable of carrying various combinations 
of data, audio and video transmissions.  As such, 
it  constitutes  a  major  social  and·  economic 
phenomenon  in  Europe  and  worldwide.  The 
Internet  is  directly  fostering  a  new  and  fast-
growing  Internet  economy,  creating  new 
categories  of  businesses  and  jobs  (e.g.  Internet 
infrastructure  and  software,  Internet  access 
providers,  consumer  and  business  content 
creation  and  distribution,  online  retail  and 
financial  services).  The  Internet economy  will 
have  a  significant multiplier effect on  eco~omic 
and job growth as well as competitiveness.  It will 
spawn  new  ideas,  new  markets  and  new 
businesses. 
Recent  software  developments  allow  Internet 
subscribers  to  conduct voice  conversations  over 
the  Internet  at  a  local-call  tariff.  The  BSA 
believes that consumers are exercising their well-
established right to use  unregulated software  in 
conjunction with  the  switched  network.  In  so 
doing, consumers take advantage of the incipient 
developments  of  a  new  communication  era, 
developments  through  which  businesses, 
governments  and  individuals  will  foste'r  the 
Information· Society in Europe. 
Internet Voice Communications 
Are Not Telecommunications 
Setvices 
We  fully  agree  with  the  Commission  that 
Internet  voice  communications  do  not  fit  the 
definition of "voice telephony" under EU law.  In 
addition  to  the  points  raised  in  the  Notice 
supporting  this  conclusion,  we  believe  it  is 
important  to  bear  in  mind  that  voice 
communications  presently  constitute  an 
incidental use of the Internet, and hence are not 
a  "service"  separate  from  general  Internet 
services. 
Rather,  so-called  "Internet  telephony"  is  a 
software-based product.  Use of the Internet for 
voice  communications generally  involves  a  one-
time purchase of software and hardware (for the 
users  on  both  ends  of  the  communication). 
Internet access  providers are not made aware of 
which of their customers are using their general 
Internet service for voice communication, nor of 
when thl  y might be doing sc 
Regulation of Internet 
Voice Communications Is 
Not Technically Feasible 
An  additional  reason  why  the  Commission 
should  avoid  attempting to treat  Internet voice 
communications as  "voice telephony" is that it is 
not feasible to regulate these distinct activities in 
the  same  manner.  In  particular,  it  is  not 
practicable  to  separate  voice · communications 
over  the  Internet from  other  Internet traffic  in 
order  to  treat  those  transmissions  differently. 
Consequently,  neither  Internet  access  providers 
nor  regulators  are  in  a  position  to monitor the 
various ways in which end-users may be using the 
Internet  in  order  to  treat  a  small  subset  of Internet communications as voice telephony. 
More  specifically,  because  the  Internet  is 
generally a packet switched data network,  "bits" 
are  all  treated  alike,  regardless  of  their 
application.  The  software  at  both  ends  of  a 
communication  interprets  the  instructions 
accompanying  or  within  the  bits  in  order  to 
reassemble  the  packets  into  a  complete  and 
coherent  communication.  The  whole  system 
operates in the same way irrespective of whether 
data, video,  or audio communications are  being 
transmitted.  Because  this  technology  differs 
entirely from  voice  telephony services,  it is  not 
realistic  for  regulators  to  attempt  to  apply 
regulations  to  this  technology  developed 
specifically for voice telephony. 
The Technology 
Should be 
Permitted to Develop 
Furthermore,  we  believe  that  it  is  extremely 
important  to  allow  the  embryonic  technology 
enabling voice communication on the Internet to 
develop  before  any efforts  are  made to  regulate 
its  provision  and  use.  Experience  in  the 
information technology industry has shown time 
and again  that innovation and consumer-driven 
product development flourishes in an unregulated 
environment.  In  particular,  development  of 
products and  ·services for the Internet has thrived 
in the absence of regulation, and consumers have 
benefited  greatly  from  the  results.  Any 
Commission  action  leading  to the  regulation  of 
Internet  voice  communications  would  be 
exceedingly  1 remature  at  this  early  stage  of 
development of the technology. 
I  Conclusion 
Internet voice  communication  poses  one  of the 
first  concrete  examples  of a  new  "convergence" 
technology  that in  some  respects  resembles  an 
older,  highly  regulated  technology,  but  which 
cannot  realistically  be  treated  in  the  same 
manner.  In  this  situation,  the  Commission 
should  refrain  from  even  considering  how  to 
regulate Internet voice communications not only 
until the technology matures and the market for 
it  develops,  but also  until  the Commission  has 
formed  a  comprehensive  and  coherent  policy 
approach  to  the  full  range  of  "convergence" 
technologies. 
The BSA would like  to remind the Commission 
that  Europe  is  still  at an  early  stage  with  th~ 
Information  Society,  and  asks  the  Commission 
not to impose any unnecessary regulation which 
would have  a negative  impact on the growth of 
the Internet.  Clearly, this would hinder industry 
innovation,  the  use  of many  Internet  features, 
and  Europe's  progress  into  the  Information 
Society.  Unregulated,  the Internet is  proving a 
· worldwide  success.  The  complexity  of  the 
Internet and the profusion of creative multimedia 
businesses  the Internet has  spawned guarantees 
that hasty attempts to formulate regulatory rules 
and distinctions will  in all probability:  (i)  retard 
growth  of  the  Internet  and  the  European 
economy;  (ii)  cause distortions  and dislocations 
as  businesses  will  be  driven  to  respond  to 
regulatory  disincentives;  and  (iii)  not  be 
manageable or implementable. 
The  BSA  welcomes  the Commission's  approach 
in  its  paper,  fully  in  line  with the objective  of 
liberalising  the  telecommunication.  sector--an 
imperative  for  European  growth  and  global 
competitiveness. .  We  believe  that  Internet 
te!ephony will help to maximise the opportunities 
for  Internet-based services to increase the overall 
qegree of competition in the telecommunications 
marketplace. 
The Business Software Alliance promotes the 
continued growth of  the software industry 
through its international public policy, 
education and enforcement programs in 65 
countries throughout Europe, North America, 
Asia, and Latin America. BSA worldwide 
members in3ude the leaamg publishers of 
software for personal computers including Adobe, 
Apple Computer, Autodesk, Bentley Systems, 
Lotus Development,  Microsoft,  Novell, 
Symantec Corporation, and The Santa Cruz 
Operation.  BSA  's Policy Council consists of 
these publishers and other leading computer 
technology companies including Compaq,  Digital 
Equipment Corp .•  IBM, Intel, and Sybase.  For 
further information, please contact Allen Dixon 
at the BSA address listed above, e-mail: 
Adixon(q]cov. com. 
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•OJ  '  u  ·./ Internet Voice Telephony 
-Comments on Draft Notice 97/C 140/06 -· 
by BT (British Telecommunications) PLC 
Classification 
The  1990  Services  Directive· classified  voice  telephony  service  as  remaining 
outside the liberalised area.  The Communication of20/10/1995 sought to clarify 
the definition of voice telephony, providing examples of types of voice service 
which did not comply with the  definition and which were therefore within the 
liberalised area. 
The analysis of  the defmition of  voice telephony serv .  .;e put forward in the draft 
Notice  (97 /C  140/06)  appears  to  be  consistent  with  the .. aims  of  the 
Communication of20/l0/95.  BT agrees with the overall conclusion that Internet 
voice telephony (I-Voice) should not, under current circumstances, be classified 
as public voice telephony. 
Definitions: 
- "subject of a  commercial  offer":  1-Voice  is  not  currently  marketed  as  a 
commercial service by service or access providers.  The only commercial element 
is in ~he marketing of  the enabling software or equipment. 
~  '  . 
- "for the public": the service is theoretically available to all, but under current 
market and technological conditions Internet access itself remains restricted and 
_  is  certainly not  available  to  the  public to  any  extent where  it  could  seriously 
substitute for voice telephony service. 
- "between  public  switched  network  termination  points":  Internet  access  will 
increasingly  be  made  via  PSTN  connections,  though  alternative  networks, 
particularly cable TV networks, may undermine this trend to some extent. - "enabling any user": under current access restrictions it is unlikely that "any-to-
any"  service  can  be  provided,  however,  future  evolution  will  make  this  more 
practical. 
-"real time": I-Voice cannot currently be considered to offer a reliable real-time 
alternative to PSTN, but technological change is liable to change this situation. 
BT therefore  agrees with the  main  conclusion that I-Voice  does  not currently 
warrant  classification· as  voice  telephony,  but  that  technological  and  market 
evolution may necessitate future reconsideration. 
ConseQ_Uences 
•  Licensing 
BT  agrees  with  the  analysis  by  which  the  Commission  asserts  that  Internet 
Service  and  Access  Providers  would  not  currently be  subject  to  a  licensing 
requirement, and that such voice traffic as is currently carried is only a minor part 
of  the business, and often undetected. 
As  such  the  voice  element  is  indeed  subsumed  within  the  broader 
licence/authorisation,  but only under current circumsta"'Ges.  A  parallel  exists 
with existing  value~added licensing, where Member Sta  .. ~s tolerate inclusion of 
elements of other services, but require separate licences/authorisations when it is 
clear that an  element of the  overall  service  offering  is  incompatible  w.ith  the 
scope of  the licence. 
Therefore BT does not agree that "even in future" service providers might not be 
subject to licensing: as outlined in the first part of  the draft Notice, I-Voice could 
in future evolve to  take on the characteristics voice telephony 
•  Universal Service 
Under current  conditions  Internet  service  and  access  providers  should  not  be 
subject to Universal Service obligations. 
•  Regulatory consequences of  technical evolution. 
BT  agrees  with  the  Commission  analysis  of the  likely  technical,  and  market 
evolution which could lead to a re-classification of I-Voice.  It is  clear that I-Voice  should  not  be  exploited  as  a  me~  to  avoid  obligations  otherwise 
pertaining to voice telephony service providers, on the other hand it is important 
not  to  hold  back  innovative  developments  by  inappropriate  application  of 
outdated regulatory definitions. 
Under  the  technical  and  market  evolution  described,  service  provider~ would 
indeed be subject to  licensing requirements and universal service obligations or 
contributions  . 
. In addition, the draft Interconnection Directive places obligations on providers of 
voice  telephony  regarding  interconnect.  Most  importantly  these  include  the 
obligation  to  provide  interconnection,  and  under  terms  which  are  non-
discriminatory,  transparent and proportional.  Such obligations could therefore 
also be applied to I-Voice service providers. 
Conclusion 
BT supports the overall analysis of  the Commission.  Internet Voice Telephony 
should not currently be classified as "public voice" and should clearly be in the 
liberalised area.  If future market and technological changes lead to an increased 
penetration of  I-Voice it may become necessary to reclassify' it.  In such a case its 
provision should be subject to the same regulatory regime, including associated 
right~- and  obligations,  that  is  applied  to  public  voice  telephony.  Such 
l  -;!Ve~Jpments however would have to be considered in the wioer context of the 
converging regulatory environment. 
BT 
2nd July 1997 
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Bureau 3/4S- Monsieur  .. 
Christian HOCEPIED 
A  venue· de Cortenberg 150 
B-1040 BRUXELLES 
Bruxelles, le  lcr juillet 1997 
Ref.: CB/ic 
La communication de la Commission concernant le statut des 
communications vocales sur Internet publiee dans le J.O. du 7 juillet 
199.7 nou<;  a y:vement interesses, notre organisation defendant les 
interets des consommateurs notamment en matiere· de 
te lecomm  unica  tion. 
Vous trouverez ci-joint l'avis du Centre cooperatif de Ia 
consommation sur la  communication sus-mentionnee. 
En esperant de vos nouvelles, nous vous prions d'agreer, Monsieur, 
nos sentiments distingues. 
~ 
\>. 0 ·  Pierre DEJEMEPPE 
Administra  teur delegue 
Centre coo~ratif  de Ia  consonuna~  on asbl 
Codep: 870-0000591-72  · 
Antenne wallonne: 
Rue Haute 28 •  1000 Bmxelles 
Tel: ##.32.2/Soo 52  12 
.•  J  Place Saint-Nicolas 7 • 
5500 Dinant 
Tel & Fax: ##.32.(0)82/22 72 28  Fax: ##.32.2/502 71  61 Avis du Centre cooperatif de Ia consommation sur Ia communication de Ia 
Commission concernant le statut des communications vocales sur Internet 
conformement a Ia directive 90/388/CE 
Le Centre cooperatif de la consommation a pris connaissance avec grand 
interet de la communication de la Commission concernant le statut des 
communications vocales sur Internet conformement a la dire'ctive 
90/388/CE. 
Si le Centre cooperatif de la consommation souscrit globalement a !'analyse 
de la Commission, il emet cependant des reserves quanta certains points 
particuliers de la communication. 
1. De !'exploitation commerciale a  Ia necessite de definir les fonctions. 
La Commission emet son analyse par rapport aux fournisseurs d'acces et 
aux prestataires de s~rvices. 
Le Centre cooperatif de la consommation releve a cet egard que la 
Commission use tantot de !'appellation "prestataire de services" tantot 
"fournisseur de services" sans preciser s'il s'agit de Ia meme fonction ou 
profession.  11 serait opportun de definir un lexique des termes utilises. 
A titre d'exemple, rappelons que le CSA (Conseil Superieur de 
l'Audiovisu2l) de Ia  Communaute fran<;aise  de Belgique definit difft. :entes 
fonctions dans la chaiHe numerique : 
· •  Fournisseur de contenu 
•  Prod  ucteur de services 
•  Fournisseurs de services 
•· Integrateur de services 
• Operateur de reseau 
•  Fournisseur d'infrastructure 
•  Fournisseur de systemes d' acces a  ux services 
•  Detenteur de termina  ux 
Le Centre cooperatif de Ia  consommation est conscient qu'il s'agit d'une 
problematique differente de la question de la telephonie vocale sur Internet, 
mais cet exemple est l'iilustration qu'on ne peut faire  l'economie d'une 
typologie claire et precise des fonctions visees et de definitions precises des 
metiers et professions concernees, surtout pour determiner les fonctions 
susceptibles de contribuer au financement du Service UniverseL 
Concernant !'exploitation commerciale, le  Centr~ cooperatif de la 
consommation ne peut accepter que "la motivation principale des abonnes d'lnternet" determine si la telephonie vocale fait !'objet d'une exploitation 
commerciale ou non. 
En effet on pourrait alors considerer par l'absurde que si le tele-achat ou le 
tele-commerce n'etaient pas la motivation principale des abonnes 
d'Internet, ils ne fera:it  pas l'objet d'une exploitation commerciale!  Si  le 
logiciel est telecharg'eable sur le reseau, la communication vocale en elle-
meme est un service propose qui fait l'objet d'un abonnement et represente · 
un cout.  La communication vocale sur Internet fait l'objet d'une activite 
commerciale, on constate par ailleurs que nombre de consommateurs se 
rendent dans les "cyber cafes" dans le but exclusif de se servir d'internet 
pour telephoner a  1' etranger  .. 
2. Telephoriie vocale - communication vocale 
Le  Centre cooperatif de la consommation peut rejoindre la Commission 
quant a son raisonnement n'associant pas a l'heure actuelle la 
communication vocale par Internet a la telephonie vocale proprement dite, 
et peut accepter le principe que l'on reevalue la question des lors que des 
fournisseurs locaux permettront d'appeler un correspondant local sur son 
telephone a l'aide de son numero de telephone depuis un ordinateur 
branche sur le reseau (ou bientot via satellite). 
Toutefois quant a  sa  voir si les fournisseurs de services et/  ou d'acces doivent 
contribuer au fonds de financement du Service Universe!, le Centre 
cooperatif de la consommation est moins categorique que la Commission. 
En effet le critere de detention d'une "part importante du marche 
geographique" ne semble pas pertinent. 
Le probleme ne se pose pas en termes de partage de "parcelles de terrain 
geographique" mais plutot en poids economique, ou part de marche. 
La question consiste a  savoir a  partir de quand on peut considerer que la 
commu1 jcation vocale sur Internet est concur':ente de la  tel~phonie vocale7 
. •  Si  la communication vocale par ordinateur se developpe entre les 
entreprises.  , 
•  Si  le prix des communications internationales de telephonie vocale 
classique subit la concurrence des tarifs des communications vocales par 
reseau. 
•  Si les operateurs de telephonie vocale sont amenes a reequilibrer leurs 
tarifs entre international et local. 
•  Si  le  prix des communications locales ne suit pas la meme evolution que 
1  'international. 
•  Si  les frais fixes comme l'abonnement au telephone ne diminuent pas. 
Alors on peut considerer qu'il y a concurrence entre communication vocale 
sur Internet et telephonie vocale. 
2 Le  raisonnement a  suivre dans le cadre du financement du Service 
Universe! devrait etre le meme que celui qui a mene a considerer que les 
operateurs de telephonie mobile etaient tenus de contribuer au financement 
du fonds du Service Universe! car ils etaient directement concurrents de la 
telephonie vocale fixe  et qu'ils en prelE~veraient les clients les plus rentables. 
Dans le cas de la communication vocaie· par Internet on peut tenir le meme 
raisonnement, en ce sens que ce sont d'abord les entreprises et ensti.ite les 
consommateurs residentiels qui possedent un  ·ordinateur qui useront 
d'Internet pour communiquer vocalement, c'est-a-dire ceux qui disposent a 
la fois: 
· • des moyens financiers 
• des capacites 
•  de Ia formation 
Des lors il faut eviter que ceux qui auront les moyens de "telephoner" via le 
reseau beneficient d'avantages notamment financiers qui contribueront a 
accentuer le fosse d'avec les consommateurs qui disposent d'un telephone 
conventionnel. 
C'est pourquoi le Centre cooperatif de la consommation estime que s'il est 
effectivement trap tot pour que la communication vocale par Internet 
contribue au financement du Service Universe!, il ne faut certainement pas 
exclure cette possibilite dans un avenir proche non pas en tenant compte de 
criteres geographiques mais bien de quantite d'abonnes, d'utilisateurs, de la 
qualite de l'utilisateur (professionnel, residentiel) du volume de  ' 
communications, de !'evolution des couts comparatifs entre 
communication vocale et telephonie vocale et de l'impact sur le 
reequilibrage tarifaire. 
Le Centre cooperatif de la consommation rappelle par ailleurs que l'on 
retrouve des operateurs de  t~lepho:1ie vocale .parmi les fo 1trnisseurs d'acces 
(ex. : Skynl t - Belgacom). 
Le Centre cooperatif de la consommation encourage la Commission ala 
plus grande vigilance et souhaite que celle-ci mette en oeuvre les moyens 
necessaires afin d'evaluer la situation de fa<;on  continue, celle-ci pouvant 
evoluer extremement rapidement (cf.  explosion de !'utilisation du G.S.M.). 
Pour le Centre cooperatif de la consommation, il serait inacceptable que les 
consommateurs les mains nan  tis et/  ou les mains formes a !'utilisation des 
ordinateurs soient leses en ayant a acquitter des montants de factures 
toujours plus eleves pour des services de telephonie vocale de base, alors 
que les consommateurs ayant opte pour la communication vocale sur 
Internet retireraient des avantages financiers et qualitatifs de la concurrence. 
3 Le Centre cooperatif de Ia  consommation encourage la Commission a 
observer et analyser les evolutions mais aussi a initier des programmes 
d'information et de formation a destination du grand public et en 
particulier les moins formes aux technologies nouvelles et les plus ages. 
Globalement, il serait profondement injuste de pouvoir telephoner 
"gratuitement" dans le  monde entier parce que l'on utilise un ordinateur et 
de devoir payer parce que l'on utilise un telephone pour appeler son petit-
fils  dans la ville voisine. 
Le Centre cooperatif de la consommation invite des lors la Commission a: 
•  definir les fonctions et professions concernees 
•  reexaminer les criteres determinant !'exploitation commerciale 
• ·observer de fa\on continue I' evolution du marche 
• considerer de~ criteres plu~ adequats que la repartition geographique pour 
determiner la  participation au financement du Service Universe!. 
Contact:  Christian BONTJNCKX 
Conseiller 
Rue Haute, 28 
1000 BRUXELLES 
Tel. : o2;soo s2 66 
Fax: 02/502 7161 
P.S.: Des declarations de hauts dirigeants d'entreprises de 
telecommunications et d'informatique  publit~es recerrtment dans la presse 
(Liberation 19 /06/1997,cf annexe ) confortent les hypotheses emises  dans le 
present avis 
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Directorate General for Competition  6) 
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(legal advisor) 
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Subject Notice by the Commission conceming the Status of Voice  in the Internet under 
Oiret..1ive 901388/EEC 
Dear Sirs, 
'Ale are writing to you in  response to your intent to adopt the draft position regarding Internet 
voice  services as a  Supplement to the Communication by the Commission to  the European 
Parliament  and  the Council  on  the  status  and  implementation  of Directive  90/388/EEC  on 
competition in the markets for telecommunications services (95/C 275102 OJ No C 275 p.2). 
61 
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As a  private  Portuguese data  network operator,  and lntemet service  provider- COMNEXO -
Redes  de  Comunica~io, SA.  has  always  struggled toward  a strict interpretation of all  legal 
definitions susceptible of aeating restrictions  on the  developrr.~nt of the telecommunications 
market throughout Europe and, particularty, in Portugal. Therefore, we would like to express our 
total agreement not only to the intention of adopting the draft position as a. Supplement to the 
above referred Communication. but also to the dear content of the Notice itself. 
We would also like to be informed on future  initiatives taken by  DG IV in  resped of the 
liberalisation of the telecommunications market (you may contact us by fax +351  1 352 48 
87, to our head office at Avenida da Republica, 24, 4,  1050 Lisboa Portugal or by email to 
pasr@ceeint. comnexo.  pt ) 
Yours Sincerely. 
Pedro Ramalho de Almeida. LL.M 
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Subject 
Commission notice concerning the status of voice on the Internet 
Dear Sir, 
Please find attached our comments concerning the above mentioned notice 
Yours sincerelyt 
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Concerning  the  Notice  above  mentioned  {pub.  OJ  97/C  1  40/06),  Companhia  Portuguesa 
Radio Marconi, S.A. presents the following English synthesis of its comments: 
1.  We  find  extremely  useful  the  publication  of  a Commission  Communication  stating  its 
position  regarding  the  regulatory  qualification  of  a  telecommunications  service  with 
inevitable increasing importance in the forthcoming years as an alternative 'o actual voice 
services. 
2.  Notwithstanding,  the  effort to  conciliate  new technological  realities  with  "old"  regulation 
produces negative consequences. 
3.  To  support  its  position,  the  Commission  relates  either  to  the  occurrence  of facts  only 
subjectively  justifiable  or  to  objectively  doubtful  justifications,  lacking  therefore  the 
necessary  transparency  and  certainty  in  the  interpretation,  and  not  transmitting  the 
necessary legal certainty needed by business and Regulators. 
4.  The  main  purpose  of  Directive  90/388/EEC,  i.e.,  liberalisation,  is  not  affected  by  the 
interpretation we support, which advocates unequivocally and immediately the possibility of 
considering voice on the lntemet as a «voice telephony service». 
5.  To  elect the  Commission  interpretation  as  the  correct  one would  mean that when  the 
conditions referred in the Project are  -officially" met, all ISPs will  be offering voice on the 
lntemet without any rules which would be nec-essary to put them on the same competitive 
ground as other telecommunication operators offering the same or a  similar service giving 
satisfaction to the same consumer need - voice communication. 
6.  An  a  pos"eriori regulation  would  possibly  violate  lr!gitimate  expectations from  ISP; and, 
therefore, encounter resistance, perhaps even legitimate. 
7.  In fact, the Project of Position published by the Commission is based: 
•  on the occurrence of facts only subjectively justifiable, when supporting that «decisive 
drives for Internet subscribers» modify the legal consequences of the Directive and 
•  on objectively doubtful justifications, when applying to the case the conditions  «to  and 
from public switched network termination points» and «direct transport and switching of 
speech in real time». 
8.  It is  not the use of a  modem that modifies the  nature and  legal  treatment of a  terminal 
equipment~  according  to  the  definition  stated  in  the  European  Law  - cf.  Directive 
88/301/EEC  (an  indirect connection  is  also  admissible)  - and  we· cannot see  how «the 
evolution of  the availabl~ software and bandwidth» could also modify the nature of the «teal 
time» transmissions. 
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9.  Should we use a scientific meaning of the "real timeu? What is it? Does it exist? Is it then 
the contrary to· Mdiffered time" or the same as the "present time" which, by the way. becomes 
immediately the ''past" ? 
• 
10.  Satellite communications are not transmitted "instantaneously" already today. Therefore, 
scientifically, they should not be considered «voice telephony». But they are considered as 
so within the meaning of Directive 90/388. 
11.  On  the  other side,  the  "classical"  voice  telephony  service  can,  and  is  in  fact,  already 
rendered in our days by digitalized means. with compression techniques and transmission 
ones identical to the ones applied by lntemet. 
12. The real issue, in our view,  is how qualify the service in the perspective of the users and 
taking account of the level of satisfaction of their needs. Regulation must neutral whatever 
technology and distribution systems are chosen by operators. 
Therefore, we conclude, 
1°.  That it is  not reasonable for Member States to wait for Commission  interpretations of 
reality in each Member State to be able to apply similar regulation to competing services 
in the perspective of users; 
2°.  That  Member  States  should  apply  the  referred  regulation  in  an  a  priori  and  non 
discriminatory way,  namely in what concerns licensing,  universal  service contributions 
and consumer protection rules. 
Lispon, 7 July 1997. 
OJ 
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Projecto de Posi9lo da Comissao Europeia relativa ao 
estatuto da comunica9io vocal na Internet 
Comentarios da MARCONI· 
Relativamente ao Pmjecto de Posi~o supra referido publicado no JOCE C 140/8 de 
7.5.97,  a  Companhia  Portuguesa  Radio  Marconi,  S.A.  apresenta  os  seguintes 
comentarios: 
1.  Consideramos positiva a publica~o de uma Comunica~io  que esclare~a a posh;:io 
da Comissao Europeia sobre a qualifica.;ao a dar,  para efeitos regulamentares,  a 
um  servi~ de  telecomunica~oes que  ganhara  certamente  importancia  crescenta 
nos pr6ximos anos enquanto altemativa aos restantes servi~s  de voz. 
2.  Parece no entanto nao se ter tido em conta que a  evolu~o tecnol6gica no sector 
tomou por vezes obsoletas defini¢es tormais  contictas  em  actos regulamentares 
com·  quase  dez  anos  de  existencia,  palo  que  se  precede  neste  texto  a 
interpreta~oes  actuallstas  algo  fo~das, na  tentativa  de  ''encaixar"'  uma  nova 
realidade em normas "velhas". E isto tem consequencias negativas. 
3.  Par exemplo,  a fundamentayao julgada necessaria  --ara  que o  senti~ de voz via 
Internet  possa  qualificar-sa  como  "servi~ de tela.  ~nia vocal"  baseia-se  ora  na 
ocorrencia  de  fados  s6  subjectivamente  verificaveis  ou  em  justificafi:oes 
. objectivamente duvidosas, carecendo portanto da necessaria clareza interpretativa 
e  nao transmitindo  a  certeza  juridica  necessaria  aos agentes  e  reguladores  do 
mercado. 
4.  A nosso ver,  a liberaliza9io dos mercados de telecomunica~es, a  partir de 1 de 
Janeiro de 19~8  <'U do ano 2C'OO.  nao e pasta em causa se a interpreta~o for a que 
defendemos,  e  que vai  no sentido de se considerar desde ja e  inequivocamente 
estes servi~os como servi-ros de voz para efeitos regulamentares. 
5.  Masse a Comissao mantiver inalterado o teor deste Projecto,  tal conduzira a que, 
quando se vierem a dar "oficialmente" como verificados os pressupostos de que a 
Comissao faz depender a  aplica~io da regulamenta~o apiicavel  aos  servi~os de 
..  voz  a- transmissao  via  Internet,  ja  todos  os  fomecedores  de  acesso  esta  rede 
estejam  firmemente  implantados  no  mercada  sem  nunca  terem  obedecido  a 
qualquer  enquadramento  regulamentar  que  os  coloque  em  condi~oes  de 
concorrencia  equilibrada  com  outros  prestadores  de  servi~os  efectivamente 
comparaveis. 
1 
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6.  E a  regulamenta~o a  posteriori  da  sua  actividade  podeni entao  demonstrar·se 
problematica e encontrar resistencias,  porventura razoaveis,  baseadas na possivel . 
viola~o de expectativas  legitimas  e  alterayao  unilateral  por parte  da  Comiss.ao 
Europeia e dos Estados do enquadramento regulamentar do neg6cio. 
7.  A nosso ver. com efeito, o texto do projecto baseia-se, 
•  em  fados  subjectivamente  verificaveis,  quando  se  fundaments  em 
motiva~oes de assinantes para a qualifica~o do servic;o em causa,' e 
•  em justifica~oes objectivamente duvidosas, quando faz a aplica~o  ao caso de 
condi¢es previstas na Directiva para o serviyo '"classico" de telefonia vocal, tais 
como as exigencias de que o servic;o permita ligar dois pontes terminais da rede 
comutada  (  «na  origem  e  no  destino  dos  pontos  terminais  da.  rede  publica 
comutada»)  e assegurar o  «transporte  directo e  comutayao da  voz  em tempo 
real». 
8.  Na verdade, fazer depender o ·  preenchimento da  pri~eira das condi¢es referidas 
no  segundo  item  do  fado  de  as  comunica\=oes  vocais  atraves  da  lntemet  se 
poderem fazer computador a telefone e nao somente de computador a computador, 
e  interpreta~o que nos parece.  ir para alem da letra e do espirito da Directiva. 
9.  Utilizar um computador e urn 'microfone a ele ligado e fazer a  liga~o a  Rede publica 
comutada  atraves  de  um  modem  nao  parece  alterar  o  conceito  de  caparetho 
terminal»  utilizado  no  ordenamento comunitario  e  designadamente  constante  da 
Directiva  88130 1/CEE  - «qualquer aparelho  Jig ado  directa  ou  indirectamente  ao 
ponto terminal de uma  rede publica de telecomunica¢es para transmitir,  tratar e 
receber informat;6es.» 
10.  Por outro  lado,  quanto a segunda  condi~o. como e que  «a  evolu~o dos 
suportes  logicos  disponiveis  e  da  largura  de banda»  podenio  fazer  com  que o 
transporte directo da  voz atraves da lntemet passe a  ser em "tempo realn  ?  Sera 
que se utiliza um conceito cientifico de "tempo real" ?  Qual e ?  E  o  "tempo real" 
existe efectivamente ?  Entia o  .. tempo real" contrapoe.se ao  tempo diferido ou e 
sin6nimo de "tttmoo presente", q"'e por acaso e logo passado ?  Ou sera  antes a 
percep~o  que os utilizadores fazem do "tempo real" o que deve valer ? 
11.  As  comunica~oes vocais  via  satelite  actualmente  prestadas.  para  so  referir 
.  estas, tambem nao sao. instantaneas. logo, parece nio pcderem ser consideradas 
cientificamente  comunica~oes em  "tempo  realn,  mas  diferido,  e  no  entanto  sao 
abrangidas pelo conceito de «telefonia vocal» constante da Directiva 90/388/CEE. 
12.  E  verclade que o servi~  fixo de telefone foi, ate ha pouco tempo, prestado com 
reserva de utiliza~o temporaria de circuitos de telecomunica~oes as  pessoas em 
comunica~o. diferentemente da  digitaliza~o, compressao  da voz e. transmissao 
como qualquer outro dado, como acontece com as comunicac;oes vocais atraves da 
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13.  Nao nos podemos esquecer e que, presentemente, o servit;o de telefonia vocal 
abrangido pela  Oirectiva  interpretanda e ja  prestado  frequentemente  atraves  de 
meios digitais e  utitizando tecnicas  ~e compressao e  transmisslo da voz em tudo 
semelhantes as utilizadas_para comunica¢es atraves da hltemet. 
14.  0  que interessa, a nosso ver, e qualificar o  tipo de servic;:o  que e prestado na 
perspectiva  dos  utilizadores  e  da  satisfa~o  das  suas  necessidades.  A 
regulamentac;:ao tem de ser independente da tecnologia que lhe serve de suporte e 
dos meios atraves dos quais os prestadores prestam os servi~s. 
Assim, em conclusao, 
1  o  Nao entendemos razoavel. pelas raz6es atras enunciadas. dever esperar-se que 
a  Comissao  verifique  o  preenchimento  dos  requisites  enuncia.dos  de ·  ordem 
tecnica e relatives a caracteristicas do mercado. para que os Estados Membros 
possam  aplicar  aos  fomecedores  deste  servi~  de  comunica~o  vocal  o 
essencial da regu~amentac;:io incidindo sobre outros prestadores de servi~s de 
voz: 
2°  Essa regulamenta~o  deve ser aplicada a priori e nAo a posteriori por razoes de 
certeza  juridica  e  transparencia  das  condi~s  do  mercado,  e  nao  ser 
discriminatoria  relativamente  a  outros  fomecedores  de  servi~os  de  voz, 
designadamente no que respeita a: 
procedimentos de autoriza(:Ao ou licenciamento: 
contribui~es para o financiamento do servi«;o universal; 
respeito de norrnas de protec~o  dos consumidores. 
Lisboa,  2 de Julho de 1997 
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PO$TFACH 1446 . 53004 BONN 
TELEFON 022811~ 
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I 
AN:  Christian Hocepied  VON:  Or. Stephan Pesch 
Europiische Kommission, GD IV 
FAX-Nr:  0032 2 296 98 19  FAX-Nr:  0228 ..  104 250 
Tef  .. Nr:  0228- 104 248 
Seiten:  3  (einschl. Titelseite)  Datum:  09. Jufi 1997 
Internet telephony, document 97/C 140/06 
Dear Mr. Hocepied, 
enclosed you will find our statement on intemet telephony. I have sent our position to you also 
by e-mail. I am sorry that the document is only in german language. 
Yours sincerely 
DEUTSCHER INOUSTRIE- UNO HANDELSTAG 
i.A. 
Dr Stephan Pesch 
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DEUTSCHER INDUSTRIE- UNO HANDELSTAG 
Stellungnahma zum 
Entwurf des Standpunkts zum Status der Sprachubermittlung im Internet in 
bezug auf  die Richtlinla 90/388/EWG 
Die  wirtschaftliche  Bedeutung  des  Internet  ist  unumstritten.  Es  revolutioniert  die 
Informations- und Kommunikationsprozesse, errnOglicht eine weltweite lnforrnations-
beschaffung und -vermittlung zu niedrigsten Kosten, bringt Anbieter und Nachfrager 
niher zusammen.  und schafft die Voraussetzung fOr neue Formen der Arbeitsorgani-
sation  in  der  Wirtschaft  (Arbeitstellung,  Kooperation,  Vertriebs- und  Unterneh-
messtrukturen).  Dies wird zu einem erheblichen  Qualitats- und  Produktivitatsschub 
fOhren. 
Vorteil und grundlegende Eigenschaft des Internet ist, daB es uber keine Obergeord-
nete Verwaltung  verfagt.  Es gibt keine zentralen  Kontrollmechanismen.  Es ist ein 
''Netzwerk von  Netzwerken".  Das  Internet ist damit eine eigenstandige,  neuartige 
Oiensteplattform.  US-Prasident  Clinton  weist  in  seinem  kOrzlich  veroffentlichten 
"Framework  for  Global  Electronic Commerce" zu  F,{echt  darauf hin:  .. Government 
officials should respect the unique nature of the medium  ... 
Aus diesem Grund hilt der DIHT bereits  den Ansatz fOr  verfehlt,  das Internet mit 
Regelungen  aus dem Bereich der Telekommunikation  in  Verbindung  zu bringen -
auch  dann,  wenn  es urn  lnternet-Anwendungen  geht,  die denen  der klassischen 
Telekommunikation (Sprachtelefondienst) lhneln. 
Die  Diskussion  urn  ~ie  Kriterien,  ab  welchem  Zeitpunkt  lnternet-Telefonie  als 
"Sprachtelefondiensf' zu bezeichnen ist, fOhrt  in die falsche Richtung. Das Internet 
ist nicht fur die Obermittlung von Sprache konstruiert worden. Auch wenn ab einem 
bestlmmten Zeitpunkt die Kriterien erfilllt warden, dOrfen  nicht die Regelungen aus 
dem Telekommunikationsbereich  1:1  Obertragen werden. Ein solcher Automatism  us 
hatte fatale Auswirkungen. Eine auf das Internet ubertragene Politik tar die Sprachte-
lefonie ware "Sand im  Getriebe..  und wOrde  die Entwicklungschancen des  Interne~ 
entscheidend einengen. 
Regulierung  muB  immer die  begrOndete  Ausnahme  bleiben.  Wenn  also  Lizenzie-
rungsvorschriften  und  die  Finanzierung  des  Universaldienst auch  fur die Anbieter 
von  lnternet-Telefonie angedacht werden,  dann  mussen  die  Grande  fOr  derartige 
Eingriffe  plausibel  dargelegt  und  Alternativen  diskutiert  werden.  Eine  einfache 
"Analogie" zum klassischen Telefondienst reicht hierfOr keinesfalls aus. 
-: -) 
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Es mu6 anerkannt werden, dae jedes unreflektierte tfHineinregieren". in das Internet 
seine  Basis  zerstort.  Weiteren  Regulierungen,  die  zum Teil schon fOr  den  klassi-
schen Telekommunikationsbereich Oberzogen sind, wird damit Tur und Tor geoffnet. 
Als eines der wenigen noch Obrig  gebliebenen nicht-regulierten Bereiche steht das 
Internet auBerdem fur die Funktionsfahigkeit und Oberlebensfahigkeit selbstregulier-
ter Systeme. 
Bisherige F  ragestetlungen Iauten meist: Wie groB ist die Bedrohung des traditional-
len  Telekommunikationsmarktes  durch  die  lnternet-Telefonie?  Diese  Sichtweise 
greift zu kurz. Die Frage mu6te Iauten: Welche zusAtzlichen MOglichkeiten ergeben 
sich  aus  der vollstandigen  Verschmelzung  von  Sprache  und  Daten  und  aus der 
kostengunstigen Obermittlung? Welche zusatzlichen Anwendungen/Mehrwertdienste 
kOnnen sich hierdurch entwickeln? Abgesehen davon: Wenn eine Technik oder eine 
Dienstleistung  besser  (kostengOnstiger)  ist  als  eine  andere,  so  soli  sie  sich  frel 
entwickeln durfen. 
Der  Nutzen  einer  nicht-regulierten,  preisgunstigen  lntemet-Telefonie  sollte  auch 
darin ges~hen  werden, daB Druck auf die Prei.se im klassischen Telefonbereich aus-
geObt wird. Dies ist gerade fOr die Lander wichtig,  ·  in den aufgrund der vorherrschen-
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Draft Commission Notice concerning the" status of voice on the Internet 
pursuant to Directive 30/388/EEC 
I  am  pleased  to  enclose,  for  your  consideration,  an  ETNO  Reflection 
Document outlining the Association's comments on the above-mentioned 
draft Notice.  This paper is unanimously support  1 by the Association's 37 
Members. 
I must apologise for the late submission of our paper, but I understand that 
it is not t09late for ETNO's comments to be taken into consideration. 
Yours faithfully, 
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I  '  \ ETNO Reflection Document on the European 
Commission Notice concerning the status of 
voice on the Internet pursuant to Directive 
90/3·88/EEC 
ETNO  welcomes the  draft  "Commission  Notice  concerning  the 
status of voice on the Internet pursuant to Directive 90/388/EEC 
(97C  140/06)" and is pleased to note the Commission's effort to 
remedy  some  of  the  uncertainties. which  inevitably  follow  the 
application of sector-specific regulation in a dynamic sector. 
ETNO  acknowledges  the  status  of  the  draft  Notice  as  a 
supplement to  the "Communication to  the  European  Parliament 
and the Council  on  the  status  and  in\plementation of  Directive 
90/388/EEC  (95/C  275/02)",  clarifying  the  Commission's 
interpretation of Voice  Telephony  in  relation  to  Voice  over  the 
Internet.  ETNO also notes that the conclusions of the draft Notice 
are based on an analysis of the present situation and that changes  -
in the market might lead NRAs to a different interpretatibn. 
Taking this into account, ETNO agrees with the overall conclusion 
that, for the moment, in the light of normal present usage of Voice 
over the Internet: 
"voice on the Internet cannot be considered as  'Voice Telephony' 
in thesense of this Direcijve (90/388]  and therefore falls within 
the liberalised area  .... a priori authorisation may therefore not be 
imposed on Internet Access/Service Providers" 
ETNO also agrees with the understanding of the criteria presented 
in the draft Notice as well as- with the consequences described for 
licensing and Universal Service contributions. 
Regarding the criteria, ETNO wishes to underline that the relation 
between Internet and Voice  Telephony can be considered from  a 
regulatory as  well as  a  technical  viewpoint.  It  is  important to 
maintain that any regulatory changes in the status of the Voice over 
the  Internet  should  not  be  based  on  technicalities  in  the 
interpretation of Directives due, for  example, to  development  of 
new protocols,  but on an overall asSessment of the financial  and 
regulatory consequences a given development might have. 
It is also important .not  promptly to extend the scope of regulation 
to  services/technologies  which  at  present  are  developing  in  ' 
accordance with user requirements  . 
.  ,. ' ! 
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ETNO Reflection Document RD56 (07/97)  Page 1 However, although Voice  over Internet does not so  far  fulfil  the 
criteria  set  by  the  definition  of  Voice  Telephony  in  Directive 
90/388/EEC,  this  service  could  nevertheless  substitute  Voice 
Telephony. This fact  should be taken into account when assessing 
the  impact .  of  Voice  over  the  Internet  on  telecommunications 
organisations. 
Two different applications of Internet Telephony can be identified: 
1.  The  case  where  both  end  users  have  Internet  access  using 
software installed at the users' PCs  enabling the conversion of 
audio in general and speech into datapackets.  In this case, voice 
(spoken dialogue) over Internet is  primarily an offshoot of the 
Internet access/use and not a dedicated service offered by the 
Internet Service Provider. 
2.  The case where end users do not need any· specific  equipment  . 
and where the Service Provider offers conversion from PSTN to 
packet based transmission/  switching at Servers accessible  via 
the PSTN.  In this case, Internet is used for transmission between 
servers and the end-users might even not need to have a PC or 
software.  Internet is then simply used by a Service Provider as a 
transportation mechanism. 
While the second scenario may not be a realistic possibility today 
due to a lack of standardised protocols and low quctlity which few 
customers might be ready to accept,  it  may soon become a  likely 
offering.· 
In  this  case,  the  Service  Provider  might  - <;iepending  on  the 
individual conditions  in  the  Member  States  - claim  a  right  to 
. interconnect or  to  obtain  Special  Network  Access  to  the  PSTN 
mapping IP  addresses  to  E.l64  numbers.  The Service  Provider 
would therefore be able to offer a general PSTN-like service. 
In such  a  scenario  it  is  important  that  service  providers,  or 
·operators, should not be able to exploit Internet Voice merely as a 
means of avoiding licence obligations otherwise pertaining to  voice 
telephony service providers. At the same time, care must be taken 
not  to  hold  back  innovative  developments  by  inappropriate 
application of regulatory definitions which may become outmoQed. 
I 
In this ·case, the understanding of Voice Telephony as  the platform 
for USO  financing and for  defining Quality of Service will need to 
be  revised so that it may be applied  independently of underlying 
technologies - fixed/mobile, circuit/packet switched etc.  - and to 
ensure that all significant actors are regulated on an equal footing • 
...  - J 
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THE EU COMMITTEE7.7J7.97  -A/18573 
OF THE AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE IN BELGIUM 
July 11, 1997 
Mr. Herbert Ungerer 
Head ofUnit, DG IV/C/1 
EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
rue de la Loi 200 
1049  Brussels 
BELGIUM 
Dear Mr. Ungerer, 
c. 
-~··-~·  ~ ·----- -~  .,. ... ,.,....  -
.--~----. 
~-------. 
•  J 
Please find attached a letter to Mr. qhristian Hocepied o(DGIV with the EU 
Committee's response to the. Commissi-sa!s~ic-e-onLlle status of  voice on the Internet 
under Directive 90/388/EEC. 
In this letter the EU Committee expresses its support for the analysis that the . 
Commi.ssion presents in the notice. In particular, we welcome the clarification that the 
current use of  voice ~ransmission on the internet does not meet the criteria to be 
classified as voice telephony as set out in Directive 90/388/EEC. The EU Committee 
furthermore makes the general point that the Internet should not be subject to specific 
regulation or authorization sch~mes. Too much regulation could easily -stifle this 
emerging industry to the detriment of  European growth and competitiveness. 
The EU Committee wishes to contribute to a constructive debate on this important 
issue, and should you require any further information and clarification, we would be 
delighted to provide this. 
Yours sincerely,  r 
1  i.  ,'  '  '  v  ~  ~---, 
.·~'.Jf'  •. ') f~ 
'\  .-------:-
\ 
~  ··.-wi1'liam Seddon-Brown 
\\  Chair 
The EU Committee of the Amencan Chamber of Commerce in Belgium ASBL!VZW 
Avenue des Arts 50, Bte 5. B-1000 Brussels. Belgium 
Telephone 32-2-513 68 92 Facs1m1le 32-2-513 79 28 Bank 310-0823099-43 E-ma1l: EUC@post1.amcham.be 
Web s1te: http://www.eucommittee.be, July 11,  1997 
Mr.  Christian Hocepied 
DG  IV/C/1 
EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
rue de  Ia Loi 200 
1049 Brussels 
BELGIUM 
Re:  EU Committee letter responding to tbe Comm&ion's notice concerning the 
status of voice on the Internet under Directive 90/388/EEC 
1 
Dear Mr.  Hocepied, 
The EU Committee of the  American  Chamber of Commerce  writes to  support the 
Commission's notice  concerning the status of voice on the  Internet  under Directive 
90/388/EEC. 
The E  U Committee welcomes the Commission's pragmatic analyses, clarifying that the 
current use of  voice transmission on Internet does not meet the criteria to be classified 
as voice telephony as set out in Directive 90/388/EEC. 
The  Internet  is  an  international  computer  network  capable  of  carrying  various 
combiLations of data,  audio and video transmissions.  As  such,  it  constitutes a"nu:.jor 
social and economic phenomenon in  Europe and world-wide.  The Internet is  directly 
fostering  a  new  and  fast-growing  Internet  economy,  creating  new  categories  of 
-businesses and jobs (e.g. Internet infrastructure and software, Internet access providers, 
consumer  and  business  content  creation  and  distn"bution,  online  retail and  financial 
services).  The successful Internet economy will  have a  significant  multiplier effect  on 
economic and job growth as well as competitiveness.  It  will  spawn new ideas,  new 
markets and new businesses. The Internet will help determine the competitive advantage 
of  trading regions for decades to come. 
Recent  software  developments  can  allow  Internet  subscribers  using  the  same  or 
interoperable solutions software to conduct voice conversations over the Internet.  In-
1 Supplement to the Communication by the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council 
on the status and implementation of  Directive 90/388/EEC on competition in the markets for 
telecommunications services.  ·  ' 
The EU Committee of the American Chamber of Commerce in Belgium ASBLIVZW 
Avenue des Arts 50, Bte 5, B-1000 Brussels, Belgium 
Telephone 32-2-513 68 92 Facs1mile 32-2-513 79 28 Bank 310-0548586-40 E-mail: EUC@post1.amcham.be 
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accessing the Internet consumers take advantage of  the in.cipient developments of  a new 
communication era~ developments from which businesses, governments and individuals 
will benefit.  This new dimension of communication for both individuals and businesses 
will foster the Information Society in Europe. 
The EU Committee believes that the Internet in general should not be subject to specific 
regulation or authorization schemes different from the ones already applicable or other 
data  transmissions.  We  urge  the  Commission  to  enforce  coordination  amongst  the 
Member  States  and  to  ensure  a  non-discriminatory,  proportionate  and  transparent 
framework within this area . 
.  We fully support the Commission's policy that Internet communications should not be 
regulated.  More specifically,  because the Internet is generally a packet switched data 
networ~ 'bits'  are  all  treated  alike,  regardless  of their. application  and  it  is  not 
practicable  to  separate  voice  co~unications over the Internet  from  other  Internet 
traffic in  order to treat those transmissions  differently.  It  would  be  inappropriate to 
require network operators or access providers to monitor end-users using the Internet 
for voice telephony. 
The EU Committee reminds the Commissiou that Europe is still at an early stage with 
the  Information  Society  and  asks  the  Commission  not  to  impose  any  unnecessary 
regulation. Clearly, this would hinder industry innovation~ the use of  the many features 
of  Internet  solutions  and  would  slow  Europe  down  in  the  international  arena. 
Unregulate~ the Internet is proving to be an  unmitigated success.  It is likely that any 
attempt to regulate the Internet will:  (i) retard growth of  the Internet and the national 
economy; (ii) cause distortions and dislocations as businesses will be driven to· respond 
to regulatory disincentives; and (iii) not be manageable or implementable. 
The EU Committee welcomes the Commission's approach in its  paper~ fully in line with 
the objective of hoeralising the telecommunication sector, an  irr!)erative for  European 
growth ant. global competitiveness. We also believe tlat Internet telephony will help to 
maximise the opportunities for  Internet-based services to increase the overall degree of 
competition in the telecommunications marketplace. 
In· conclusion the EU Committee looks forward to maintaining  an  open dialogue with 
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European Commission  D ........... IC 
\.-·~  1  "  / 
Fax: 00322 296 9819 
EUR081T &t.tement on the Commieaions (DG IV) notice concerning the 
status of  voice on the Internet under Directive 90/ 388 /EEC'* 
Dear Mr Hocepied, 
EUROBIT writes to support the Commission's notice concerning 'the status 
of voice on the Internet under Directive 90/388/EEC. 
EUROBIT welcomes the Commission's pragmatic analyses, clarifying that 
the current use of voice transmission on Internet does not meet the criteria to 
be classified as voice telephony as set out in Directive 90/388/EEC. 
It is well known that the Internet is an international computer network capable 
of carrying various combinations of data, audio and video transmissions. It 
constitutes a major social and economic phenomenon in Europe and 
worldwide. 
The Internet is directly fostering a new and fast-gmwing Internet economy, 
creating new categories of businesses and jobs (e.g. Internet infrastructure 
and softWare, Internet access providers, consumer and business content 
creation and distribution, online retail and financial services). The successful 
Internet economy will have a significant multiplier effect on economic and job 
growth as well as competitiveness. It will spawn new ideas, new markets and 
certainly new businesses. The successful Internet will help determine the . 
competitive advantage of trading regions for decades to come. 
81 
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ln particular, recent developn;ents o{ specific software can allow Internet 
subscribers using the sama or interoperable software to conduct voice 
conversations over the Internet at a local calf tariff.  In so doing consumers 
take advantage of  the incipient developments of a new communication era, 
developments from which businesses, governments and individuals will 
benefit. This new dimension of communication for both individuals and 
businesses will foster the Information Society in Europe. 
Accordingly, EUROBIT applauds the Commission's conclusions on. the basic 
framework as regards the extent of authorisation procedures amongst the 
Member States. 
Internet voice transmission should only be subject to a general authorization 
or a declaration procedure, i.e. not imposing specific authorization schemes 
different from the ones already applicable on other data transmissions. 
EUROBIT ~rges  the commission to enforce co-ordination amongst the 
Member States and to ensure a non-discriminatory, proportionate and 
transparent procedure within this area. 
In particular, it is not practicable to separate voice communications over 
the Internet from other lntemet traffic in order to treat those transmissions 
differently. 
- Consequently, neither Internet access providers nor regulators are in a 
position to monitor the various ways in which end-users may be using the 
Internet in order to treat a small sub-set of Internet cor .  nunications like voice 
telephony. 
More specifically, because the Internet is generally a packet switched data 
network,  .. bits• are all treated alike. regardless of their application.  The 
software at both ends of a communication interprets the instructions 
accompanying or within the bits in order to reassemble the packets into a 
complete and coherent communication. 
The whole system operates in the same way irrespective of  whether data. 
video, or audio communications are being transmitted.  Because this 
technology differs entirely from voice telephony services, it is not realistic or 
practical for regulators to attempt to apply regulations to this technology 
developed specifically for voice telephony. 
EUROBIT agrees with the Commission's analysis on the Internet voice 
service's non-compliance with the criteria set up in tbe Directive, which 
therefore does not require contribution to universal service. 
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EUROBIT reminds the Commission that Europe is still at an early stage with 
the  Information Society and not to impose any unnecessary regulation.  . 
Clearly, this would hinder industry innovation, the use of the many features of 
lntemet solutions and would stow Europe down in the International arena. 
EUROBIT welcomes the Commission's approach in its  paper, fuily in line with 
the objective of liberalising the telecommunication sector, an imperative for 
European growth and global competitiveness. We also believe that Internet 
telephony will help to maximise the opportunities for Internet-based services 
in the aim to increase the overall degree of competition in the  telecommuni-
cations marketplace, and believe the Commission should look on this 
development favourably. 
In conclusion EUROBIT is looking forward to maintaining an open dialogue 
with the Commission on the developing area of Information society services. 
Sincerely yours, 
f~n.  ~~b~hkir 
Chairman EUROBIT 
Information Society Policy Group 
* Supplement to the Communication by the Commission to the European Partiament and the Council 
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~~  France Telecom  Direction des Relations Exterieures 
... 
Paris.le  11  JUR..  t997 
Monsieur~ 
Je vous prie de bien vouloir trouver ci-joint les com.mentaires de France 
Telecom sur lc projet de notice de Ia Commission relative au statut reglementaire de la 
voix sur internet. 
Je vous prie d'agreer, Monsieur, !'expression de mes salutations di.stinguees. 
Le responsable du Departement Regulation Nationale et Europeenne 
Eric Debroeck 
M. Christian llocepied 
Commission des Communautes Europeennes 
Direction Generate de Ia Concurrence (DG IV) 
Directio11 C - Bureau 3/48 
A venue de Cortenberg, 150 
B- 1040 Brwc.clles 
France Telecom- Direction des Relations Ext6rieures 
6 place d'Aiteray- 75505 Pans Cede,. 15 
Tel~phon~ : 01  44 44 22 2? 
,  SA au  ~o:oLI•Iill ae  ;'!i ()('In MCI 000 F • MC':i I'AJII:> £1  ~~0 129 86o 
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Position de France Tilecom sur le projet de communication de Ia 
Commission co~:u:ernant le statut reglementaire de Ia voix sur Internet 
France  Telecom  accueille  avec  interet  le  projet  de  communication  de  Ja 
Commission visant a  preciser le statut reglementaire des services de voix sur lntemet au 
regard de Ia definition que donne la directive 90/388/CE de Ia  telt~phonie vocale et se · 
fcHicite d'avoir !'occasion d•apporter sa contribution aux retlexions de Ia Commission. 
En effet, Ia ·qualification des services de voix sur Internet detenni.ne l 'application 
du regime reglementaire applicable. Les avantages et contraintes attaches a chacun de 
ces regimes etant detenninantes pour les acteurs du marc  he lorsqu'  ils detlnissent Jeur 
strategic, ii est essentiel qu'ils soient a meme de se determiner en pleine connaissance 
de cause. 
D'une  f~on generale,  France  Telecom  partage  l'analysc  proposee  par  la 
Communication et en particulier considere egalement que tant que les services de voix 
sur Internet ne remplissent pas les conditions posees par la defmition de Ia telephonie 
vocale et tant que Ia possibilite de passer des communications vocales via Internet n ·est 
pas Ia motivation principale des utilisateurs pour souscrire un abonnement Internet, Ia 
voix sur Internet ne doit pas etre assimilee a  de Ia telephonie vocale. 
Toutcfois  France  Teh~com estime  que  Ia  redaction  du demier  paragraphe  de 
l'analyse du troisieme critere de la definition de la·unephonie vocale, reprise egalement 
au troisieme paragraphe de Ia section c) in fine n'est pas appropriee. En effet, iJ est dit 
que  le  paiement du service se  ferait par divers  moy~s, au tarif de rintercoru1exion 
locale majore d'une marge. 
D'une  part,  France  Telecom  tient  a  souligner  que  l'emploi  du  terme 
« interconnexion )) est inapproprie dans Ia mesure ou les prestataires de services Internet 
nc detiennent en principe pas de licence individuelle leur permettant d'acceder au tarif 
d •  intercormcxion. 
D'autre part, dire que Ia prestation de terminaison d'appel va etre  facturee sur Ia 
base d 'un tarif local presuppose que le prestata.irc de services Internet ait developpe des 
points de presence suffisamment nombreux pour acceder a n'importe quel abonne au 
tarif local. I.e plus souvent, ce ne sera pas le cas et Ia prestation de tenninaison que le 
prestataire de service Internet dernandera pourra tout aussi bien etre une communication 
longue distance. 
De plus, on ne voit pas bien en quoi le mode· de paiement du service est a  prendre 
en compte dans rappreciation des criteres. Le texte gagnerait ace que cette precision 
soit supprimee.  · 
Les  phrases  en  question  devraient  en  consequence  se  lire  «au  tarif d'une 
con1munication telephonique majoree d'une marge.)) 
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To  whom  it may  concern, 
The  following  is  a  comment  on  ~he draft position concerning voice 
telephony  on  the  Internet. 
The  issue of voice  telephony  on  the  Internet  is not  one  because  voice 
services  through  this medium  makes  this  issue  a  necessity,  but mainly 
because  telecom operatora are afraid of  losing traditional markets.  Yet 
there is nothing  for  these operators  to be  afraid of.  Voice  services 
over  the  Internet will not  cut  sharply  into traditional  voice  telephony 
markets  and its use  will  likewise  be  limited. 
This  can be  seen  in  two  areas.  Firstly,  the  increased use  of -ISDN  means 
~raditional means  of voice  telephony will  facilitate  and  become  an 
integral part of online activity,  for  a  resource  is  freed  that  can  be 
used  for  running  other,  more  important,  applications.  In other words,  it 
would  be  an  indispensable tool within  a  true multi-tasking environment. 
At  present,  voice  services  over  the  Internet is more  of  a  passing  fad 
than  a  serious  appLication. 
'  Secondly,  voice  services  over  the  Internet is limited in its impact,  and 
hence  should not  fall within the  scope  of  a  voice  telephony directive  on 
competition  in telecommunication markets,  because  traditional voice 
telephony will still retain its convenience  and- flexibility.  For  casual 
computer  users,  traditional voice  telephony will  always  be  more 
convenient  and  cost effective.  They  don't  have  to worry  about  the 
lengthy process  of starting up  a  machine  and accessing  the  Internet,  or 
wasting energy  in order to merely  use  voice  services  over  the  Internet. 
Furthermore,  mobile  telephony  (i.e.,  cellular phones  like  GSM)  will 
always  make  traditional voice  telephony more  flexible  than 
computer-based voice  services. 
Apart  from  the  unfounded  fears  of  telecom operators  losing  a  substantial 
amount  rif  their market  share,  there  are  some  logica  problems  with 
allowing voice  services over  the  Internet to  fall  w~chin the  scope  of 
voice  telephony.  First of all,  it must  be  remembered  that the  Internet 
is not  the  only  such medium  ~or voice  interchange.  Amateur  radio  (i.e., 
HAM  radio)  at present is in the  exact  same  situation as  Internet ·voice 
services.  In both cases,  a  license has  to  be  procured  (either purchased, 
as  in the  case  of using  certain software  over  the  Internet,  or  issued by 
a  competent  authority after meeting  certain criteria,  as  in the  case  of 
~  ractio)  on  the  one  ~and,  and  special equipment  (a  computer  or ·HAM 
radio)  on  the  other.  If Internet  voice  services  ~ill fall  under 
Directive  90/338/EEC,  wouldn't  then  other means  of voice  communication, 
such  as  HAM  radio,  likewise  have  to  fall  under  the  scope  of  the  same 
directive? 
A more  general  problem  has  to  do  with  opening  a  pandora's  box  related to 
not  only voice  services  over  the  Internet,  but  others  as  well.  This,  in 
the  end,  could  very well  stifle the  development  of the  Europeah 
Information  Society and,  in turn,  Europe's  competitiveness  in the  global 
marketplace.  For  instance,  if voice  services  over  the  Internet  do  fall 
under  the  aforementioned directive,  then  do~s  thi~ mean  that e-mail  can 
fall  under  the  scope  of  a  postal  service?  ~oing a  step  further,  how 
would  voice mail  be  classified?  Would  this be  considered voice  telephony 
or  a  postal  service,  or both? 
Finally,  it must  be  noted that  telecoms  are  already  in  a  position to 
recoup  perceived losses  of  traditional voice  telephony  revenue  through 
the  use  of traffic based charges.  Indeed,  it must  be  highlighted that 
this  poses  a  real  danger  to  the  expansion of  the  Internet.  Through  sucha  pricing 
scheme,  telecom operators  would  be  able  to  charge  access 
providers  (ISPs)  for  the  volume  of traffic they  send  and  receive.  These 
charges  will- undoubtedly  be  passed on,  in one  way  or another,  to  the  end 
~~  6t user.  As  a  result,  Internet applications  that use  a  "lco't -·'Of  bandwidth, 
such  as  voice  and  teleconferencing services,  will more  than likely raise 
the  cost of access.  Thus,  Internet voice  services  would  not  work  out  to 
be  all that  much  cheaper vis-a-vis traditional voice  telephony.  What  ismore,  there 
-is  the  risk that  content production and  online  connectivity 
will  drop  as  Internet  use  becomes  more  expensive.  , 
Concern  is  riow  being  raised over  this  exact  situation in  Hungary,  for 
the  state telecom,  MATAV,  which  is in control of digital infrastructure, 
has  introduced such  a  pricing  scheme  of traffic based charges  for  ISPs. 
Access  providers,  content  producers,  and  general  users  have  already 
expressed their concern,  for  the  charges  introduced are  clearly too  high 
for  the  local market,  an  estimated three  times  what  the  market  can 
reasonably bear.  This  poses  a  serious  threat  to  the  dissemination of 
Internet services, _not  to mention  content  development. 
In  closing,  it has  to be  concluded that  not  only  do  voice  services  over 
the  Internet  not  logically nor practically fall within  the  scope  of  an 
EC  directive  governing  voice  telephony competition  in  telecommunication 
markets,  but  any  attempts  to  do  so  in  any  manner  whatsoever  can  only 
have  a  negative· impact  on  the  future  development  of the  European 
Information  Society.  · 
John  Horvath 
Budapest,  Hungary 
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Improving Business Performance 
Belgium 
Merlin House, Station Road, 
Chepstow, NP6 SPB, United Kingdom 
Ref.:  Lt41794/G940/JW 
Telephone: +44 (0) 1291  620425 . 
Fax: +44 (0) 1291  627119 
16 May, 1997 
Dear Sirs 
RE:  COMMISSION NOTICE CONCERNING THE STATUS OF VOICE ON THE 
INTERNET PURSUANT TO DIRECTIVE 90/388/EEC 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important issue. 
We have reviewed the draft position and commend th.e Commission staff for 
apprt --iating the many complex technical, business and regulatory  i~ ""ues 
invol\ cd with Internet telephony.  As we are in general agreement, we have only 
a few comments. 
Our engineers are confident that Internet telephony, in time, will be of similar 
quality as the public telephone network is today  ..  How long this will take is 
unclear, but it will come eventually.  The march of technology does not stop. 
Breakthroughs in voice coding and compression may make it sooner than 
expected. 
Our regulatory,  uusine~s and economic telecornrnunications consultants believe 
that competition from computer to computer Internet telephony is healthy. 
Such competition will assist in removing the distinction between the telephone 
and the computer.  In the future, we will likely see more portable computers that 
look and are used, at least partially, like telephones. 
Again, we commend the Commission staff for the thoroughness of their work on 
this complex issue. 
Yours sincerely 
http://www.icc-uk.com/ 
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INTERNET TELEPHONY INTEROPERABlllTY CONSORTIUM 
Massachusetts Institute of  Technology 
Comment to the European Commission Concerning the Status of  Voice on the Internet 
under Directive 901388/EEC 
Submitted by the Internet Telephony Consortium European Regulatory Task Force 
1 
Summary 
The Internet Telephony Consortium European Regulatory Task Force submits this 
comment in support of the European Commission and its position not to regulate Internet 
telephony at this time.  The Task Force believes that Internet telephony over the public Internet 
cannot provide real-time voice communication at this time and subsequently falls into the 
liberalised area.  Internet telephony can be seen as a technology that can promote interoperability 
between the Internet and public telecommunications networks.  Furthermore, the applications of 
Internet telephony that may satisfy the Commission's criteria for voice telephony should be 
viewed as insignificant threats compared to the benefits.  Benefits can arise from the utilization 
of  this technology to develop complementary teehnologies required to support effective and 
useful real-time multimedia services over the Internet.  Premature regulation of  ~temet 
telephony would hinder innovation in this field as well as hinder innovation for the Internet and 
the public telecommunications network.  ' 
The Internet Telephony Consortium
2 
The Internet Telephony Consortium (ITC) is a group that examines the technical, 
economic, strategic, and policy issues that arise from the convergence of telecommunications and 
the Internet.  The ITC is comprised of Member Companies and academic researchers who 
represent the various interests associated wi+h the Internet~ Internet telephony and the 
telecommunications industries.  The ITC seeks to be a neutral forum fqr members to discuss 
these issues and to benefit from cross-industry communication.  The long term goal of  the lTC is 
to enable the growth of new forms of mediated, integrated multimedia cm;nmunication spanning 
the Internet and the telecommunications infrastructures. 
1 The Internet Telephony Consortium European Regulatory Task Force is a group formed specifically to respond to 
the Notice by the Commission concerning the status ofvoice on the Internet under Directive 90/388/EEC.  The 
views expressed in this comment represent the views of  the members of this Task Force and should not be construed 
as representing the position of  the ITC, member companies or individuals not participating on the Task Force, or the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  Member companies participating on this Task Force include Hewlett-
Packard, Mediatrix Peripherals, Inc., Natural Microsystems, NetSpeak Corp., Nokia, Telecom ltalia and Telia. 
2 More information apout the lTC and its goals can be found at its web site http://itel.mit.edu/. 
One Amherst Street, Building E40-218, Cambridge, MA  02139 U.S.A. 
Phone:  1.617.253.4138  Fax:  1.617.253.7326  http://itel.mit.edu 
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A core concept of  the ITC is the collaboration with member companies tc explore the 
opportunities to increase the interoperability between the Internet and the public 
telecommunications network.  The ITC sees Internet telephony as a technology that can enable 
applications and services to work between the Internet and the public telecommunications 
network.  The interoperability provided by Internet telephony is seen as a means of 
complementing and enhancing the currently available public voice telephony services. 
Internet Telephony 
Internet telephony was developed originally to provide a functionally viable methodology 
for enabling useful interactive voice communications over the existing IP based Internet.  The 
process generally requires the use of  pers~nnel computers (PCs) with the same application 
software running on the originating and receiving terminals.  Both·Pcs need to be connected to 
an Internet Service Provider (ISP), and be equipped with a sound card (multimedia enabled), a · 
microphone and speakers.  This form of connectivity using PCs has been a primary focus for the 
development of Internet telephony technology.  This extended PC connectivity represents the 
transport mode that gains the greatest advantage from the single bandwidth-managed, 
multimedia, distributed network fabric made possible through the application of Internet 
telephony technology. 
The development of  voice communication capabilities using the Internet protocol (IP) 
over the Internet has progressed to where these capabilities are more accurately viewed as IP 
telephony than as Internet telephony.  The IP telephony capabilities, which are only now 
becoming widespread, have shown considerable potential for addressing the various challenges 
of  modem telephony requirements that are difficult to meet using only the circuit-switching 
techniques of  conventional telephony.  The areas IP telephony addresses relate to such things as: 
delivery of incoming calls from the Internet to existing call centers; providing virtual office 
capabilities for at-home workers (telecommuters); providing mobile desk-top capabilities for 
traveling employees; multimedia enabling of  enterprise Wide Area Networks; and the 
provisioning of  cost efficient and functionally effective disaster recovery plans. 
A key element in  making effective use of the emerging IP telephony technology is the 
development and use of gateways that bridge the IP environment of the Internet and the circuit-
switched environment of the public telecommunications network.  Such gateways are devices 
that make it possible to construct application specific network structures that provide for real-
·time two-way communication between circt,it-switching and packet-switching technologies to 
create an int~grated networking fabric.  Enabling interoperability between the public 
telecommunications network and the Internet, as can be done with gateways, is one of the 
original objectives in th~ formation of the ITC. 
The public Internet is not a controlled network environment.  IP technology used on the 
Internet uses non-deterministic switching (  datagrams) which offers little potential for 
approximating real-time voice connectivity in that environment.  As a consequence, Internet 
telephony over the public Internet is not at this time a serious candidate for direct competition in 
the field of voice telephonY:  By the definition of "voice telephony" used by  this commission, 
due to its lack of real-time capabilities over the public Internet, IP telephony would fall into the 
liberalised .area. 
Internet Telephony and Regulation 
While Internet telephony has been influential technology, its market niche in the 
telecommunications industry has been as a consumer related "Chat" product, with an appeal 
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~003 similar to that of amateur· (HAM) radio.  While Internet telephony software is generally available 
to anyone who wishes to purchase and use it, the deployment of gateways has been relatively 
limited.  The most immediate potential for gateways lies in expanding commerce by providing 
direct and immediate access from the World Wide Web to existing businesses that operate in the 
PSTN environment.  The number of visitors to the WWW is growing dramatically, and 
represents an enormous potential market that is independent of  geography. 
The near term potential of  Internet telephony lies in closed, private networks and in the 
provision of  substantial value-added capabilities to conventional circuit-switched networks.  Any 
regulation limiting the use of  gateways in applications where the non-real-time characteristics of 
Internet telephony are adequate can se~erely limit the availability of working development 
platforms.  Premature regulations could significantly hamper the process of  introducing IP-based 
enhancements to public network-based systems.  Regulation will also slow the development of 
. new networks to support a full range of multimedia communications on a single network fabric. 
Internet telephony is at a point -where it can be favorably compared to traditional voice 
I  telephony for serving potential customers on the Web.  Both the technology and the market for 
Internet telephony are still immature and need to continue to be developed to reach their 
potential. Regulation of  Internet telephony by the entire European Union could significantly 
hinder the innovation that is currently taking place.  Regulation by individual Member States 
would only cause the domestic telecommunications industry to suffer as the industry in other 
States embraces and develops Internet telephony.  Additionally, even if  Internet telephony is 
regulated by either the entire Union or a few .Member States, voice over the Internet may still be 
in use by some alternative technological method.  Regulation of Internet telephony at this time 
would be an ineffective and inappropriate response to this developing technology and market. 
The further development of Internet telephony also has the potential to affect another 
industry-the telecommunications industry.  Internet telephony is an emerging technology with a 
great 'potential to be a positive influence on traditional telephony.  Internet telephony could be a 
competitive alternative to the traditional voice telephony market.  In such a competitive state, 
both industries would have to innovate and improve to remai:r  ;ompetitive.  Moreover, it can be 
seen as an additional opportunity to accelerate the move toward cost-based tariffs especially in 
countries where tariff rebalancing is still under way. If  the desire is to have a competitive 
telecommunications industry, introduction of  an alternative method of voice transport would be 
wise to allow _to occur.  Also, with the trend of  deregulation and the opening of 
telecommunication markets to competitiont it would seem inappropriate to advocate increased 
regulation.  By allowing the continued innovation and development of Internet telephony, a true 
alternative and a mor~  competitive market are a little bit closer to realisation.  Creating 
constraints on the development of Internet telephony at this time will only stifle innovation in 
Internet telephony technology and applications but also has the potential to stifle innovation in 
traditional telephony as well. 
Conclusion 
Internet telephony is an emerging and dynamic technology that has great potential to 
change the way people communicate.  It is a technology that promotes innovation and not only in 
the Internet but in complementary technologies and neighboring sectors, mainly in the 
telecommunications sector.  To regulate Internet telephony at this time, would harm its 
development, as well as the development of other areas of  communication like traditional 
telephony.  H in the future, the Union does choose to regulate Internet telephony, it must keep in 
mind that the Internet is a dynamic field and that traditional regulatory models based on voice 
telephony are likely to be inappropriate. 
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Telephone:  60427 
'-~/I 
-0--c 
Subject:  Copy  of:  Don't punish the Internet for being a  better idea 
n 
First comment  on  the notice .. 
To: 
- - - Forwarded Message  - - -
EUROPA 
DGlO 
Internet:  muiomni®cris.com 
Freeform name:  Micah  Seymour 
Subject:  Don't punish the  Internet for being a  better idea 
I  hear that your looking at regulating Internet  telephony.  Please don't 
punish the 'Internet for giving us  a  better way  to make  a  long distance 
phone call. 
The  onus  of this fight  should be  on  the AT&T's  of  the world to come  up 
with a  better way  to do business.  No  one  raised the price on steel to 
allow the horse to compete with the car.  Paying for  communications  is a 
thing of the  r~st.  Let's keep it that way. 
Thanks, · 
Micah ·  S.eymour 
IS  Manager 
Muir  Omni  Graphics 
Peoria,  IL,  USA 
"The  value of  a  network increases in direct proportion to the number  of 
people connected to it." 
--Ethernet  inventor Bob  Metcalfe 
- - - End  of  Forwarded Message  - - -
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To 
European Commission 
Directorate-General for Competition (DG IV}, 
Directorate C, 
Office 3/48, 
· Avenue de Conenberg/K.ortenberglaan 150, 
B-1 040 Brussels 
Fax: +322-2969819 
A:leoq l(.  . 
r--::-::-----
Subject: OTE's comments on tbe Commission notice regarding the status of voice on 
the Internet punuant to Diredive 90/388/EEC (Off. J. C140/8/'7-S--97l 
1. Introduction 
According to Article 1 of  Directive 9013 88/ECC 1:\roice telephony" means ''the commercial 
pro~on  to the public of  the direct transport and switching of  speech in real-time between 
·public switched network tennination points7  enabling any user to use equipment comtected 
to such a  network tennination point  in  order to communicate  with  another termination 
.point".  · 
Due to the development of  new software and hardware that enables the codin& compression 
and  transmission  of voice  via  the  Internet,  at  local  call  tariffs  and  in  real  time  the 
Commission  published  a  commun;cation  to  the  European  Parliament  and  the  Council, 
expressing the Commission's approach to the implementation of  Article 1. 
The Commission has approved a draft position on the status of  voice on the Internet, which 
intends to adopt as a supplement to the communication by the Commission to the European 
Parliament and the Council on the  status and implementation of Directive 90/388/EEC on 
competition in the markets for telecommunications services. 
In the notice7  an analysis of  the Commision' s view on internet telephony is presented. The 
Commission, finally reaches the conclusion that voice on the Internet cannot be considered 
as '\roice telephony" in the sense of  this Directive and therefore falls within the h'beralized 
area. The situation will, however:!  hav~ to be kept under r~  .. riew in the Jj.ght of  technological 
and market developments. 
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In addition the Commission reaches the conclusion  that Internet service providers would, 
· even in the future, when voice telephony applications improve, not require voice telephony 
licenses, thereby avoiding the need to apply for individual licences and the requirements to 
contribute to the funding of  universal service_ 
However, it is mentioned that the current position of voice on Internet under Community 
law may change bacause of new technological developments and new  services offered by 
ISPs, such as offering dial out connections to any other_  · 
l. Voice on the Internet vs. Voice Telephony Provision 
In the Commission's notice there is not a clear distinction between Voice on the IDtemet 
and  Voice  Telephony  Provision_  Clearly,  Voice  on  the  Internet  is  a  teclmological 
achievement  and is  totally  different  to Voice Telephony Provision that is  a  commercial 
service and can be offered to the public_  · 
Recent developments in software and hardware make possible the transmission of  voice over 
1P7  but in  addition  enable  Internet  Service  Providex:s  liSPs)  to  be  Voice  Telephony 
~oviders. We would like to bring to the Commission,s knowledge the following three 
classification sChemes of Internet telephony and some recent developments regarding the 
transmission of  voice via the Internet. 
a. Computer-to-Computer Internet Telephony 
This  case  is  fully  co .rered  in the  Commission's  notice  and  has  to  do  only  with  the 
technological achievement of  transmitting voice via the Internet on the user's side.  · 
b. Computer-to-Phone Internet TelephtJny 
It is mentioned  in  the Commission's notice  that Internet  service ·providers  (ISPs)  start 
providing a  computer  -to-phone Internet telephony service, whereby  an Internet user can 
connect to a local Internet service, log on with his PC or other tenninal equipment, input the 
destination  telephone  number,  have the call  routed  over the hrtemet to  any telephone 
number_ In this case the service provider offers dial out connections and in this way acts as a 
voice telephony provider.  ' 
This service has a1ready been commercialized and its use is increasing. Various services have 
appeared in the market. Most of  the companies offering this service are based in the U.S_A.~ 
resul~  in the routing of  the t~lepbone traffic through U.S-A switches and escaping V.A.T. 
payment.  · 
c. Phone-to-Phone Internet Telephony 
Phone-to-phone Internet telephony is a new service. This service can be ofl:ered by ISPs with 
the use of special  access  servers.  cans  from  ordinary  phones  are routed to the seJVice 
provider's access server with a locaJ. call. Then the analo~ue telephone signal is digitized and 
£;3 
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transmitted via the Internet or data lines to the  service provider's computer server in the 
destination. There the signal is transformed into analogue and is dialed-out to the destination 
telephone number with a local call. With this technology, service providers - including local 
and inter  -exchange carriers, Internet service providers (ISPs  ), cable companies or alternative 
access providers - can offer an alternative to long-distance or international ca11ing. It is clear 
that this service is pure Voice Telephony Provision. 
Various commercial examples of phone-to-phone Internet telephony have  appeared in the 
market. Major telecommunication manufacturing companies are offering Internet telephony 
SCJVers to ISPs tha.;t enable phone-to-:-phone and fax-to-fax colDDlUilication via the ]ntemet. 
These servers can work in any public sWitched network to route telephone calls over data 
networks.  Further,  these  setvers  offer  reaJ  time  communication.  A  major"~  s 
telecommunication manufacturer's server is  mentioned to support common standards such 
as H.323, and G. 723.1 for voice tranSDlission with -I0-30msec delay~ so it can be, clearly, 
considered real time. 
3. OTE's View- Comments 
The presented computer-to-phone and phone-to-phone Internet telephony schemes conform 
-_fully  to the  definition  of voice  telephony  of Article  1  of Directive  90/388/EEC.  The 
evolution of the  hardware  and  software  as  well  as  specialized  computers that  act  as 
switching servers has increased performance, reduced dramatically latency time offering real 
time communication. 
The presented Internet Telephony schemes have been fully commercialized and are offered 
to the public. Service pro~ders that provide phone-to-phone or computer  -to-phone Internet 
telephony)  are fully  aware and conscious  of what they  are doing,  since they provide  a 
commercial service for a fee, with the use of  specialized equipment. 
The providers of this service tend to escape the imposition of V.AT. <Value Added Tax), 
resulting thus in significant losses  for the  European public  revenue  system  and~ in  our 
opinion,  not fair  competition  with  re:.pect  to  the European  tPlecommunication  service 
providers  .. 
The  Commission should  recognize that  computer-to-phone and  phone-to-phone Internet 
telephony  is  voice  telephony  provision  and  the  providers  of these  services  are  voice 
telephony  service  providers and  should be subject  to voice  telephony  licensing,  general 
authorization, contribution to universal service and all essential requirements. 
Finally the phrase on the title of the notice "Voice on the Internet" should be changed to 
'CV oice Telephony Provision on the Internet,,. 
G~d , 
~ 
Director General for International Affairs 
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COMISSAO  EUROPEIA  ..  DG  ~V  -
OireC9Ao C 
Ale Mr. CHRISTIAN HOCEPIED 
Gabinete 3/48 
sua ret.  om 
rtourraf.)  (Dale) 
Comunica~o  ·da  ComissAo  relativa. ao  estatuto  da  comunica~o vocal  na  Internet  em 
conformidade com a DirecUva ·Q0/388/CEE 
. (MJed)  )'T)  o----,  .~ 
Em  resposta  6  coniulta  publicada  no  JOCE  de  7.5.97  sabre  o assunto  acima 
referenciado, juntam-se em ·anexo os Come~rios  s"'seitados relativamente aos aspectos 
essencials da Comunicac;lo. 
Com OS melhorea Cumprimentos 
( 
i  f 
;  p  t 
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1.  Consideramos positfva a  publlca~io de uma Comuntcat;Ao que escl~  a posi~ 
da Comissao Europela sobre a qualifica~ao a dar, para efeftos regufamentares, a um 
servi~ de telecomunica¢es. que ganhara,  certamente, uma importancla crescenta 
nos pr6ximos anos enquanto aJternativa aos restantes servl~s  de voz. 
A  qualifica~o· e  f~ererites fmplica¢es  na  actividade  do  sector,  nio obstante  se 
tratarem de  materlas complexas e em aberto, parecem configurar tr@s perspectivas 
difere~tes que poderio conduzir ~  posi~oes de certa forma antag6nicas: 
•  numa  abordagem  estrita· da  deffnlt;Ao  de  servf90  de  telefonia  vocal  conforme  a 
Directiva  90/388/CEE,  a  inexis~ncia cumulatfva  das  condi~s nela  expressas, 
,  conduz a  nAo ctassffica9Ao do servt~o voz sabre a Internet  como servi-;o de teletonia 
. vocal.  Por  outro  lado,  nao  estando  a Internet  no  Ambito  do  ServiQo -Universal,  o 
ser.·~~.o. voz na lnte~et  ffcarfa fora'da sua abrang6ncfa. 
•  numa 6ptica de  pres~o.  de  servi~ ao  utiiiZador que,  tendencialmente,  deve··ser 
.  neutral face a tecnologia  de suporte,  o  servi~o voz sobre a  lntemet dfsponfblflza 
funclonalidades  proximas  das  do  serv~ de  telefonfa  vocal.  reunlndo-as  a curta 
prazo ·na sua totalidade. Nesse sentldo, deveria ser conslderado como um servk;o de 
telefonia vocal e como tal,  reserva~o ate ll sua liberaliza«;~o. 
•  o serviQO de voz sobre Internet podera. ainda ser conslderado um servl~  de telafonfa 
·com funcionalidades acrescidas - voice plus - e como tal nAo reservado . 
• 
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2.  Parece  no entanto  nAo  se  ter tido em  conta que a ev'JiuQio tecnol6gica no sector 
tornou  por  vezes  obsoletas  defini~oes formals  contidas  em  actos  regulamentares 
com quase dez BI1.PS de exlstencia, pelo que se procede neste texto a fnterpreta~s 
actualistas algo. for98(1as,  na tentativa de '•encaixar" uma nova realldade em normas 
"vel has". E isto tem consequenclas negativas.  · · 
3.  Por exemplo,  a  fundamenta~o julgada necessaria para que o  servi~ de voz via 
Internet  possa  qualificar  .. se  como  Clservi~o  de  telefonla  vocal"  baseia  .. se  ora  na 
ocorr6ncfa  de  factos  s6  subjectfvamente  verfflcavels  ou  em  justiffca90es 
objectfvamente duvidosas, carecendo portanto da necessAria clareza Interpretative e 
nao  transmitindo  a  certeza  juridica  necesslirla  aos  agentes  e  reguladores  do 
mercado. 
4.  A nosso ver,  a  lfberaliz~ao dos  mercadC?S  de  telecomunlca~es, a partir de 1 de 
Janeiro de 1998 ·au do ano 2000, nao ~ pasta em causa se a interpr~o  for a que 
defendemos,  e que  val  no  sentido  de  se  considerar desde ja e inequivocamente 
estes servi~s como  servf~os de voz para efeftos regulamentares.  · 
5.  Mas se a ComissAo mantiver inalterado o teor deste Projecto, tal conduzfr6.· a que, 
··quando se vierem  a dar "oficialmente" como verificados os pressupostos de que a 
Comissao  faz depender a  apfica~o da  regulamenta~o apficAvef  aos  servl~s de 
voz .  a ttansmissao  via  Internet.  jA  todos  os  fomecedores  de  acesso  esta  rede 
estejam  firmemente  implantados  no  mercado  sem  nunca  terem  obedecldo  a 
qualquer  enquadramento  regulamentar  que  --os  coloque  em  condi¢es  de 
concorr6ncia  equilibrada  com  outros  prestadores  de · servtoos  efectivarnente 
C"'mparaveis. 
8.  E a regulamentaoao  a posteriori  da  sua  actfvldade  poderi entio demonstrar.-se 
problematica e encontrar resistAnclas,  porventura razoivels, baseadas  na poasfver 
viola~ao de  expectatlvas  legftimas  e  altera~ unilateral  por  pane  da ComissAo 
Europeia e dos Estados do enquadramento regulamentar do neg6cfo. 
7.  A nosso ver, com efeito, o texto. do projecto baseia-se, 
•  em factos subje~vamente  verific~vels, quando se fundamenta em  motiva~es 
de assinantes para a qualfflcac;ao do servi«;o em causa, e 
•  em  justifi~Oes objectlvamente duvidosas, quando ·taz a aplica~o ao caso de 
condic;oes previstas na Dlrectfva para o serviyo "classfco" de telefonia vocal, tais 
• 
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como  as: exigencias de que o servi~o permlta tfgar dois pontos termlnais da rede 
comutad~ (ana  origem  e  no  destino  dos  pontos  terminals  da  rsde  p(Jb//ca 
comutada.,)  e assegurar  o  «transporte  dlrecto  e comuts"o da  voz  em  tempo 
real». 
8.  Na V.erdade, fazer depender o preenchimento da prtmeira das condf96es referidas no 
segundo item do facto de as comunlcaQoes vocais atraves da Internet se poderem 
fazer  computador  a  telefone  e  nao  somente  de  computador  a  computador.  e 
interpreta~ao que nos parece ir para allJm da tetra e do espfrito da Directfva. 
9.  Utilizar um computador e um microfone a ele Jlga.do e fazer a liga9io a  Rede pllblica 
comutada  atrav6s  de  urn  modem  nao  parece  alterar  o  conceito  de  •aparelho 
terminal•  utilizado  no  ordenamento  comunitirio  e  designadamente  constante  da 
.Oirectiva 88130·1/CEE ..  ccqua/quer apsre/ho 1/gado directs ou /ndlfBCfBmsnte ao ponto 
terminal de  uma rede publics de telecomunlcs¢8s. para trsnstnltir,  tratsr e receber 
informa¢es." 
10.  Por  outro  lado,  quanto. il segunda  cond~io, como  6  que  «a  evolw;ao  dos 
suportes  16gfcos  disponfvels  e  da  largura  de  banda•  poderlo  fazer  com  que  o 
transporte directs da voz atraves da Internet passe. a ser em "tempo reaJ" ? Ser6 que 
se utiliza um concelto cfentiflco de "tempo real" ? Qual 6 ? E o "tempo rear• .existe 
efectlvamente ? Entao o "tempo rear contrapOe  .. se ao tempo diferido ou 6 sfn6nlmo 
de "tempo  presente•, que por acaso e logo passado ? Ou serlt antes a per~o 
que os utilizadores fazem do "tempo reaJn o quf) deve valer ? 
11.  As  :omunica~ues vocais  via  satellte  actualmente  prestadas.  P'  a  so  refertr 
estas, tambim nAo sao instaritaneas,  logo, parece nio poderem  ser consideradas · 
cientificamente·  comunica~s em  "tSmpo  rear,  mas  dfferfdo,  e  no  entanto  ...  slo 
abrangldas pelo conceito de «telefonia vocal• ~nstante  da Dlrectiva 90/388/CEE. 
1'2.  ·~  .verda~e  q~e o servl90 fixo de telefone foi, ate hi pouco tempo, prestado com 
reserva  de  utiliza~ temporaria de circuitos de telecomunfca¢es ls pessoas em 
comunica~ao, dtferentemente  da· digitaliZfi9Ao,  compressao  da voz  e transmfssio 
como qualquer outro dado. como acontece com as comunica¢es vocais atraves da 
Internet.  • 
. 13.  Nao nos podemos esquecer e  que, presentemente, o servlc;o de telefonfa vocal 
abrangido  pefa  Directiva  interpretanda e  ~ja  prestado  frequentemente  atraves  de 
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meios dlgitafs e utilizando  tltcnicas de  compressio e transmissao da voz em  tudo 
semelhantes as: utilizadas para comunica90es atraves da Internet. 
14.  0  que  inter.essa, a nos so ver, e quaJificar o tipo de  servl~ que e prestado na . 
perspectiva  dos  utilizadores  e  da  satisfaQAo  das  suas  necessidades.  A 
regulamenta~o tern de ser independente da tecnologia que lhe serve de suporte e 
dos \melos atraves dos quais os prestadores prestam os servl~s. 
A•sim, em conclusio, 
1  a  Nio entendemos razoavel, pelas raz6es atria enuncladaa, dever esperar-ae 
que a· Comissao veriflque o  preenchlmento doa requlsltos enuncladoa de 
ordem tecnfea e relativos a caracteristicas do mercado, para que oa Estadoa 
Membros possam· aplfcar aos fom~cedores deste servlvo de comunlc89IO 
vocal o essencfal da regulamenta2io lncfdlndo sabre outros prestador• de 
servf~os de voz;  · 
. 2•  0  Essa regulamenta~lo.  deve ser apffcada a priori e nio  a posteriori por raz6es 
de certeza juridlca e transparencia das condis:6es do rnercado, e nio ser 
dfscrlmlnat6da  relativamente  a  outros fomecedorea  de servi9Q8  de voz, 
·dealgnadam*nteo no que respelta a: 
·  procedlmentos de autoriz~o  ou llce~clamento; 
,-
.  contrlbulq~es para o ffnancl~mento  do servi~o  universal; 
• 
0 
•  respeita dP normas de pratec-;ilo dos consumldores. 
_  ...  _ 
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Reply  to: 
Christian Hocepied 
dc4 
cia  ran 
sysnet 
Domain:  NRN,  Eirmail400,  ie 
ciaran 
sysnet 
Domain:  NRN,  Eirmail400,  ie 
Freeform  name:  Ciaran Mulloy 
Subject:  Response  to  invitation for  Comments  on  Internet  Telephoney. 
~ believe  that  the  setback on  Telecoms  deregulation by  two  years 
resulting in the  continued outrageous  charges  to  industry will  create  an 
unstopable  shift to  the  use  of internet telephoney within and  out  of 
ire-land. 
In  so  many  cases  Irish companies  are  attempting  to  compete  directly with 
American  companies  whose  data  links  cost  on  seventieth the  pric~ 
currently charged by  a  monopoloy  in  Ireland. 
The  role of  regulatory bodies  be  they national  or transnational,  such  as 
the  EU,  should be  to  create the  right  environment  for  wealth creation 
not protect politically sacred cows  of yester-year. 
It is as  impossible  to  stop  internet telephoney as it is  to police every 
bit of data  carried by  the  ISP.  Take  a  positive step,  support  the 
growth of internet  telephony and beat  the  americans.  If internet 
telephoney  was  left to the  telecom  companies  to  implement  they would 
give it the  kis  of death  and  do  the  same  to it that  they did with  ISDN. 
Ciar~n Mulloy, 
Business  Development  Director. 
Sysnet  Ltd.  Dublin,  Ireland 
Ciaran Mulloy,  Sales  and  Marketing  Executive,  Sysnet  Ltd, 
~upplier of  Leading  Edge  Computing  Solutions  in Ireland, 
3/4  Churchtown  Business  Park,  Beaumont  Avenue,Churchtown,-D~blin 14. 
Tel~  +353  1  298  3000,  Fax.  +353  1  296  0499,  email:  ciaran@sysnet.ie • 
Telef6nica 
-A/18 0 01 . 
'~  ....  -.......... 
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Mr Alexander SCHAUB 
Comisi6n Europea 
Director General DG IV 
Rue de Ia Loi 200 (C 150, 04/116) 
B-1 049 Bruse las 
Belgica 
Subject:  Voice on the Internet service 
Dear Mr Schaub, 
----- .... _.,_ ...... ----~·  .. ·--·-·· 
l  ( :. ::  i  ;__, ·3  I  •'  ._ 
Madrid, 4 July 1997 
I have the pleasure to send you Telef6nica's comments to the draft Commission's position 
concerning the status of  Voice on the Internet service with respect to Directive 
90/388/EEC. 
Telef6nica welcomes this opportunity to express its opinion,  · such a relevant subject and 
in a moment when the potential regulation of  Voice on the InLt!rnet is under discussion in 
most parts of  the world. 
Please do not hesitate to contact with Telef6nica for any clarification or additional 
information you may need with regard to our comments. 
Yours sincerely, 
Enclosed as above 
I  :  ?  .t ._,.  .. 
Telefon1ca de Espana. SA .. ... 
' 
European Commission 
Directorate-General for Competition (DG IV) 
Directorate C 
Office  3/48 
A  venue de Cortenberg!Kortenbergglaan 150 
B-1 040  Brussels 
Belgium 
Telefonica's RESPONSE TO 
THE COMMISSION'S POSITION CONCERNING THE STATUS OF VOICE ON THE INTERNET 
WITH RESPECT TO DIRECTIVE 90/388/EEC 
The Commission published on 7 May 1997 a draft position on the status of  voice on the 
Internet pursuant to directive 90/388/EEC
1
, and invited to submit possible observations on 
that position. 
Telef6nica de Espana S.A. welcomes the opportunity to express its opinion concerning the 
regulatory position of  voice on Internet.  It also applauds the Commission for having issued 
this public consultation in a crucial moment, when the potential of  that service and the need 
to cover it by regulation is under discussion in Europe and other parts of  the world
2
• 
The Commision 's position 
Following the same reasoning as in the original communication
3 on the status and 
implementation of  Directive 90/388/EEC, the so-called ''voice on Internet" has been 
compared against the "voice telephony" service, which Member States may continue to 
reserve to certain organisations under special or exclusive rights, until the market is fully 
liberalised
4
•  · 
The elements in the definition of  voice telephony in Directive 90/388/EEC (commercial 
provision;  for the public;  between switched fixed network termination points;  and direct 
transport and switching of  speech in real time) have been used to highlight the differences 
and similarities between both services. 
Telef6nica goes along with a great number of  the considerations made by the Commision 
when assessing each of  the four voice telephony elements against the "conception of  the 
voice on the Internet" employed in the notice.  Furthermore we share the-commission's 
conclusion that it would be premature to consider such a service at this stage as matching 
today the definition of  voice telephony. 
I 
1  OJ No C 140, 7.5.1997, p. 8. 
2  For instance: in the UK, US or Canada. 
3  COM(95) 113. 
4  The Spanish telecoms market will be fully liberalised on 1 December 1998. 
!  l  t 
_I_  ..L 
Telef6nica de Espana, S.A. In particular we fully agree with the Commission that technological and market 
developments will catalyse the convergence of  the voice on Internet towards forms falling 
within the definition of  voice telephony. 
Discrepancies over the  future scenario 
While we agree with the reasoning employed by the Commission and the subsequent 
. conclusion, we nevertheless deem that more advanced forms of  voice on Internet service 
are already possible today and that the foreseeable future scenario outlined in the notice is 
closer than the Commission seems to envisage. 
The current Internet telephony technology, in addition to the PC-to-PC voice teleph_ony 
service, makes already possible the PC-to-telephone· Internet telephony with automatic dial-
out to telephone users without a modem.  Even more advanced, the current Internet 
technology supports forms of  telephone-to-telephone service allowing speech 
communication between users connected to public telephone networks (using the Internet 
for the long distance and international.parts  ). 
Commercial offerings of  PC-to-telephone and telephone-to-telephone already exis~ in the 
market (eg. in the USA or Canada) and great investments are being made both on 
technology and products enhancements and on the forms to provide and manage the voice 
over the Internet-supported services.  · 
The rapid evolution of  the voice over Internet is being driven by several factors.  They 
include the very fast growing Internet market and number of  users, the extensive Internet 
backbones being built which will relieve the capacity problems and allow better quality for 
:eal time Internet-supported services, and the inherent low cost of  the IP packet mode. 
But is perhaps the last of  these factors, the very low cost of  the long distance and 
international transport on the Internet, which makes the voice on Internet service so 
attractive.  In particular in those Member States, such as Spain, where the pace towards 
reducing tariff imbalances is being slowed down by political and social constraints. 
Observations to the notice 
Therefore, in our opinion, the technology and the market is moving so fast, that the voice 
on the Internet service outlined in the notice is already outdated and. the potential of  the 
service and the future scenario envisaged by the Commission is in fact almost here today. 
Moreover, taking into account the proximity of  the fullliberalisation for most Member 
States in the EU on 1 January 1998, and eleven months later for Spain, the need for a 
. revision of  the situation with respect to the voice on Internet service is not well understood. 
Leaving the reconsideration of  the status of  voice over Internet to a future revision seems 
inappropriate due to at least two reasons.  On one hand, the revision would arrive late for 
those countries which will liberalise in 1998.  On the other hand, it might introduce 
uncertainty in the interim, as forms of  voice on the Internet will be covered by the 
definition of  voice telephony while the official Commission's position would still be that 
voice on the Internet is a different value added service. 
;  .  i 
t  .. l..  _:~. 
Telef6nica de Espaila, S.A.  2  . 
... 
' We share with the Commission the view that Internet service providers offering a dial out 
service to any telephone number (or more advanced forms of  voice on Internet provision 
such as telephone-to-telephone), with a su.fficient degree of  quality, could be considered as 
'voice telephony providers' under Community law. 
With this situation, Telef6nica do not see the need for a revision of  the ~ommission's 
position once the conditions under which the service can be considered as voice telephony 
are clearly set out (as basically are already established in the consulted notice).  It is 
responsibility of  the National Regulatory Authorities at a Member State level, and on the 
basis of  the Commission's regulatory assessment, who should take the decision whether a 
particular form of  voice over Internet provision is voice telephony or not. 
In case a particular form of  voice on the Internet in a Member State is considered voice 
telephony in the future under Community and national legislation then, the national 
regulation applicable to the provision of  that service should be applied.  This regulation 
may require an individual licence or authorisation and the imposition of  certain obligations 
associated to the provision of  that service, in~luding the contribution to the financing of  the 
universal service. 
Conclusions 
Telef6nica welcomes the opportunity offered to express its opinion regarding the 
Commission's position on the status of  voice on the Internet and sees this public  . 
consultation very important, in a moment when the possibility to regulate the voice on the 
Internet is also under discussion in other parts of  the world. 
Telef6nica agrees with tne Commission on the assessment of  the voice on the Ir, .. ernet 
against the definition of  voice telephony in Directive 90/388/EEC and, in particular, with 
the Commission assumption that technology enhancements and market developments might 
approach the voice on the Internet to forms matching the definition of  voice telephony. 
However, given the rapid evolution of  voice on the Internet in this extremely fast-moving 
market, it seems clear that the future scenario envisaged by the Commission in the notice is 
much closer than expected. 
Therefore, Telefonica do not see appropriate the revision of the Commission's position 
in the future and advocates for the fixation of the conditions under which a voice on 
the Internet service can be considered as voice telephony.  Those conditions (to a great 
extent already set out in the consulted notice) should address the whole potential to provide 
voice on the Internet, as far as possible in a technology-independent way, and with no 
foreseen time scenarios. 
Such a Commission's position would then be future-proof, eliminating regulatory 
uncertainties. 
Once the conditions under which the service can be considered as voice telephony are 
clearly set out, National Regulatory Authorities will apply those conditions in the context of 
the national legislation and regulation.  ·  ·  )  '  .  .:.._  . 
Telef6nica de Espana, S.A.  3 , +49 211 .9673923?  5.  01 
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THYSSEN TELECOM AG 
Von/From:  THYSSEN TELECOM AG 
Haos-GOnther-sohi-Str. 1 
40235 DUsseldorf 
Telefon/Telephone:  00~9  211  - 967 - 35736 
Fax:  0049 211 - 967 - 35427 
Anrro:  Europaische Kommisslon 
Generaldirektion Wettbewerb (GO IV) 
Ditektion C 
BOro 3/48 
Fax-Nr./Fax-No.:  038.DOC/003222969819 
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Direktion C 
-,  BOro 3/48 
Fax· Nr  JFax-No.:  O~.DOC/00322291)9819 
Datum/Date:  OZ07.97 
Seiten/Pages:  1+1 
Subject: Stellungnahme/Sprachubermittlung im Internet 
Sehr geehrte Damen und Herren. 
. 
I 
mit bezug aUt die im Amtsblatt Nr. C 140/8 vom 7. Mai 1997 finden Sie anbei  . 
die  Stellungnahme  der  Thyssen  Telecom  AG  zum  Entwurf  ein.er 
Positionsbestimmung der EU ·  Kommission  zu  ., Voice on  the  Internet under 
Directive 90/~88/EEC  ... 
FOr  Ruckfragen  steht  Ihnen  Herr  Kraft  (  +492119679560)  jederzeit  zur 
Vertagung. 
Mit freundlichen GruBen 
1 ' .... ) 
_l_  .,._) 
I•' 
-·-
or~  - ·- .t1'  02107  '97  MER  10:41  [TX/RX  ~ 77141 BJSit£55 DEUELCRENT  +49  211  9673923?  s.  02 
Stellungnahme  der  Thyssen  Telecom  AG  zum  Entwwf  emer 
Positionsbestimmung  der  EU  Kommission  zu  , Voice  on  the  Internet  under 
Directive 90/388/EEC" 
Die Thyssen Telecom AG begn16t die Moglichkeit,  eine Stellungnahme zum Standpunkt der 
Kommission uber den Status der Sp$lchubennittlung im. Internet in bezug auf die Richtlinie 
· 90/388/EWG abgeben zu k6nnen.  · 
Die Thyssen  Telecom  AG teilt  prinzipiell  die  in dem Entwurf getro1fenen  Aussagen  und 
m.Ochte an dieser Stelle geme noch ~inmal die Gelegenheit nutzen, einige Aspekte aufzugreifen 
und etwas ausfilhrlicher darzustellen.  .  · 
Die  regulatorischen  Vorgaben  und,  die  damit  vetbundenen  Rechte  und  ·Pflichten  rur 
Sprachtelefondienst-Lizenzen  und  : Dateniibertragungs- und  M~hrwertdienste-Lizenzen 
unterscheiden sich,  insbesondere in Deutschland, wesentlich.  Eine Einordnung der Internet-
Telefonie  als  Sprachtelefondienst  wiirde ginzlich andere  Anforderungen  an einen Internet-
Dieusteanbieter  stellen  als  bei  ·.  einer  Einordnung  als  Datenubertragungs;.  bzw. 
Mebrwertdiensteanbieter. 
Diese Unsicherheit der bestehenden regulatorischen Situation ..  und wahrscheinlich auch der 
zukO.nftigen  regulatorischen  Entwicklung  - sollte  zumindest  soweit  wie  mOglich  durch 
fiiihzei.tige, eindeutige Regelungen eingescbrlnkt werden. 
Die in dem Standpunkt bereits identifiziecten auBerst dynamischen technischen Entwicldungen 
des Internet und der Internet·  Telefonie erfordem ein hohes Ma8 an regulatori.scher Flexibilitat 
und  Weitsicht  urn  einerseits  die  notwendigen  transparenten  und  abschltzbaren 
Rahmenbedingungen zu schaffen.,  andererseits aber d~  jeweiligen teehnischen Entwicldungen 
und damit der Einfiihnmg neuer Dicruitphilosophien den notwendigen gestalterischen Freiraum 
zu bieten. 
W1r  sehen  in  dem  sich  sehr  dynamisch  entwickelnden  Internet  Markt  cine  Chance  fiir 
innovative  und  dynmnische  Dieusteanbieter,  gegenfluer  der  in  d 1n  nAchsten  Ia'u'en 
crwartungsgem!B noch weiterhin bestehenden ~eherrschenden  Stellung der ehepuligen 
Telekommunikations  ~onopol-Untemehmen  (als  Anbieter  von  Sprachtelefondienst  und 
Teilnehmeranschliisscn)  durch  innovative  Tecbniken  im  Markt- und  Kundeninteresse 
Altemativen zum Sprachtelefondienst durch neue Intemet-Dienste zu schaffen. 
Dies sollte durch einheitliche, europaweit giiltige regula.torische Rahm.enbedingungen gestiltzt 
und gefbrdert werden, um in den :Mitgliedsstaaten der EU den Wettbewerb zu starken. Dabei 
sollte aus unserer Sicht  aber weiterbin das Prinzip  der minimalen  regulatorischen Eingriffe 
berticksichti.gt werden. Vor allen Dingen mochten wir noch einmal herausstellen, daB wir der 
Auffassung  sind,  daB  Internet-Telefonie  Anbieter,  unabhangig  von  der  zukiinftigen 
Entwicldung,  k.einen  Spfachtelefondienstlizenzauflagen  oder  vergleichbaren  regulatorischen 
Pflichten untexworfen werden sQllten. 
_.:  ,  _1 
j_ J..  J'~ " 
European Commission  ~u~ce~V  ~ru:~s e 
Directorate-General for Competition (DG·Illt--....----· 
52 Avenue Herrmann-Debroux 
·---1-1Sb,.. Brussels 
Directorate C  0  g 07  9 7 
Office 3/48  ·  · 
-A/181 ():lflgium 
150, Avenue de Cortenberg 
B-- 1040 Brussels 
Your reference  Your letter of 
97/c 140/06 
Subject 
Internet - Voice 
Dear Sirs, 




~...,  -u,·- :  ·,,-.7  ....  ~ 
lv..J 
Telephone .••. 
32 2 6631460 
Date 
7 July 1997 
Please find enclosed our comments on your notice concerning the status of voice on the 
Internet pursuant to Directive 90/388/EEC. 
Yours sincerely, 
'lc ~  ) 
' 
\ (  . .  '\  \..._  \.\  ... 1_, \./ 
Bert de Ruiter 
Vice-president Strategy, Government and Intercompany Relations 
Untsource NV· Reg no 78833  Chamber of Commerce · Heerlem Comments on the draft Commission notice concerning the status 
of  voice on the Internet pursuant to Directive 90/388/EEC.
1 
Unisource welcomes this well timed notice. It will help to take away 
uncertainty which surrounds the question of  applicability of  existing 
regulation on the Internet and prevent member states taking 
unharmonised action.  · 
Unisource agrees that, at present, Internet telephony cannot be 
considered· voice telephony as defined in Directive 90/388/EEC since 
this phenomenon does not meet this Directive's definition of  voice 
services. 
This is important because Internet telephony services, especially during 
the initial phases of  development and testing in a commercial 
environment, should not be hindered by existing or new regulation. 
We believe that rapid technological changes will lead to the offering of 
Internet voice services which could be considered voice services as 
defined in this Directive and which for the customer appear identical to 
traditional telephony services. This would warrant a new assessment. 
The Commission should take a role in preventing non-EU countries from 
imposing regulation on Internet telephony. 
***** 
1  O.J. C 140/8,7 May 1997.  :  .  -. 
J  _\ 
) USA  GLOBAL  LINK 
50 North Third Street 
Fairfield, Iowa 525 56  USA 
Tel:  1-515-472-1550 
Fax:  1-515-472-2642 
"  Web site: www.usagl.com 
7/06/1997  3:08 
TO: Mr. Herbert Ungerer 
FAX: 011 32 2 296 9819 
FROM: Mark Paul Petrick 
DATE: July 6, 1997 
Fax Cover Sheet 
DG  1\'/(~ 
TRANSMIT: (9) PAGE, INCLUDING COVER SHEET 
Dear Mr. Ungerer, 
Mr. C. Holland Taylor, CEO ofUSA Global L~  asked me to forward a copy of  our Comment to 
the European Commission's Notice on the Status of  Voice on the Internet Under Directive 
90/388/EFC .to you. I believe that Mr. Taylor spoke with you about this document when yoy met in 
Singapore last month. I have also forwarded a copy to Mr. Hocepied, which I assume will stand as 
ot  submitted c -mment. 
Mark Paul Petrick, 
Corporate Relations Liaison 
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A Comment on the European Commission's 
Notice Concerning ~he  Stlllus of  Voice on the Internet Under Directive 901388/EEC 
Respectfully Submitted by USA Global Link, Inc. 
USA Global Link has examined with great interest the Notice by the Commission Concerning the  . 
Status of  Voice on the Internet Under Directive 90/388/EEC (the Notice). It is clear that the 
European Commission is working vigorously to usher in a new paradigm of  telecommunications 
practice energiled by competition and unrestricted by burdensome regulation. We applaud the 
European Commission's efforts to establish a rich information infrastructure for a united Europe. 
This will require thinking anew many issues of  telecommunications provision in the light of  rapidly 
evolving technologies and their convergence. Certainly, past definitions of  service and QK>dels of 
regulatory practice are proving to be inadequate for the emerging telecommunications landscape of 
the 21st century. 
Tbe Notice by the Commission attempts to clarifY whether several emerging rmdels of  Internet 
telephony can be classified ~s voice telephony under the definition put ~rth  in Article I ofDirective 
90/388/EEC. While the definition put forth, and the conclusions that the Notice o:trers may be 
reasonable taken in isolatio~ it is the entire concept of  classifying Internet telephony as voice 
telephony that USA Global Link must call into question as being irrelevant, and ultimately 
detrimental to Europe's forward progress in the dawning era of  global telecommunications. 
Voice Telephony and Convergence 
Voice telephony-as a classification distinct from data transmission or television broadcast-is a 
remnant of  the analog era of  communications. The separate regulatory classification ofvoice 
telephony is also a vestige of  the era ofhighly regulated telecommunications, in which monopolistic 
operators, untroubled by competitio~ were able to price voice services without any meaningful 
relationship to the underlying cost of  providing such services to their end users. 
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Today, we are troving decisively into the digital era: a highly deregulated and competitive period in 
·which all trodes of  communication-data, fax,  voice, broadband video, and tmllti-media-are 
converging upon digital encoding, transmitting, and decoding solutions. The convergence of 
communications technologies rmkes distinctions between voice and data increasingly arbitrary and 
irrelevant. We believe that it is counterproductive to apply old definitions of  voice telephonyto new 
forms of  transmission, such as the Internet. As stated by Kevin Werbach, Counsel for New 
Technology Policy at the FCC,  "government policy approaches towards the Internet should 
therefore start from two basic principles: avoid unnecessary regulation, and question the 
applicability of  traditional rules. 
1 
" 
Clearly the technological trend is towards unification of  communications infrastructures via 
digitalization, and away from the old paradigm of  distinct carrier platforms. Definitions of  voice 
telephony were originally created, and continue to exist today, primarily to protect incumbent 
operators from the encroachments of  alternative service providers, and to stifle competition in the 
one area of  telecomiiUlnications which has historically been most profitable to the incumbent 
operator. The developrrent of  emerging digital service paradigms should not, however, be stifled or 
restricted by the now-outtroded distinctions of  telecommunications' ancien regime. 
To reiterate: the issue of  technological convergence has a deep significance that bears directly upon 
the issues ofthis comment. To paraphrase Kevin Werbach, the three types of  networks-voice, 
video, and data-have historically relied on different physical and economic infrastructures. 
Convergence has been understood superficially to mean that information providers could cross over 
into different kinds of  content, or to deploy different delivery systems. The profound  m~aning of 
convergence is that digitalization, the technological basis of  convergence, reduces the forrrer 
differences of  content to a common stream of  binary bits and bytes, which can be transmitted through 
comtron delivery platforms. "In practical terms, this means not only that specific boundaries-
between a telephone· network and a cable system, for example-are blurred, but also that the very 




Does the European Commission really want to uphold and enforce an artificial barrier to the 
development of  new communications technologies_? 
1 Werbach. Kevin, Digital Tornado:  The Internet and Telecommunications Policy, March 1997, FCC Office ofPlam 
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The Threat of  Internet Telephony to the Ancien Regime 
Forward-thinking companies are now in the process of  establishing international long-distance 
'lelephone-to-telephone via Internet" services. This Internet telephony model has not been explored 
in the Notice, but is implied as a possible future development, which might fall under the utilized 
definition of  voice telephony, and hence to European Community law and regulation. 
Internet telephony clearly falls under a service classification that is blurred by technological 
convergence. The consumer initiates the service via the. traditional telephone system (most likely 
I 
linked to the PSTN) which connects to an Internet gateway. Here, the transmission is encoded for IP 
packet transmission. At this point the transmission can no longer be identified as voice, but is part of 
a common global data stream. Near its destination the transmission is reconverted to a traditional 
voice fonnat, passed back onto a local connection, and received via the recipient's telephone. The 
differentiation of  the message as voice, data, or video is only pertinent to the sender and receiver; in-
between it is only bits. The means of  transmission-in this case IP-is irrelevant with respect to type. 
of  message. In filet,  it is an anomalous vestige of  telecommunication's old order that any part of  this 
messaging system has to pass.over an analog circuit. 
The technological convergence underlying the new paradigm in teleconmunications is evolving 
rapidly, and is clearly irreversible. It promises substantial gains in connnunications power and 
efficiency to end users and society as a whole in those nations which allow it to flourish. It will 
fundamentally change the way that infonnation is created, transmitted, and consumed, and 
drarmtically expand the scope_ of  those who will participate in the global exchange of  infonmtion. 
This new paradigm, in which a growing array of  valuable infonnation services is converging upon 
unified transmission protocols, is integral to any scenario of  healthy regional and/or global economic 
development. 
On the other hand, these developments may be viewed as quite threatening by the existing purveyors 
of  communications services, particularly by incumbent operators that are reluctant to adapt to 
change. USA  Today recently reported on a study which estimated that AT&T alone stands to lose 
US$3 50 million a year worth of  international calls to Internet telephony by 200 1
3
. In an internal 
memorandum published by Germany's Der Spiegel magazine, Deutsche Telecom executives 
and Policy, Washington, DC. 
2 ibid 
3 USA Today, June 26, 1997.  1~J 
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conjecture that Internet telephony "may soon develop into a strategic nuclear weapon in the global 
telecommunications marketplace."", Given these circumstances, it is to be expected that incumbent 
operators will seek to persuade national regulators to restrict the expansion of  Internet telephony 
services, either directly or indirectly, despite the enorrrous societal benefits conferred by the 
proliferation of  low-cost telephony services. 
A New Regulatory Mission 
Traditional service providers have enjoyed the luxury of  a highly regulated monopolistic environment 
for the majority of  their institutional lives. In some cases, the technological "writing on the wall, has 
not shaken them from a complacency towards innovation bred deep in their bureaucratic bones. They 
seek to maintain regulatory structures that perpetuate their hegerrony, hobble their rivals, and fuel 
the distorted flow of  capital and resources to sustain their bloated bureaucracies. 
USA Global Link fears that the current exercise by the European Commission in the Notice on Voice 
over the Internet may be exploited by recalcitrant .1ational regulators and incumbent operators to 
impede the Commission's overarching objective of  creating a free and open telecomnmnications 
marketplace. The European Commission today is in a unique position to create an environment in 
which innovative communications strategies may flourish, and thus dramatically improve the 
European Union's economic and technological standing in a highly competitive global infonnation 
economy. In order to achieve this objective, however, given today's rapidly converging technological 
environment, the Cotntnission must approach service issues from a new and comprehensive 
perspective. FLndamental to this new perspective is the recvgnition that an uthestricted and 
competitive telecommunications market will be vital to secure European economic and technological 
leadership in the next century-which, in tum, is essential for the creation of  new jobs and the 
generation of  higher standards of  living for all Europeans. 
Is there any reason why the European Commission should seek to install speed bumps on the 
Information Autobahn? And  will anyone benefit from 57Jch speed bumps, other than the traditional 
telcos with their lumbering  fleet of  antiquated vehicles, who will certainly applaud any regulatory 
decision which slows down the new competition? 
A European Union unhindered by excessive regulation will benefit from the tremendous cornrrercial 
activity, and creativity, that competition has historically spurred in the marketplace. 
12_L 
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This issue dermnds special attention now that the United States is taking bold steps to free the 
Internet of  regulatory interference and unleash its full commercial potential. President Clinton is 
clearing the way for the Internet to beco:rre a tax-free commercial zone, and is encouraging 
government officials to ''recognize the unique qualities ofthe Internet including its decentralized 
nature and its tradition of  bottom-up governance. Existing laws and regulations that may hinder 




The call for deregulation is a clarion call being heard around the world now, as it beco~s  clear that 
competition is the key to telecom progress. Alex Arena, outgoing director general of  the Hong Kong 
Office of  the Telecommunications Authority, has warned againSt establishing cumbersome regulatory 
structure~ in the Asia-Pacific region, the world's fastest developing economic market. He states, 
"There is a danger of  too much regulation. It is time for governrrent to get out of  the way and keep 
out of  the way.
61
' 
In met, technology is advancing at such a rate that it is extremely difficult for regulators to keep up 
with these developments on a case by case basis. Applying old rules to new situations threatens to 
_ reinforce the ancien regime, and inhibit the innovation required to sp  ,· economic growth in the years 
a~.  Recognizing the significance of  these developments, the European Commission may choose 
to continue its historic efforts to recast the regulator as the guardian of  telecommunications' general 
interoperability,  convergence~ and competition. The present Notice offers a perfect opportunity for 
-..  the Commission to do precisely that. 
. 
Univenal Service 
The Notice makes reference to future technological develop:rrents, the classification of  those 
developments as vo!ce telephony, and their potential exposure to universal service  o~ligations and 
licensing/regulation. While the European Commission has tentatively established an enlightened 
position regarding universal service obligations-affirming the ability of  a competitive marketplace to 
provide essential services to a wide audience at affordable prices-the trend among European states 
is fur less clear. In some cases, such as France, recently instituted universal service directives will 
force new _operators interconnecting with the PTT into an inflated universal service tariffing sche:rre. 
The political forces at work behind such schemes are clearly antithetical to the development of 
5 President Bill Clinton, Memorandum for the Heads of  Executive Departments and Agencies, July 1,  1997. 
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unfettered competition in the European telecoms market, and require the firm hand of  the European 
Commission itself to keep the process of  market liberalization on track. 
Internet SeiVice Providers (ISPs) offer customers access to a worldwide network of  information 
stores, applications, products and services, all founded upon a common digital protocol. Through 
one's personal connection to the Internet-generally a PSTN connection-one can receive streaming 
video images, real-time Internet radio, news photos, real-time stock quotes, and all manner of 
co1111rercially, educationally, or recreationally valuable data services. Internet telephony offered 
through an ISP would be only one of  many enhanced data services fulling within the Internet 
provider's authorized purview. Again, the convergence of  voice, data, video and multi-media onto IP 
warrants redefinition of  each ofthose formerly distinct systems in light of  their digital unification. 
This convergence-as well as learning to think about developing communications systems from this 
unifying perspective-is critical to navigating the future of  advanced information infrastructures. The 
attempt to define Internet telephony as voice telephony, for the purpose of  dragging it under the 
umbrella of  universal service schemes, denies the unique and important technological basis ofiP 
services. This impedes progress towards a regulatory and economic environment in which greater 
unification and synergy-of information services can develop. 
Creating a Regulation-Free Internet Zone 
In the past decade the European Commission has taken numerous bold steps in the fields of 
competition and telecornmur:ications to Sl:cure a vital and progr...:ssive future for the European Union. 
In 1990 the Commission developed Directive 90/3 88/EEC with regards to existing service 
conditions. In the light of  current technological advances, and their implications for future 
developments, however, Directive 90/388/EE~ may have limited application. This may prove to be a 
momentous opportunity for the European Commission: an opportunity to take a giant stride into the 
future by remodeling telecotmmJnications policy to encourage the blossoming of  innumerable 
advanced communications possibilities. 
We encourage the Commission to set the European Union on a course of  world leadership in 
commuriications policy by establishing Europe as the world's first regulation-free Internet zone.  As a 
bastion of  democracy and wide-spread civil liberties, it is fitting that a unified Europe should take the 
lead in establishing the framework for an unfettered cotmmJnications marketplace. The new 
6 Asia Telecom 97 Daily, June 13,  1997. 
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comnunications paradigm, exemplified by the fledgling Internet, will long be remembered as the 
technological foundation of  civilization's advance into the 21st cent·uy. Today, it is within the 
Commission's power to set the necessary processes into rrotion. History will remember those who 
chose to unleash the Internet's enormous potential to revolutionize the previously elitist and 
restricted field of  telecommunications from dominance by monopoly providers. 
A Landmark Decision 
Internet telephony is a watershed issue. It calls into question accepted definitions offundarrental 
services, such as voice telephony. Clearly, there are powerful forces whose short-term interests 
wouldbe better served by limiting our scope of  discussion to the language and concepts of  the past. 
Yet technological convergence of  diverse fields onto a common digital platform is fundamentally 
changing the way we create, transmit, and consume information, and offers the potential to catapult 
European society to  t~e forefront of  the telecommunications industry. For this reason, there are 
·  enonnous implications to the seemingly isolated decisions that must be made on issues such as the 
definition of  Internet telephony. These decisions will either help to ensure a dynamic and prosperous 
future for Europe, or inhibit the development of  new technologies and competition, thus causing 
E'L:ope to trail t ·  ~ relentless technological advance of  Asia and North America  .. 
Ubiquitous, inexpensive and features-rich communications services are the universal lubricant for the 
errerging global infonnation society-which is precipitating unprecedented economic growth 
worldwide. 
With this in mind, we encourage the European Commission to redraft the Notice ·by the 
Commission concerning the status of  voice on the Internet under Directive 901388/EEC to 
unambiguously state that Directive 90/388/EEC is not applicable to new Internet services, 
including "telephone-to-telephone via the Internet'' service.  We also encourage the European 
Commission to draft a new Directive that will establish the European Union as a regulation-
free Internet zone. 
This cotnrrent has been prepared by the Office of  the Chairrmn 
USA Giubal Link, Inc. 
50 N. Third St. 
Fairfield, IA 52556 
USA 
Phone: +515-472-1550 
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HELLENIC  REPUBLIC 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS 
GENERAL SECRETARY  OF POSTS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
49SYNGROU AVENUE 
To 
GR ·117 80  ATHENS 
Fax:+ 9242094 
Eurorean Commission 
Directorate-General for Competition (DG IV), 
Directorate 
Office 3/48, 
Avenue de Cortenberg/Kortenberglaan 150, 
B-1 040 .Brussels 
Fax:+ 322-2969819 
Athens,  2  July  97 
~·"f 6 f  3 f 6 
Subject:  Commission notice regarding the status of voice on the Internet pursuant to 
Directive 90/388/EEC (0ff.J.C140/8/7·5·95).  -
Dear Sirs, 
Concerning  the  Commission's  notice on the status of  voice on the Internet  our op1n1on  is 
that it comprises  a positiv. · step towards the clarification ·of the status of voiLe (telephony). 
on the Internet. However, we feel that more emphasis should be given to the clarification of 
the· "provision"  of voice  telephony,  and  especially, the  commercial  availability  of these 
services to the  public,  rather than on  the technical  aspects of transmitting  voice  via  the 
Internet. 
There should be a clear distinction between voice telephony provision and the transmission 
of voice via the Internet. Recent technological developments make possible the provision of 
voice telephony to users with ordinary telephone equipment by service providers with specific 
equipment  (telephony servers) accessible via the PSTN, that convert analog voice to data 
packets that are transmitted via the _Internet or data lines. In this way service providers offer 
voice telephony services and  act as  voice telephony providers.  Therefore the commercial 
provisiqn  of voice telephony by transmitting voice via  the  Internet or data  lines  should  be 
taken under account and further clarification is needed. 
Futher,  most  of  these  service  providers  are  based  outside  Europe  they  escape  the 
imposition  of  V  .A. T  resulting  thus  in  significant  losses for the  European  public  revenue 
system  and  unfair  competition  with  respect  to  the  European  telecommunication  service 
providers. .  . 
. Our opinion  is  that the  Commission's  notice  is  a positive  step,  but  further  clarification  is 
needed,  regarding  the  provision  of voice  telephony  via  the  Internet,  setting  a  proper 
regulatory  status  for  providers  of voice  telephony  so  that  they  are  subject  to  the  ONP 
requirements, licensing and general authorization. 
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ASUNro: COMUNICACI6N DE LA COMiSI6N  RELATIVA .A LA NATURALEZA 
DE LOS  SERVICIOS DE VOZ EN INTERNET CON ARREGLO  A LA  DIRECTIV  A 
90/388/CEE 
Adjunto  nos  complace  remitirle  los  comentarlos  de  Ia  Direcci6n  Gerieral  de 
Telecomunieaciones  sobre  el  documento  relativo• a  los  servicios  de voz  en  Internet. 
Asiinismo, le enviamos  dichas observaciones por correo. 
1 ""0  -···-r;c  _.~ \....!  ;.  V' 
Atentamente, 
~-------....  ~- .. --·· -~---..c 
I .  :  .l ;·'  .  :·  ·.  .  .  ,  ,  ..  ·.  I 
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Alberto Martin Garcia 
• 
SubdirecciOn General de Promoci6n, Reglamentaci6n y AA.Grales. 
Direeei6n General de Teleeornunicaciones 
Tfn~· 34 1 346 15 53 
Fax; 34 1 346 15 20 
Plaza de Cibeles s/n. Palacio de Comunicaciones E-28071  Madrid 
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Hinismno· de fcminto  .  :. 
Seaetaria General-de C:Ontunic:acioe:.~ 
'  '  · Direcd6n G8nenl·de Telec:omluniei; 
..... 
..... ,,, 
· Reconociendo Ia nCcesidad  .y· oportunid.ad:  sobte ·Ia 
de vista regulatorio,  de'los servicios de· v.·;a·:··~I:ntemet, ·  y ·su 
relaci6n a los servicios de telefonia basica cc 
de refleXiones sobte et. anatisis que  se 
.  requ~  una  ·recOnsi<:Ierac~ por parte 
En el texto ·introductorlo se  pre:setlQ~tl 
para servicios de voz Ia. ~ja  econollllie!ll~-~ 
pgestO que en el caso de ~~  son apli~ 
Sobre el particular ·uy que  seiiJ~i~  llJ~.r-mnaciion, 
todo .exi.cta, ya que .~·que nonnalmenm 
acceso· a los proveedores -~ lntCmet.  A· · · 
utilizaci6n que dicho pioveecior cargue · 
tarif'lC8.Ci6n  dtstintos  de ·tos .  tl.  adicioJ\ali1~~!~-~leados 
aplicaci6n de tarifas  plan8s,).~ qUe  pue:dCJlfllf?1.4mt1llios~os 
Jlamadas de larga  distancia~···pueden lletl-·:ll§.*.=r'r 
cta:ltllte uso de Internet 
•~ef(lbia ~on\feneion,al~ 
~···caeMt~·  ,  no·~es ·*1 
naa:aaaa local" es .·el 
. de abOilo y/o 
teaDOJKle  a  -·~squemas de 
tele:fo!l11:· (stenclo ·  frecuente  la 
.:JJtifO teld6nicas· p~  · 
oscilan entre las 
·  10~000 y las 20.000·pts.anuiles)  . 
. Adiciom~  a~;  hay que ·  ·  ... ·.  la ~xion·L~o~  de ~·a 
Internet Wlicamente se reaJ.i%8 con tarifa·  ..  .  local cuando··~~.de  un punto 
de presencia en la'misma zona de  la que se ubica el ~0  generador de·}a 
Hamada,  por  lo  que la  afinilaci6n  recOltil-\~·  B.·~:: Ia  Comunicaci~nit~ 1~(:-que···.nos estamos 
refirieDclo,  tampoco. seria ap,licable en  , independi~  o Do de ,que se 
conoZI:Illlas tari&s qUI;. estllblece el  .•  acceso a,.:  J\i·.  •·  . .  ·. 
. La  fa~turaci6D que estos aplican: .  .  '  aparte  de:i;~  .. fticci6n  dedi~da al 
16gioo y legitimo beneficio comercial, se · ·  cubrir los eostes :~  Ia·: lfnels alquiladaS, 
conexiones  "semiperm&nente~" y  ·  demanda de las·  Jles.·~~blicas en las qile 
se basa  la·trans~i6h de targa  (  ademas de  ~~~~ar  ·los costes :tie 
intetconexi6n qu~ les ·son repercutidos  ,;operadores de In~·  .~n los que teng~ 
relaci6n  directa.  Por  otra ·parte,  en  ,  deben  cofi~··  ~"-·  ..  ~~;~puntos neutros" 
_  co~partidos entre varios  proveedores  es  el  proced ·  :.  __  ........... ; ·t  ..  ·o.):~~mp~eado para· la 
inteiCOnexion.  ·  f.  ·  - · 
~  rA  )  . :· 
1v'  .. ·. 
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Debe resaltarse el hecho de que Ia  infraestiuctura .de  tranSmisi6n de Internet es ia 
misma  que  se emplea por parte de las redes  publ~cas de telecomunicaciones, por lo :que,. 
16gicamente, su coste nunca puede ser inferior al aplicado a los operadores de· telefoma. P<>r 
tanto, la ventaja econ6mica de las comunicaciones vocales en Internet solo podria derivarse 
del mejor aprovechamiento que se haga de Ia capac.idad de estas lineas. 
Aunque es cieno que,  como  todo  procedimento de conmutaci6n  de  paqu~tes, el 
protocolo IP es capaz de un buen aprovechamiento de los circuitos gracias a }a. "ganancia 
estadfstica n' habria que considerar  ~  tambi6n, que en las redes telef6nicas se puedeiJ. aplicar 
tecnicas similares para opt~  el uso de circuitos (como son la co~presi6n  de voz en las 
comunicaciones telef6nicas a traves de RDSI o el uso de equipos multiplicadores de circuitos 
basados  en  "paquetizaci6n"  de  voz  en  redes  telef6nicas  ana16gicas),  lo  que  reduciria 
considerablemente  el  margen  de . los  proveedores -de  Internet  para  obtener  costes de  .. 
tninsmisi6n comparativamente  inferiores~ Por tanto,  Ia vent.aja de un coste inferior·no solo 
hay· que buscarla en Ia  mejor utilizaci6n  los medios de transmisi6n,  sino,  ademas, en Ia. 
existencia, todavia, de las subvenciones cruzadas eritre las llamadas locales y  las de la.rga 
distancia (interprovinciales e intemacionales).  r  • 
Con Ia aparidon de los senicios de voz en Internet eStas ·subvendones cruzam.s 
tienen el doble efecto de permitir el acceso al proveedor de Internet a un eoste inferior 
al real y de ofrecer las .Uamadas de larga distancia a un coste. superior· a1·reaJ, con lo 
que se aumenta Ia competitividad de las comunicadones de VoZ ·por Internet si &tas se 
~ustan a los costes reales en los tramos de larga distancia.  · 
I  . 
. De todo eUo se desprende que las comUDicac:iom  · vocales sobre Internet son taDto 
mas atradivas cuanto mayor sea el desequilibrio tarifario entre Ias-llanladas 1elef6nieas 
locales  y  las  de  larga  distanda  en  cl  pafs  ori~ de  Ia D~.  · Este  efecto .  es 
preclsamente ei  mismo que· provoc6 el auge de las  comunicaclone5 telef6J}icas· por· 
· intermediario ("Call-Badt") que tan·  densos debates estan motivando ~li  ·  el sene). de Ia · · 
Union IDlemacional de Telecomunicaclones en las .  que ~d~,  Administradones de 
telecomunicadones. y  proveedores  de senidos ban manifestado·}M>sicione5  de· diffdl 
condliaci6n. 
Por otra  parte,  Ia  caUdad  de  las  comunicaciones  vocales  a  traves·  de Internet es ··-
generalmente inferior a Ia que se obtiene de la red  telef6niea p6blica, por lo que si bien la 
ventaja econ6mica  de establecer  comunicaciones  vocales  a  traves  de  ~ntemet puede ser 
patente  para cualquier Hamada que no sea local,  Ia  diferencia de ·calidad  puede no hacer · 
atractiva esta opci6n para el usuario. Cuando Ia diferencia econ6mica ·sea muy sigilificativa, 
situaci6n esta que se produce normalmente cuando se trata de·nam.adas internacioriales,- el 
factor econ6mico tendria un valor decisivo· en Ia elecci6n, por parte del usuario, de estos 
servicios. 
Esta  drcunstanda  hate  especialmtnte  importante  que· -las -disposiclones 
regulatorias que se establezcan en relaci6n a los servicios de voz en Interilet deban se--
elaboradas con el maximo cuidado, tomando en consideraci6n los posible5 escenarios de · 
su· prestaci6n y sus repercusiones, ya que afectaran, ·prindpalmeote, a las reiBclooes 
entre los operadores de telefonia interna~onal que, nonnalmente, son 105 depositari!>S 
vo~p.111J)  '2 
-1  <"'  j 
.  v  -•-
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del mandato de sus respectivas autorida~~  .. ~onales  d~  reg~tad6n  de prestaclon 
del serviclo universal de telecomnnicadoaei.·  ·  · 
.  ··:· 
·  .. ' 
2.- SUPtJEST0S DE fRF&ACJ6N DE·:DVicrQ DE TRA.NsPQm DE VOZ POR 
PARTE DE LOS PBOVEEDOREt$ DE IN'tERNET  . 
En Ia Comunicaci6n se reflexiona·.: ~bre Ia adecuaci6n de .~  carac~risticas de los 
servicios de voz en Intemet a los diferenteS .:Upeetos de Ia defmici6it :.de telefonfa vocal (i.al 
como figura en la·DireCtiva  90~388) a~C?se  que:  "en el caso de Internet, Ia prestaci6n 
comercial  del  servicio de transporte  de ·voz···rio ·es,  por el momento,  el' objetivo  de  los  . 
provc=edores de acceso"; para argumentar  ~-·.·.~·general, no puede ¢911Siderarse que ·se este 
"prestando  comerci~ente  el servicio de ~orte  de  voz~.  · 
Sobre esta. primera afinnaci6n tesulta, .$.opiado hacer matizaciones en tres sentidos: 
las  diferentes  posibilidades  de  prestaci6n '46'• servicios  de voz, . laS  motivacioncs  de los 
proveedores de acceso en Ia· prestacion .~~~Chos servicios y el papel de  proveedores  de 
Intemet distintos de los de acceso.  ...  · · 
·Respecto a1 uso· de Internet para seMci(>$: de voz, seria eonveinente indicar que este 
puede  hacerse  de  acuerdo  con  multiples··. pasibilidades  deSde  el punto . de  vista .  de  los 
proveedores. Estas, pueden ir desde el mcro·.~porte de los paquet$ de voz, pasando por 
Ia provisi6n de facilidades para acceso a ~  ~  ·terminaci6n de Ia Red Telef6nlea. Pdblica 
Conmutad:- (Rn>C). servicios  •dial-out"~_.ba.a.la inclusi6n de fun~~on Jdades especificas 
para el tratamiento de voz, con las que se podifa llegar a un total ~ionamiento  con 
cualquier terminal cOJ1vencional conectado:a  ..  ~· RrPC.  ·  --,.·  . 
En el priniero de los sup\lestos, ~.:solo  se  ~frCce el ~  de'los. pa~ 
de vo.z,  el proveedor dari .p  trato a tOda. ~unicaci6n  y a todo. paquete de datos que 
curse, sin distinguir cuales son empleados pua·ta transmisi6n de-·voz ni·cuales contieneil otto 
tipo de datos.  En consecuencia,  nunca  ·· se·. podtt considerar que  el ~cio  ofrecido es de 
transpOrte de voz puesto que su red no ineori)Ora ninguna .capacidad-·especifica para ·t31 fm. 
Pese a  todo,  el tran5porte  de voz muy  bien· pUed.e  ser uno de  sus  :· objetivos para operar 
comercialmente (por ser im mercado creciente)··e incluso puede llegar·a estimularlo entre sus 
usuarios ·sin incluir elementos especificos eli Ia. red (por ·  ejemplo, mediarite Ia subvenci6n o 
cualquier  otro  medio  de  promoci6n  de. ptogramas  informatica~ que  proporcionen  las 
capacidades necesarias).  ··  .. 
Si  el  proveedor  inco[pora  capacid8.des .  para  generar  UaiDadas ·  hacia  puntos  de 
terminaci6n de Ia RTPC, servicios  "dial-Out~-~-es claro que aumenr.a··.el givel ~e interacci6n 
con las redes pliblicas y .las posibilidades ~e· cOm.unicaciones entre Sus us\larios en rela~i6n 
al  supuesto· de que s6lo permita llamadas· enttantes. desde esta red,  .. servicios •dial;..in". Sin 
embargo. desde ei punto de vista del prestador-del servicio, el conteilido de los paquetes de· 
voz que el proveedor transmite le es igualmerite "opaco  n  respecto a cualquier ptro paquete· 
de voz que pudiera transmitir en un  esC:enario·el_l.~el .que no ofreciera ninguna interaeci6n con 
1a RTPC. En Ia prictica, Se da igual tra~to·  a todos ya que las· facilidades de ·"dial-in" 
''  ·~  ' 
volip.wp  '  .... 3 .. 
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y "dial-out" pueden emplearse tanto para comunicaciones vocales como para cualquiet otro 
uso del  servicio ·de transporte de datos. (transferencia de flchems,  ci>mercio electro,nico o 
entretenimiento multimedios, etc.). 
Por todo ello, no parece del todo justificado establecer el tipo de consideracion que 
se de los servicios basados en Internet en funci6n de Ia "motivaci6n" de los usuarios de los 
mismos,  tal como se hace en la Comunicaci6n al indicarse que cuando •ta utiliZae.i6n de~·. 
red  para  servicios  de  voz  se  convierta  en la  motivaci6n  decisiva  para  los  usuarios ·de 
Internet" existiria la posibilidad de considerar Ia oferta de determinados  proveedore~ como 
de  «explotaci6n comercial del servicio de transporte de voz". Mas importancia. que a· esta . 
·. "motivaci6n" habna que darle, ·a· nuestro endender, a las propias caracterlsticas del servicio 
ofertado  y  a  su.s  capacida.des  de  interfuncio~iento · con  ottos  servicios  de 
telecomunicacie5nes.  ·  · 
Unicamente, en numtta opini6n, cuando ·Ia oferta de senidOs ofrezca capaddades 
especificas  para ei  tranSporte  y/o  procesado  de  datos  que  C91lteniali ·voz  podria · 
CODSiderarse que el servido ofrecido es el de traosporte de voz (o;  m8s"bien~:  qlle parte 
.de Ia oferta consiste en el transporte de voz). ·Bajo fbta considerad6n no· habria. de 
tenerse en cuenta ni Ia  motivaci6n de los  usuarios para acceder ·a.  estas capaddade5. 
(aunque no tengan &ito comerdal forman parte de Ia oferta), Di el hKbo de que el 
proveedor ofrezat capaddades de  "dial-in~ y/o  "dial-out",  ya·  que ·su  presencia· o · 
ausenda Unicamente  signiticarfan  que el  servido ·de  trans~rte de voz  tiene  o  no 
interfuncionamiento con Ia red telefooica publica conmutada.  · 
·-31  ultimo de los  aspectos  seiialados  al  iliicio de  este  co~ ntario··es  el. papel que · 
put.Jen jugar proveedores. de Internet distintos de los que proporcionali ·el acceso. a Ia ·red." 
Si bien son estos ultimos los que fonosimente han de proporcionar las·capacidades de .~d,ial- . 
in" y •dial-out" (sin las cuales no puede cumplirse ·la condici6n de que Ia com1inicacion· se 
establezca "desde y con destino a las tenninales de Ia led  p6~lica conmlitada") noes menos 
cierto que puede haber proveedores intermedios que ofrezcan capacidades especfficas para  ·· 
el  transporte  de  voz  a  traves  de  Internet,  siendo  estos · prov.eedores·,  cuando · menos, 
igualmente responsables de que el servicio ·  agregado percibido por ei u&uario ·sea asimilable 
a  Ia  telefonfa voeal  en los  terminos  de  Ia  directiva  90/3'88  que· los  que· proporcionan  e1 
acceso. 
3.- ESTABLECJMIENTO DE COMUNlC.ACIDN ENTRE· TERMINALES DE LA BED 
TELEF6NICA FIJA·  . 
.  ;;,  . 
El primer parrafo de esta secci6n del texto de la Comimicaci6n .deberla, segdn nuestra 
opini6n, revisarse para evitar interpretaciones contradictorias que -podrian .llegir a extraerse 
de su redacci6n actual a1 .compMar la defmici6n de. telefonia vocal de la Directiva 90/388. con 
las caracteristicas del  uso  de  Internet para  ser:vicios  de voz,  con· el  objeto de encuadrar 
reglamentariamente estos servicios.  ., 
vozip.wp  4 
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En concreto, se indica que una comunicaci6n vocal por Internet entre un ~o  con 
acceso  mediante linea alquilada y tel'lllinaci6n en un. terminal  de la RTPC  "jam8s podni · 
calificarse de ·telefonfa vocal  al  ser· uno de  los  tenninales ajeno a la red telef6nica  ~. Sin 
embargo, mas ·adelante, se considera ~  escenario de utilizaci6n de  In~met a traves de red¢s . · 
de TV por cable que "pennitirla un uso generalizado de Ia telefonfa ·vocal via Internet, de. 
tal modo que los datos nunca .pasaria por la red telef6nica publica comnutada".  . 
El  origen de esta posible. confusi6n provendria del hecho  de que. la defmic~6n de 
telefonia vocal de Ia Directiva, Unicamente considera los servicios telef6nicos prestados en 
redes pdblicas de telecomunicaciones, dejando de lado los  sei"Vici~s.  de voz. en redes privadas, 
los  servicios de  voz  entre. redes ·  privadas  (  conectadas directamente o  a·  traves de Ia ·  red · 
pdblica)  y  escenarios  mixtos  de  interfuncionamiento  de  telefonia entre  redes  pUblicas  y 
privadas. 
' 
El  empleo de Internet para Ia  p~staci6n de servicios de voz ser.(a asimilable. en la 
mayoria de los ~s,  a alguno de los supuestos .anteriorrnente enumerados  ~e  telefolifa en 
redes privadas, pudiendo ser encuadrado en Ia defmicion de telefonia vocal de la directiva 
90/388 iinicamente en el caso de que: ambos· extremos ~e Ia comwiicaci6n sean ~rminales de 
Ia RPTC, esto es, cuand.o el proveedor de Internet proporcione,  simultmeam~nte~ facilidades  . 
de "dial-in" y "dial-out" y estas sean empleadas.para a~r  directam~  al ~~I 
usuario. 
Sin  embargo,  las  posibilidacb~s ·de  "dial-in"  y  "dial-out"  ~eden. ofettarse 
independientemente ·  por parte de dos proveedores distintos ·de Internet  ·involucrados en una 
misrna COMUI"icaci6n,  de modo que el servicio final resultaDte qUC el usuari  disfruta serfa 
ei mismo que si un mismo _,roveedor .le ~freciera am.bas posibilidades. En tal·caso resultar4 
·dificil estimar si es el prov~or  que ofrece capacidades de "dial-in" o el que ofrece las de 
"dial-out"' el que esti ofreciendo servicios de telefonia vocal de acuerdo con· Ia defmici6n 
de Ia directiva.  ·  · 
Puesto que ambas capacidades·soo ·igualmente necesarias para· el establecbDiento · 
•  de Ia comuoicacl6n entre ·puntas de terminad6n de Ia red tdef6Dicia pubHca serfa 16gica,-
segtin nuestra interpretacion, Ia aplicacl6n de igual considerad6n teglamentaria .a los 
proveedores de servidos Internet que ofrezcan ''dial-in", que a los que·ofi"ezean -~'dial~ 
out".  · 
Por Ultimo, sobre el aspecto de Ia accesibilidad a terminales de Ia RTPC, o deSde los 
mismos,  habria  que  sefialar  ·que  todas  las  ·consideraciones  anteriotes  son  aplicables  a 
cualquier  sistema  de  comunicaciones  privadas,  vocales  o  no,  en  interacci6n con Ia  red 
pU.blica.  Por tanto, el heeho de que .se utilicen los protocolos de Internet en estos sistema'S 
no ha de constituir un motivo para que sean objeto de una regulaci6n es~ifica. En Concreto, 
aquellos sistemas privados de comunicaciones vocales con capacidades especiticas para voz 
incluidas en Ia oferta de servicio en interfuncionamiento con la red telef6niea .pdblica son 
objeto en Espana de una reglam.entaci6n especifica (telefonfa en grupo cerrado de usuarios), 
que les imJ)one ciertas condiciones y restricciones para operar· y que podrian· ser plenamente 
aplicables a los que utilicc:n protocolos de Internet.  ·  · 
5 
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Respecto a la posible •evoluci6n t<inol6gica"  que permitiria la comunicaci6n desde 
ordeDadores person3les a usuarios de Ia RTPC .qU.e no esten equipados con ~m6dems" y que 
«podria alterar a la  interpretaci6n actual,; del. servicio en cuestion, :segUn se sefiala··en Ia 
Comunicaci6n, deberia tenerse en cuenta que, tecnicamente, tal posi~Uidad es una realidad 
hoy en dia, y que una de las razones principaies para que a11n no sea ·una realidad comercial 
de amplia  extensi6n. es precisamente  Ia  ·~neia de un marco  regulatorio  clam donde· 
encuadrarla.Dicho  maxco  bien  podria  .deriv~ de  la  aplicaci6n· y  desarrollo  de  laS 
consideraciones que se reali;ran en Ia C~6n,  por lo que ·es convemente que estas. sean 
validas para posibilidades tecnologicas plausil?les a corto y medio plazc;>.  . 
Por ello, no pareCe conveniente lii~·apUcaclon de una inteJ1)retad6n "interina" 
.demasiado prolongada end tiempo 50brelltnaturaleza de·estos ~dos  como Ia que 
se desprende del texto de Ia Comunicad6n.,. ;pues podria tener como consecuencla .el 
despliegue de sistemas de telefonia sobre··.·:IP  con  interfuncionalidento con ·Ia. RTPC 
· (incluyendo sus terminales convendonales). que habria que regular·· a Posteriori, cuando 
se ·deddiera· "alterar la interpretacion"··cte estos. escenarios. 
4.- COMUNJCACIO~  DE VOZ EN·TmMPo REAL A TRAYis'DE INTERNET 
En  e~ta 8ecci6n~ el texto· de la Comu.td.caci6n pone ··de  manitiesto qQe  Ia eybluci6n 
~ica  de los equipos encargados del prdCeSido y transmisi6n de las senates de voz que se 
envlan a traves de I~temet· nos acerca cacta_:_vez  mas ·ai  momento en que esta ~i6n 
· pueda Uegar a oft:ecer~~ "en tiempo real",· ·apu.nt6ndose que, cuando··6sto sea pos:hle, habri · 
que  --revisar  Ia  consideraci6n"  actual  de.  ·este~  servicio  que  seg(in  lo.  afinn'-do  en  Ia 
Comunicaci6n ·no se llrestan, en estos m~~s,  en tiempo real.  · 
··. 
Sobre  este  particular,  habria  que: .•  ar  que.  teenicameilte,. es posible  prestar. 
servicios de voz en ·tiempo real sobre Internet y que si esto puede ~o.  ser cierto para ·  toda 
posible  comunicaci6n a  traves  de  la  red:·· serla  mas  bien por  consideraciones  de··  ~ipo 
econ6mico,  que de  tip~ tecnico.  S~n razones::de este cariz las que estB.n conduciendo a .Jos 
proVeedores de Internet a potenciar sus eqUi~s.  y medios de transmisi6n  .para posibilitar 1U 
comunicaciones en tiempo real a traves de sus· redes. 
En. este sentido,  sf es cierto que ·18. ·evoluci6n tecnol6gica tiene ciena importancia 
sobre  Ia  evoluci6n en Ia  prestaci6n de  estos servicios,  en Ia  medida en que posibilita el 
abaratamierito de equipos y·medios de tr$DSmi.si6n.  Por otro lado; se podrian aprovecbar, 
ademh de las consecuencias economicas ·  deriva~ de una reglamentaci6n ventajosa de los 
servicios de voz sobie· Inteinet (sujetos, por ejemplo, a un regimen de autoQzacion general, 
sin obligaci6n de contribuir al servicio  ~~ersa.l, o  sin requisitos· de niveles de calidad 
prefijados, etc  ...  ) que les permitiera,  ampli~.  y consolidar su camP<> ·de· negocios. 
Por tanto,- y  al igual que se  sugeri& en el  apartado: anterior, en este  caso se 
recomendarfa· .considerar, desde un  prili.~pio, Ia que ios ·  ·sern~os de voz a traves de  · 
- Internet son acreedores a ·Ia calilicacion de comunicadones en tiempo real, ya que Ia 
· su-rinn MDJ.binada del abaratamiento de costes y las nuevas posibilidades de mercado a  .  .  ·,q~~~~~~~;·. .  .  ·.·.f~· . 
• 
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Ia vista de una reguladon favorable,~'  sin d~dB, a qa; eSta Pc;sibmdad.5ea 
una realidad mmercial en breve plazo.  ··  ·  · 
.·  "\ 
5.- CONCLUSIONES . 
'  ..  ' 
De todos los razonamientos  exp~s~.~:,los apartados antedores se desprende que, 
~n nuestta opini6n, Ia proptiesta de Ia Com:um~ci6n  debe ser recomiderada y madurada" a 
la  vista  de  Ia  com.plejidad  de  Ia  realidi.d. ···actual ·  de  Internet  y, ·  ~n particular,  de .  sus 
posibilidades de utilizaci6n e interfunciona~  con la RTPC para 1a provisi6n de servicios, 
tanto de voz  ~omo  de otro .tipo.  .'  ·'· ....  ·.·  ·  . .  · 
De  Ia lectura de.Ia Comunicaci6n, en··su redacci6n ·actual, puede derivarse  lo  que  .. 
· ~  que es una subestimaci6n de las poSibiltdades de desarrollo de los servicios. de voz 
. sobre Internet en Ia RTPC, y de ·su impactO .sobre los servicios  conve~ionales.  ~No deberia 
considerarse  que,  pot  estar ·estos  servicios  en  una  fase  embriOna:ria · (tecnologica  y 
comen:ialmente hablando), su regulaci6n d~:.5er  distinta de Ia  d~ los :setvicios de teletbnia 
de voz,  replante3l'X'Ime su situaci6n l~galmuc&mente ala vista-de Ia evoluci6n comercial de 
dichos  ~icios.  ·  · 
·A lo largo de este documento se ha pu··de manifiesto que t3I  oonciusi~ no seria, 
segU.n nuestro  anilis~s. del todo  acertada~· pliesto .que Ia viabilidad teCp.ol6gica y corilercial  ~ 
de los servicios de voz. sobre IP son una  realid~  .. ~y el nivel de penetraci6n de un determinado 
servicio en el niercado no deberian constit'U.il; en· generat Ia raz6n ~isiva  para establecer 
o modificar el tipo de regulaci6n que le sea :aplicable.  · 
.  .  '  ·~ .. 
Tambien se ha. pucsto de manifiestO:··i':Je. :Internet no pre&enta,_ en  principio~ niDguna 
.  especificidad respecto a otras redes de datos o·. sistemas de comunicaciones· anBlogos que la. 
bag&n merecedora de una co~ideracion reg18ritentarla especifica.  .  ' . 
Si  asi  se  hicieP,  se  entraria  en. el  .. :~  peligroso· de  regular  los  servicios  de· 
telecomunicaciones coneed.iendo ·mayor ~il  a Ia tecnologia sabre la que. se presta y 
a su exito comercial ~a  Ia funcionalidad .ofertada.  El riesgo de e$t,a vfa serii.,  a nuestro  · 
entender,  que  Ia regUlaci6n  se convierta en·::Un·.elemento  favoreceder  o·discriminador ·de 
determinadas tecnologfas  que  se  usan para.  Ia .  prestaci6n  de. ser :icios anilogos e  incluso 
interoperables,  ~n detrimento de otros.  .  .....  · 
Madrid, 3 de julio de 1997 
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Monsieur le Directeur General, 
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Je vous prie d'agreer, Mon~ieur  le Directeur General, !'assurance de rna 
consideration la plus distinguee. 
Monsieur le Directeur General 
D.G.IV 
- A 1' attention de Monsieur Hocepied -
COMMISSION EUROPEENNE 
15 8, av.  de Cortenberg 
BRUXELLES 
)  L 
~  1  ~----==-
~ertra  d de Cordoue 
.....  ' 
14, Place de Louvain- 1000 BRUXELLES-TEL. 321119 8111- FAX 311219 8181 
j • Communicath)J.• de b.t_ConJ.r.•tis~i!~o_c_oJJ_cernan_t_l_c st_t_a_tut (les com.n.rlu.J.ications vocufes 
:SJ.•.r.:.J.r.J_t_c_IJJJ!J_c_Qll_fo_r.t:r.t_i~mcn_t_~tJ;.a_(IJ.rccJ.h:_c_~()_L.18_8/C.E.  · 
A. I Sur l'upportuniti· 
1.  Les  autoriks  rran~a~~~s  s~llucnt  l"initialin:  de  Ia  (\1mmissilu1  \'isant  ;,  pn:c1s~r  I~  slatut  des 
l:ommunicntions \'llC:.tlcs sur Internet au  n.:gard  J~ Ia  dclinititlll  d~ Ia  t~h::phunic ,·ocale  expose~ {t 
l"m1iclc lcr de Ia dirccti\'e 90/3XK'( ·r ·.  1-'llcs  r~nmnuisscnlla  n~cL·ssii~ l'L !"impnrlancc de cc projct de 
cornrnunicalion. qui  l'<.lmpl~li.:  utik-111\:nl  sur cc  suj~t Ia  Communication de  I  a (.'om mission  Ju 20 
octobn:  1995  ~ur k  rtlk  l'<:nlr~ll  ~l  !"~tal d~ Ia  transpusitilln de cdtc directive.  C\:mvuincu~s de Ia 
n~cessite de  s"assur~r d"unc  cnmprdJ~nsion Cllmmunc du  rw.!r~. r~gkm~nlairc aprlicabk par  lcs 
divers~s autoritcs nationalcs d  cnmmunautaires chargers de sa  mi~~ t:n oru\Tc. dks  s~ J\~jouissent de 
!'adoption de ~c document et de Ia nmsultalion publiquc  l~mcc~ par Ia Commission. 
2.  De t~urtm limin~1irt:. les auwriks f'ran\aisc." Stluhaitcnt souligncr 4tt.il convicnt de distinguer deux 
cas extr~n1es en nwlil:n: de cnmmuniL.·atillllS Vl)Cales sur Ink·nH:.·t : 
- les  cornmut]jJ:JJii.W.1.UJ.!.C.~JJ~s  JJ..:__:jll~t;.l))j_~c_~_g,_eJJ~J:'JJ.i~lfJ:.  sur kstludks s<.:  concentre  lc  projct de 
cornnltmication : ecrt~1ins utilisat~urs. qui  Sl' sont dotes par cu~·m0rncs d'un logicid translt.1nnant Ia 
VOiX en  d011.11C~S. Sl)llll"lllllCSlll'C. ~l p;.lrtir d<.:  kur  ~1rdinateur. i.'t  f·insu du  ft.lllllliSSl:Ur d'acC~S. d"cchanger 
unc conversation avec  un  aulr~ utilisat..:ur  J'lnt~rnd conneck au  mcmc  rnoml:nt  cl qui  dispo~c 
<.f cquipcm~nls et  logi~jds de COil\'I.:I"Si\Hl  ~ll!llpatibi~S : 
- ~clles 1...k  ··scl:Q  ..  -lJ:_j~~Oi'J;J_t.ipn··  : k  prl~statain: n1ct en  place. sur  ~t111  pro pre ser" cur.  les  lngicids 
pennettant Ia transfonnation de Ia \'l'ix L'll  donn~~s ct vice  n~rsn. ~tinsi lJUC ks p~tsscrdles p~nnetlant 
"dt! joindrc n. impt)rlt: qud llltnl~ro lh.'  l.d~pllon~ Ju rcseau ruhlil: l:Ofllfllllte. I.. uti I  isatcur peUl alors. il 
partir de S\.lll 0rdini.1tcur ou de Sl.m  pllsl~ t~lcphoniqut.::. ;.;don  lc s..:n·ice propose. appekr son t{·,un1isscur 
d·occ~s it  lnh:rnc1. qui  achcmint: Ia ..:llllllllUnicmion \'ia lntcrn.:t. 
J. L\!s autoritis rran~ai~es Stllll d'c.l\·is que  1\tpp~,rition de scrvict.:s l,,ujours plus pcd(trrnants. [a  volont~ 
J~s Ji.Jurnisseurs tfa~rl:s  ~tlnkrnell.h.'  L..'OilltllO:rC.i.llis~r Jcs ofti'c.~s lk services \'OClliX Cl  raurait finander 
d~s utilisatt.:urs pour n:s ol'li-t·s  laiss~nt pr0sagcr d"imponante~  p~r.-.;pL'cti\·es d~· d~vdopp~mcnl pour ~c 
type  de  st:r\'ices.  rl  i  rnporl~: par  C< HJs~q  u~:nl  d~  n.:tl~chir  d~s au.inunr hu i au  l'aJrt:  reg  Jem~ntai  rt: 
applicahl~ ~t  c~s noU\'I.  .. 'mlx  sl:n·ic~...·:-:.  L'll knunl compte de I' i  nl~rl-t des  ut~l  is,tt~urs. ck  l:1  nl·ccssitc de 
mainl~nir un cadr~ r(·t!kmcntair~ c''hL·rcnL 0quilihn: d  non  JisL-riminatoil\.~. JL· la  n~ct'ssitL· c.fassurc:r 
Jcs conditions Jc \.:t.lllCUITt.:nc~ loyalc cntr..: ks different::; ach..·urs,  ~rinsi que d~ Ia  n~ccssit~ d"assurer Ia 
fournitur~  Ju  s~n·icl·  uni\·crscl  ct  un  titwnccmcnt  p0rt.·nn~  de  cclui-ci.  tout  en  ~nc~'uragcant 
l, inno\'.:ltion. 
4.  Lcs  scr'\'ic~::: de ··s~·ctHh.k gcncralHlll-,. qui  tk' sont pas enctH·c  disp~.l!liblcs en France. k  Sllllt  d~j<-1.  ~t 
t_itrc experimental. en  Finland..: ...  ~t  s~l!H lllh: n\llik aux Etats-l.ltris.  fls sont susccptihlt.:s de poser ~t  ~ourt 
t..:rrne un oroblt·me dL·  c~HKlliTt,..'ll..:~  r0..:1  : !a  saisinc sur cc  su_j~L Lk- Ia FCC par lcs c.lp0ratcurs  l~1ngue 
distanc~ americains ~11 t~moignc. :\  L~~ ~gard. k  SOlH.:i  de la Commission d"harmoniscr lc traitemcnt 
qui sera  r~.scrv~ ,·,  ~.'l:S  s~rVil'l'S d<llb k~  d i  lf~I'L'rllS Etals rvlcmbn:s L'SI  k·gitinll..'. .t'g:  :.:s 
5. 0Jns cc cadre. unc ~ompn.:·hcnsiPII~o.'l 1.1111..'  intL·rprdation C\lllllllllfl('!'\ d~ Ia ddinition d~ Ia tdt:phonle 
vocak constituent  UIK' pn:mil.·n:  ctapl:  imrortant~. La  quJiilkiltilm _iuridiquc  des co•nnnmications 
vocalcs sur lnkrnct ~nt  rcg~1rd de  Ia  ddinition  d~ Ia  t01cp1H.mi~..: \·ol'alc est  css~ntidlc. ~n raison des 
o.:n.i~ux CClmomiqlh.:s snus-jac~nts  L'l  d~ b  neccssit~ de mainh:nir r  L·quilihr~ r~gkmen(ain.: actud. kLJUcl 
r~pose sut  des cat~gurics '-r aclcur.-.  ''Y~Int d~s droits ct obi igalions pn.lJXlrtit,nn0s.  ne Ia qual i tication 
de  c~s st:rvices  ~..h.:·pL·nJ  en ertct h:  crdrc r0gkmcntai rc  <.JUi  kur .:st  Ltppl ical11c.  Elk ddermine s· i  Js 
entrcnt  dans  k  champ de  .  ..;  s1 .  .'rvin:s  r.:scrv(·s  ou  lih(·mliscs.  leur r0gimc  d"auh.lrisation  (cdui des 
transrnissit)llS de  donnC:cs.  d~ Ia  kkpiJoni~..: vocalc. ou un  autrl').  k·s  drl)its  L'l  obligations  attach~·s. 
notammenl en tcrmcs d'inkrclHll1e\.inn et d~ contribution au tinanccmcnl du  scr\'iCl.' universe). 
6.  En tout etat d~  cau~~- L.t  IL-gislalil\11  Cllllllllllnautairc t(lurnil k  ctdre rcgh:mentairc nec~..:ss~lirc ~t les 
outils juridiqucs sullisants ~u traikn11.  .. ·nt ''court tcrme de  ~..:cs  s~n·ic~.:s. 10gislation durn if  imrortc de 
maintcnir r  ~qui  I  ibr.:. Ia  coh~rcnc~ l'l I  \:quit~· d~ms r  attenh:~ du  r~C\\i.llflCil. lin  I  C)C..)t)'  de I" ensemble du 
cadr~ n.:gkmcntair~ dl's 1~1~comnHJ!lic~llions au  ni\·c<lll conHnunautain.:  . ..:l d'tmc rdh~\:ion globale ,i 
mcner dans k  cadn: t.k  fa  convergcnL'l' tdecommunication:-o / aLh.lill\·isud. 
A.2 Sur 1£ fond 
7.  Oans ll: present projct de CollHTlUTlieation.  Ia Ct"tllltllis!'ion rappd k qu 'Lm  service. pour ctrc qual  ifi~ 
de  t~Icphonic vocak. dl1it  r~mplir l"ens('mhle J~:s crit~res cnum~r~s dans Ia J~tinitil.m de Ia tcll!phonic 
vocalc I.!Xpo~~~ :,  1· ~111.id~ I cr Jc Ia din.:cti\·c 90/JS~VCE. Elk <.:oth:lut,  apr~~ unc analyse point par pnint 
des cJrJclcristilJW~s des ctmJmunicatiuns VtKaks  ~ur J  ntcrn~t d~ ··pn:micrc g~neration  ··• que ccllcs-ci 
ne- sauraient etre consid~r0('s comr111.:  ~.k Ia  lclcphonie Yol:uk. c.:  qui impliquc lllltmnnlent qt;Ie  leur 
fournitur~ est libC..:n1lise..:.  c1  qu-~11\.·s n~ pcun:~nt lairc l'objd ni  d'un~ licence individudk ni  d'unc 
contribution au  linunc~m~nt du s~n  in= unin:rsd. La Commission  pr~c.ise toutctois qu~  r~volution  d~s 
t~!chnoJogics d  du  111arch~  pourrair  rcml:!ttn.~  ~n caus~ ccttc  condusjon.  ~~  tcrmc  plus  ou  tnoins 
rapproche. 
8.  L~s auloritb;  li·an~~i!"it:S pcun.:nt suusL·rin: aux conclusions lk l;t Conunission t:n cc qui concerne Ie 
stalut des ~ommunicalilms  \'I.H:alcs dl· "pr.:micrc generatilHl  .• : ~om  me la Commission~  dies considert!nt 
qu"dlc.!s Ill:  rdcv~nt pas de Ia  Jdinitil~ll du  s~r\'i~c de  telcphoni~ vocak·. ct purtugcnl son analyse ~n  ~c 
qui conccme k:-;  ~<.Hlsl.':qu~m.:l'S r~.:~gkrn~ntair~s. sou.s  r~scrv'-· J"un certnin nomhrc d~ rcman.Juc-s rorlant 
SUr  l"ml::t(y~C: d~taill0~ cl j" in1crpr~la1.it  Hl des di ncrcntCS caract0ristiqllc.'\ du  S~rvicc de lelephorti\.:.' VOt:a)·e. 
cxposees ci-apr~s. 
9.  Les autorites  f'ran~~1iscs r~gretlcnl t(nnet{)is que lc projd lk L:\HlHHunication soumis i1  consultation 
publiqu~ s~..lus-cstim~ k  deydoppcnt~lll 1.ks  ~nmmunications  \'P~al..:s de  '"s~~onJ~ g~neratitln".  L~::s 
autorites fran~aiscs  ~·s1im~nt qu"un.: t.~lfrc ~omm~.:rcink tk <:c  lyp~. qu.: les technique:-:  actuelle~ rcndent 
J0jiL possihk ~t  un  cotrl  raisonnahk. sera rapidcment  propose~ :.tu  publi~ ~ur k  march~  ~urnp~\::n.  1·1 
scrait par Cl1Tl!"ieqw.:nt soulwitahl\.:.' qu\.· l;1l\llnmission analysL. dans s~1 communication lin"  !c. k·  statut 
.iuriJiqu~ de  c~.:s  s.:rYi~L·s. ~n tcnanl  l'Plllpt~ de~ pres~nt~s r~marqu~s. 
I 0.  En  tout  dat  d~ caus\.·.  sdo11  I"  ~,n,tiysc  men0~ par  ks  aULl)rit~s  fran~~1is~s. cl!rtaines  olfrc~  d~ 
t.:ommunications n:'c~•k·:; sur lntcnll't d~ ..  ~e~ondc gen0ration·· pcu\·L·nt n;mplir I" ~nsemh!c cks ~rit~rcs 
pcrm~ttanl de:  ks carackrisl·r de ..  ~lT\ ices de 1d0phonie  nH..·al~·-.  i\u~~ tcrmes de Ia  Loi  fran<;ais~ de 
Reg~  _,ncntation  de~ tC..:I~co.;tmunic~ttinns du  ~~(, juillct ll)'>(l.  h1  J~n1rniture de  <.:es  services en France 
Jc\T;Jil  par  cons~qucnt ctrL·  assujclli\.·  :.t  rl,htcntinn  d"uiH.:  lic\.·ncL·  individuclll.!  (L.34-I).  el  scs 
pr~stataircs.  i1  unc  contnhution  au  rirwncL·m~:nt du  sen·1~c uni\\:rscl.  .:n  L'ontrcpartic de  droits  Li 
I" inl~rconnexion aux tarit·s du cataJ,,~.!.uc ... k  Franct• Tdt:~om. rax re9u ae  _  .  .,.,  J.  ct.;j  l.~  b.;j  t:JO  UC1"~Ur11  t'g:  4 
• 
f 1. Aux L1:1111cs de I" Jrtick~ I  ~r  d~ Ia  dir~di\'c 901]88/CI-:. on  ~ntenJ par ··s~r\'il:~ de t~·lcphoni~ vocalc'·. 
··r  cxploil~tion comm~rcial~ pour k puhlic du trrmsporl. direct ct de Ia commutation de Ia \'oix en temps 
red au  d~p~~1 Ct  it d('Stination  d~s pttints Je lcnninaistm du  n.:·s~au f'Uhlic  Ct11llllllll~. pcrmcttJ.Ill a  tout 
utilisateur cfutilis('r i"L'L!llip~...·mcntclHliH.'ctL·  ~~  un  t('l  point de  tcnnin~tison pour communiqucr avec un 
Jutrc point de terrninaislln··_ 
12.  Bien qu~ ks autorites rram;aiscs partagcnt ks condusi~..lns de Ia Commission l.!!l  ~e qui cnnc.:crne 
k  statut ~:t k  cadr~ rcglt·mcnl~1ir~.:.· applicable aux communications vo~ulcs sur rntcrnct de "'rrcrnicre 
gt·m~ration··. l"annly:.;c d~taille~  ~l l"inh.:rprdation par Ia Cornmis:->ion des ditTcn::nts cril0res du servi~..:c 
d~ telephone voci.ll~ ~ppdl(' d~ leur r~1rt un l:..:rtain nomhrc de comm~ntaircs.  d~vdoppes  sur Ia hase 
des r~tlexions flK'Jl~~s Ull  nin:·au lli.llit.mal  ~·t Jc rexpcricnc~  acquis~ en  J7r~tnC(' sur CC su,ir.:'t. 
13. l.a l.\lllllllissit.Hl ~umpr~nd  c~ critl.'r\: '-Ill  Sl.!!lS ··£1 'acliPil£; cnllllll<.'rcia/c l'i.r,·aJTt ti n;t.tliser w1  h<.~m.:tic.:e"". 
Lcs  -autorit~s ·franc.;ais..:~  ~~tim~nt tout~fois qu~ Ia vente.  ml'-n1c  ~t  marg'-~ 1nlllc.  ~onstituc hit"n  unc 
c~ploitati~.,n commcn.:iak : k  s~o..·n·i(l'  ainsi  comm~rcialis~ pourntit  rwtammcnt scrvir dt:  produit 
d. appd. Le cri tl.·rc pertinent s~...·rait pi lltt.lll'dur de In  vente d"un sl:rvicc  I~Lisant I'  ohjet <.func publ icit0. 
La Commission conclut. dans h.:  cas d'rnlcrnet. que ""pc>ur I 'hclln.:.  I 'oly"ect((d"s.fhurnis.w:ur.,·  d'ao.:,~.\' 
11'c..•st pa.,·  d'as.~·urer ci  litre conmu·r  .. ·i,tf Ia tran.,·Juis.\·irJII des '-·ummllllicatiolls 1'oc·a/cs··.  L~.:.·s autorites 
fran~ajs~.S peuvcnt s·,l~StH:il:r  ~l C('tll' nmdu."i011 en C('  lftli  l'OilC\...'I"ll~ ks COil1111ltniC.1tiOilS VOCi:lles de 
··premit:r~ g~nL·ratinn  .. qui sont ~tahlics par ,t~s utilisatcurs munis du materiel rcquis sans intervention, 
du  t()urnisscur d·acccs.  I:Jks  ~lltbidLTcnt lllUtd\lis que  ct:Uc  artirmalion  devrait  par aillcurs  ~trc 
nuance:~ au  rc~arJ l.k r  0nK"'n.!C11L'l: d ·  Ull\...'  offre de services de ··.second!.!  l•~ncration  ·~. 
- ...  C' 
14. A  cct cgard. ks autorit~s fnw,·ais~s ~ontcstcnt Ia thcoric d~ Ia  Comn1ission sdon Jaqudlc si ""Ia 
ltHJplmnie l'ocah' t'sl If  lie composw7fl' "'"f~ph~memain: d 'un s'-•n•in: que h: client clwisit pour d 'aurn:s 
raisons (. .. / e/ ,,·e  tnJ/1\'L' Cllgf.J!-,,\·  ,/ruTs lc champ d'une liec.'llce  fJ/U.\' vusle /. .. }.  /e.\' JWI!stalaires de 
.\'(.'1Tic.:c..•s sur 111/('f"Jl('f 11 'aun.th'/1/ I"'"S h,:soillli I 'a\'l!l1ir, ulors me/Ill' lflle les applicalions L'/1111£1/iere de 
tJ/(:fJ/wnh• 1'0'-'ale se f1c.'1."fi..·,·f iomJerai• 'Ill. d 'ohll:llir des lic:ences c.l 'cXf1loitatio11 dt•s sen•iccs de tt.Y/Jphonic 
\'ot·alt!  ef.  ce jai.'.''"'·  L;<.'llt.IJ7f><'l'ah·,rt  £i  Ia  f1Lil'('.\',\'itJ  de  .'iol/i<'ih:r  des  lin'ITCt'S  indil,idm:IIC!s  t'l  li 
/'oh/igatiOil de L'Oil/rihiiL'I" £fl( SCITin· lfllh'c.'f.'t'l'r  . 
Les  auturit~s fran~tliSl'S consid~·renl qu~ k  s~rvice de t~kphonit:  \'UC.:~llc est mn:rncnt  "U/1<.'  conTJ'(Jsanh• 
xuppli:mcntairc.•  t.!'lln S<.'l'l'icc tfliC  /~·  l·lie111  dwisit rmur d 'autn•s l'tti.wms ".-Ll.·s  tari t~ attracti fs  el Ia 
qualitc d~s olTre:; Je communi~ati('lls \·ocaks de ··se~ondc g~n~r:.tlilm·· Jc\Tai~.:·nt au contrairc attirer 
de nouv~aux uti!  isat~urs d 'I  nt~rllt.:t. d  par li1  memc. contrihu~r '-l !'\On  J~vdoppcmt:nt. Dans Ia mesure 
oLt  ces services  n~pondrai~nt a  1· ~ns~rnbk des critcn;s lk Ia  d~tinition d\:  Ia  t01cphoni~ \'Ocale.  ils 
d~vrait.:nt faire  J' ohj~:t d' unc I  i~~ncc indiviJudk de tl~lephoni~ vocal.,; t't \.run~ ohligation de t.:nntribuer 
au  tinanccment du cof1t net du  s~r\"ll"l' uni vcrsd. sur un pied ~r  ~gal  i  l~ an~c lcs opcralcurs qui ofth;~nt 
, un service tciCphoniqu~ au  public··lr~lditiunnd". En tout 0tat J~  l:~lusc. Ia comparaison avec lcs cartes 
t~·lcphoniqul;!s est cont~stJbk. 
15. I  .~s autorite:-;  fran~~liSL'S s·int~rru~..:nl ~nlin  ~ur l'intcrrrelation qu.ill:,mvk·nt lk  donn~·r  ~·tla mention 
Llu  mode tk pai~m~nt  ~o.:L  uu  tm·i t' d~ h:ls s~r\'iccs, ··~t· paiemc.:llt s ·l·ff{·ctllallt t'lfl' L'tll'h' de:  crJdil. carle: 
/71"'-;1''1.''';',  011 !II01111UiC' <.;lcc:!rollltf"C. ttl/ turf(  de l'il11C:rconnc.:xicnt locale nwiorc..;  cl'l/171.!  marge.: ... 1\tlode 
Jc paiement ct tori f n  "en trent pas dwb 1· appreciation des critercs p~o..·rmctlant ·de LJU:lli lic:-r un service dc-
td~phoni~  voc~tk. L~  t~xtc g~tg.nerai  l en clark si ccs  ~onsid~rations en  ~Lai(•nt 0t~cs. url,~UHl 
l h.  La L'nncl·prion Ju t<.:.·mp~  r~·d 1\:Lcnue par Ia C<.,mmission dirtl:rl' ck ccllc des autoritcs  fran'Yais~s. 
L't.:  document  pn::cis~.:.·  que  ··fe  ,/,..;/ai  '"·;'-·c.-..·.r..·airc  au traifcmc111  ,·t '' Ia tran.-..·mission  d'nn Jloinl  de 
tcrmil1aisu11 ,; I  'autr~..· L;tuiltcl 'I" ·(Ill Ill' f'Oill'Lfif l'arlcr d 'ull sctTil'£' cl  telllf'S n;cl,  cc:/a rcste d 'ai/leurs 
,.~..rluhlc '"dourd'lmr·.  l.a Commissi,)ll ~:-;lime que Ia commutation par paquds induit un temps Jift~r~ 
dans Ia restitution des donn~cs  S1.HIS  t~)rmc vocak. Les autoritcs  fran~ai~cs  consid~rcnl toutefois que 
scul k  r~cotlrs :.1u  stoek~gc  pt.:rman~nl des inl(.ll'mationsjusqu'a l'lmsultation. commc dans les services 
de messagcrie.  ~.-opp(lSC  ~1  Ia notion dt..:  t~  .. ·mps  r~d. Ellcs  ~stimenl. nol,unmcnl yuc  l~s con1munications 
ott sc produisent des  d~c~dagl:':-; de qudqth  ..  'S millisccondcs sont en ll:mps  r~cl (cas des cornmunications 
par  sate! lit~  p~H·  ~Xt.:lllpk).  Elks  invit~nt par  ~onscqucnt b (  'ommissi\)11  ~.  nuanccr  raninnation 
prec~dcnt~:.• en  t..:rwn1  c:omptc des (kvdoppL·ments h:chnologrquc.:.s  l~s plus  r~ct:nts. qui induiscnt des 
d~calages tcmpon:ls  inli.:ri~LJrs {t c  ... ·u': induiLs par ccrt.:tines communications par .satdlilc. 
17. LJ Cnnunissi<.Hl cstime qu~  si  ''/  ·,,,·n~.,. t'r !ntcrm.·r est ohtcmtpar lc hhtis de  circuit.\·/out..~s. n: sen'icc 
11e pourruja1nais <.~Ire r.:ollsidt..;rt..;  t'oni/Jh.: 1111 .lit!rvice de ie/eplwuie ''oc,t/<:,  IIIL;me si Ia (.·ommunh:ation 
·'•e 1cnui11e sw·/c n;.,.C£1/Iflllhlh: t..'tllllllllth: ".  hlul· en concl·dant qu·  ··~,.;run! dmTTk: cependant £fll'un xrand 
nom/wed  'utilisateurs 0111  ac:t..·t·.,. ,·, flll,'l'llt'l por lc: hiai.\' du n.;seautd<.;J,hmiiqut.: public c.:omnllllt..; (RTP( '), 
t:t.:lte utilisation relc...,l'c:rait de/" d<.~/inilion". File ajoutc tout~fnis qu~: "/'apparition d'1111 e£f11ipentcnt 
f'crm<.'lltf171  I 'ace(·  ..  ,.  ti  lntc.'rnct fhrr /'-·  hiais des nh•eaux  L'lihl(~  .....  de  li.~h;di.Wrihulion sera  it de nature li 
mod(ficr CCII£!  £1fJfJI'£.;cit.lliol1".  nianl  implic.it~mcnt l}UC  Cl'UX-~i puis~cnt Clrc considere.s  COJ111~1C J'une 
J~s composantcs du n.:s<:au puhl ic t'lllllmutc. 
Les autoritcs  fran~aiscs  ~ont~..·stent 1· intl.!rprctation restrictive que donne Ia Con1mission  d~.! Ia notion 
de  ··r~scou  puhlic  C<.Hllnlut~··  qui  figure  Jans  Ia  definition  de  Ia  tCierhonic  \'ocak.  II  itnport~ 
tr interpracr cctte notion au  r~· _~ard du contexte  Iib~·ralis~ rost-98. cl non au regard de I  \:nvin1~,f'le1ncnt 
monopulistique 4ui  pr~\'Jlail en  ll)l.JO.  t.:n  tenant compte de  l'~volution tcchnoJogiqu~. Ccttc nvtion ne 
doit pas ~tre n!duit~: au :-\cui  rL·seau  t~l~phuniquc public commut~  <. RTPC) au sens de n.!seau public de 
r  operatcur  historiqu~.  I..es  autorilcs  fmn~aiscs estimcnt  notamment que  lcs  rcscaux  ..:abh~s  d(;! 
tclcdistribution utilises pour In  fnurnillrrc de  s~rviccs  d~  t~10communications au public sont cou\'crts 
par ccttc notion. En ertct. lcs ~l~ments  J~ rout age des rcscaux canl~s qui pcnnettcnt l~s conncxions 1.::1 
I" achc:n1incnlcnt  ncct:ssairL~s  ~1u  s~rTice  tel~phoniqu~ a~surcnt hi en  une  f\:'lllction  assimilable  ''t  Ia 
commutation. l.cs  autoril~s thm<;ais('s  ('Stim~nt que ccttc.:  approd1\.!  fonctionncllc lk la con1n1utation 
scrait plus adaptc.!e qu \me appnwhc pun:mcnt technique. 
··p~Tnll!ttant a  tOLJj_l_l_li_[.i_s.~tJS:J.U.  d"u_t_ij_i_~_l~'cq_t_ti!Jcment_r..:_ttiJJJCCl~  ~l  lJJ)_l~j__J~pjJJJ_j.k  tetmjJJ.~.i  ..  son_QQ.tJI 
~..Q!nlnuniqt_tcr aYcc  IJJLCJJtJn: poi  n.1.Jl~_j_e_t]Jl iu.il_is\.m: 
lR.  Enlin.  {a  Cc..H11111ission  ~llllsidl.·r('  qu~:  "si  l'utilisateur d'fnlt'/'11('/IT'' !''-'"'  Uf'f'l'ler 'f"': d'autres 
ahomh~.,. d 'fntt..•rflc:l dont lc.·s ordi!TLtfl' Ill's smu rm.:cm·,/<.;.,. 1  'W' I  'i111 r..:rn redia ire d '1111  mode111 ,., £{IIi  111 i I  isent 
h·s mJmc:s logh'it:ls.  illh' s ·agit f'"-" uon JJ!us c.l'un .r;,·cr1'h:e de  h1h;t,fumie l'ncale tJIIi.\'£f11t' II! systi!mc d(' 
,,crmel !'"·'·  ,·,  tow  ttl  ili.WIIl'ltr  d ·uu/i.,cr I ·t:quipemelll  J"~OIII' cofll!lltmiqm:r  Lll't't.'  1111  autre point de 
terminaison".  Elk  J1r~cisc ;.tilleurs  ~~u-il  irnrortc  que  lc  servic~: nff're  .. Ia pos  .  ..,·ihilitc  de  joindre 
aulomatiqlf(..'l11t..'l11  !l~../IIIJJ.!'rl_f..:JJ..Ui-:L£1hou.UJ.':_JLILIJ.~[Cj~lume·· pour ruu\-~)ir  ~t.n:. qunlilie de lcl~phonie vocalc. 
L~s  JUtt)ritcs fran~aiscs  cont~stL'nt cdtc intcrpr~tation rcstricti,·c J~,.·  1,~ 'ldinitil)ll. qui ne  mcn~ionne que 
des communic~1tions  av~c  "'.LJJJ_i._tutr~ point de  l~rminaison··. Fll~s est i  menl ql1'i I n  \~sl pas nccessairc lJUe 
~ous ks points de tc:rminaison du  rc~~:.lll public commut~  puissenl ctrc joints pour que le service soit 
qualif'i~ dt' sen·ice tcl~phnniqu~ au  puhli~..·. I,\.: .  .;  s~rYiccs rcstrcints et  1~s op~ratcurs qui n·cJffrcnt que des 
services de communk~Hion~ intcnwtionalcs rt..~ssot1cnt bien du n\dmc de Ia  t~l~phnnic vocalc. 
..  . 
J  ":1.  . .. 
11  July 1997 
Christian Hocepied Esq 
European Commission, 




A  venue de Cortenberg/Kortenberglaan 
150 
B-1 040 Brussels 
~s~  tY email) 
Dear Mr Hocepied, 
NOTICE 97/C 140/06: VOICE ON THE lNTERNET 
United Kingdom 
P e r m an e n t  R e p r e s e n  ·tat i o n 
To the European  Union 
A  venue d 'Auderghem  I 0 
I 040 Brussels 
Telephone: (0032)(2) 287 8211 
Telex: 24312 
Facsimile: (0032)(2) 287 8395 
Direct Line: (0032)(2) 287 8368 
My. authorities have asked me to convey their observations on the Commission's draft 
position on the status of  voi~e on the Internet as set out in the Notice 97/C  140/06. 
They would also like to. apologise for having just missed the deadline for  receipt of 
such comments  . 
The  UK welcomes  the  approach adopted by  the  Commission which seeks  to  avoid 
regulation  of voice  on  the  Internet  where  possible.  This  accords  with  the  UK's 
approach  to  regulation  of the  telecommunications  sector  more  generally.  Whet~ 
regulation  has  been  introduced for  reasons of promoting the  interests of consumers 
and/or promoting competition, it has only been to an extent that· is  proportionate and 
not  unnecessarily  burdensome.  Moreover,  as  competition  has  developed.  the  UK 
Office of Telecommunications has  been able to progressively roll  back regulation to 
allow market forces to take its place. 
The UK regards the Internet as a new and exciting field which is breaking new ground 
in  exploring  innovative  applications.  Internet  Service  Providers· in  the  UK  operate 
under ·a  general authorisation, the Telecommunications Services class Licence, which 
does not require registration. This licence authorises the provision of international data 
services  which  includes  voice  on  the  Internet  since  this  service  is  not  regarded  at 
present  as  including  two-way  live  speech.  My  authorities  believe  this  licensing 
arrangement  is  consistent with  the  position  set out  in  the  Commission's Notice  1n 
relation to licensing voice on the Internet. b~ 
~ 
As  the Notice discusses, however, technological development in the market is  rapid. 
Indeed~ in the UK market, the provision of  voice telephony is already being advertised 
as part of son1e Service providers' packages.  Moreover, the industry in the UK is also 
offering the  possibility of dialling out to  any  telephone number,  not just to  another 
Internet user currently on line. With regard to the final criteria listed in the Notice~ my 
authorities would agree with the Commission that voice over the Internet cannot yet be 
regarded as a consistently real-time service, thereby  pr~venting it being considered as  ~ 
voice  telephony.  Nevertheless,  the  UK  believes  that  it  will  not  be  long  before  it 
becomes  a  real-time  service,  in  view  of which  it  is  important  to  consider  the 
implications of  this as the Commission's Notice discusses. 
With regard to the regulatory consequences of  voice on the Internet becoming 
equivalent to voice te~ephony, the UK is keen to ensure that regulation would continue 
to be kept at the minimum level consistent with maintaining the abilities of  National 
Regulatory Authorities to act against anti-competitive practices. Unnecessary levels of 
regulation, or uneven levels of  regulation across Member States, could stifle or distort 
the development of  competition among Internet Service Proviqers throughout Europe 
and thereby slow the pace of  innovation that has made the Internet such a dynamic 
market. Any conditions imposed by the l.J K authorities in relation to licensing voice on 
the Internet would of  course be objective, non-discriminatory, proportionate and 
transparent in line with the terms of  the relevant Article 90 and 1  OOA Directives. 
Yours, 
Andy Ivlay 
Second Secretary (Telecoms) 
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European Commission  . / 
Directorate General for Competition (DG IV)·""'....-/ 
Directorate C, Office 3/48  · 
Fax296 9819 
EFT  A Surveillance Authority, 
Competition and State Aid Directorate, fax 286 18 02 
Competition Counsellor Gudbrand Guthus 
COMMISSION NOTICE CONCERNING THE STATUS OF VOICE 
ON THE INTERNET PURSUANT TO DIRECTIVE 90/388/EEC 
Dear Mr. Temple Lang 
With reference to the publication in the Official"  Journal No C 140 of 7.5.97 of the 
draft Commission notice. please find attached a letter of 27 June 1997 from the 
Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications. 
~~J}ce~~~ 
Gu~~i~. 
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Birgitte  ..  '-\raldsen,(+47) 22 24 82 34 
European Commission 
DirectOrate-General for Competition (DG IV) 
Directorate C 
Office 3/48 
Avenue de CortenbergiKortenberglaan 150 
B-1040 Brussels 
.COMMISSION NOTICE CONCERNING THE STATUS OF VOICE ON 
THE INTERNET PURSUANT TO DIRECTIVE 90/388/EEC 
Referring to the Commission.'s notice concerning the status of  voice on the 
Intemet pursuant to Directive 90/388/EEC ·The Norwegian Ministty of 
Transport and Commllllicatioll$ would hereby like to submit some comments 
on the Commissions draft position. 
We welcome the  Noti~  an.d the willingness to supplement the earlier 
Communication. Voice over the Intemet is a result of  integration of  data 
1l'<m5mission and voice telephony, an integration which contributes to 
development of  new communication services. 
In general. w~  agree with the Commission's intelpretation of the defmiti.on on 
voice telephony in DireCtive 90/3  88  ·  as concerns voice over the Intemet_ 
However~  we find the concept of  ~·real-time  .. to be interpreted too naJ.Towly. In 
our opinion the ''real-time  ...  criteria is fUlfilled '"hen the service is generally 
accepted by the users as c.apable of  transmitting a conversation to be ''real-
time"_ We understand the current technology to be able to fulfil such a criteria 
in. the opinion of  the users. We would also like to point out that it is possib1 e to 
deliver a voice service 'Via Internet with less delay on average, than over a 
satellite connection. 
W ~ thln.k it is technically possible for service providers already today to offer a 
dial out service via Internet (to any telephone number) that could be considered 
f~"'ta! addtess 
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as voice telephony according to the definition given in Directive.  90/388, even 
though such services will be more common in the future. 
We would like to question why a (future) voice seiVice over Internet must be ''a 
decisive drive for Internet subscription" in order to be considered as voice 
telephony in respect of  Directive 90/388_ In our opiDion the criteria of 
t"com.mercial offer" will be fulfilJed if  the transport of  voice is provided as a 
commercial aciti:,.itywith the intention of  making a profit, even if  it is provided 
to&ether with other typical Internet setvices as broVt"Sing:r downloading etc_ 
\ 
The Nof'Qt~gian  Ministry of Transport and Communication is of  the opinion that 
possible voice services over Internet should not be considexed outside the 
definition of  voice telephony in DirectiYe 901388 because of  the lack of  .. real-
time" in such sen-ices today: but should be assessed according to the other 
criteria of  the definition in  line with what is done in the Notice. 
4.::--:-v 
gl  d 
Deputy Director General 
--Copy: 
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